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Tehniques for Analyzing the Computational Power of Constant-DepthCiruits and Spae-Bounded ComputationPubliation No.Vladimir Traianov Trifonov, Ph.D.The University of Texas at Austin, 2006Supervisor: Anna G�alThe subjet of omputational omplexity theory is to analyze the diÆulty ofsolving omputational problems within di�erent models of omputation. Proving lowerbounds is easier in less powerful models and proving upper bounds is easier in the morepowerful models. This dissertation studies tehniques for analyzing the power of modelsof omputation whih are at the frontier of urrently existing methods.First, we study the power of ertain lasses of depth-three iruits. The powerof suh iruits is largely not understood and studying them under further restritionshas reeived a lot of attention. We prove exponential lower bounds on the size of ertaindepth-three iruits omputing parity. Our approah is based on relating the lower boundsto orrelation between parity and modular polynomials, and expressing the orrelationwith exponential sums. We show a new expression for the exponential sum whih involvesa ertain aÆne spae orresponding to the polynomial. This tehnique gives a uni�edtreatment and generalization of bounds whih inlude the results of Goldmann on linearpolynomials and Cai, Green, and Thierauf on symmetri polynomials. We obtain boundson the exponential sums for lasses of polynomials of large degree and with a large numberof terms, whih previous tehniques did not apply to.Seond, we study the spae omplexity of undireted st-onnetivity. We provean O(log n log log n) upper bound on the spae omplexity of undireted st-onnetivity.iv



This improves the previous O(log4=3 n) bound due to Armoni et al. and is a big steptowards the onjetured optimal O(logn) bound. Independently of our work and usingdi�erent tehniques reently Reingold proved the optimal bound. Interest in this ques-tion omes from the fat that undireted st-onnetivity is omplete for SL, a lass ofproblems between L and NL. It has been notied that questions in the spae ontexttend to be easier to answer than the orresponding questions in the time ontext. Sineunderstanding the power of non-determinism over determinism presents a major hal-lenge to omplexity theory, studying omplexity lasses between L and NL, whih arethe smallest natural lasses apturing deterministi and non-deterministi spae-boundedomputation, is important.
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Chapter 1Introdution
The subjet of omputational omplexity theory is to analyze the diÆulty of solvingomputational problems. The omplexity of a problem is analyzed within a �xed modelof omputation. Generally speaking a model of omputation �xes the operations whihare permitted when solving a partiular problem. One suh model is the Turing Mahine(TM) model, whih aording to the Churh-Turing thesis is also the most general one, inthe sense that everything whih is intuitively solvable by a disrete algorithm an also besolved by a Turing Mahine. A Turing Mahine has an in�nite tape, divided into ells, ahead whih an read, write, and move on the tape, a set of internal states, and a programwhih spei�es the behavior of the Turing Mahine. Another model of omputation is theboolean iruit model. In this model, the omputation is performed by a iruit spei�edby a set of gates, whih ompute some boolean funtions and whih are onneted in anayli manner by wires. Very often we are interested in a restrited version of a givenmodel. For example, for iruits we might restrit the types of gates allowed in them orrequire that the iruits have a small depth. On the other hand, we an extend the powerof a model, e.g. by permitting multiple tapes, or variations whih allow for non-uniformity,non-determinism, or randomness.To measure the omplexity of a problem, we enode its instanes as words oversome �nite alphabet � (� is usually taken to be f0; 1g) and all the length of an enodingthe size of the instane. For example, a graph ould be enoded with its adjaeny matrix,a number an be enoded in its binary representation, and so on. One we �x the enoding,we an assume that the problem is a subset of ��, the set of all words over the alphabet1



�. A solution to the problem is an abstrat devie from the �xed model of omputation,whih for a given instane heks whether it belongs to the set of the problem. In theproess of providing an answer, a solution to a problem uses di�erent resoures. For a TMwe might be interested in the number of steps performed, the amount of spae used, orthe amount of randomness. For iruits we an ask what is their size. Ideally we want theresoure to be used eÆiently. The omplexity of a solution to a problem is the funtion ofthe instane size whih is the maximum over all instanes of the given size of the amountof the resoure used by the solution. The omplexity of a problem is the omplexity ofthe optimal solution to the problem.Determining the omplexity of a problem has two sides. On one hand, providing asolution sets an upper bound on the omplexity. For example, the algorithm of [AKS02℄sets a polynomial upper bound on the number of steps in whih a deterministi TM deideswhether a given number is prime. On the other hand, we might want to prove a lowerbound on the omplexity of a problem. Bridging the gap between a lower and an upperbound on the omplexity of a problem is an ever ourring motif in many omplexity-theoreti investigations. Naturally, proving lower bounds is easier in less powerful modelsof omputation and obtaining upper bounds is easier in more powerful models.A measure of how hard it is to prove lower bounds is the fat that at the momentlower bounds are known only for very restrited iruit models, e.g. iruits whih haveonstant depth. The hardness of proving lower bounds is one of the reasons why restritedmodels of omputation were introdued { the hope is that proving lower bounds in morerestrited models of omputation will provide tehniques for proving lower bounds in moregeneral models.Another point of view on the entral questions of omputational omplexity theorydesribed above is about relating di�erent omplexity lasses. Complexity lasses lassifyproblems aording to their omplexity in a �xed model of omputation. For example,the lass P is the set of problems deidable in polynomial time by a deterministi TMand NP is the set of problems aeptable by a non-deterministi TM in polynomialtime. Similarly we have the lasses L and NL, where instead of polynomial time we2



have logarithmi spae. In the boolean iruit model important examples are ACk {polynomial size, depth O(logk n), unbounded fan-in iruits with AND, OR, and NOTgates, and NCk { polynomial size, depth O(logk n), bounded fan-in iruits with AND,OR, and NOT gates. The important questions here are, given two omplexity lasses howthey relate to eah other { are they omparable, are they subsets of eah other, is one astrit subset of another, et. Suh questions an be informally phrased as analyzing therelative omputational power of di�erent models of omputation. For example, we havethe following relationsAC0 � NC1 � L � SL � RL � NL �� AC1 � NC2 � AC2 � NC3 � AC3 � : : : � P � NP;where SL and RL are the lasses of problems solvable by a orrespondingly symmetriand randomized TM in logarithmi spae. Notie that the only strit inlusion is at thebottom of this hierarhy of lasses, although it is believed that all of the inlusions arestrit, with the exeption of the ones between L and RL. The seond inlusion is dueto Borodin [Bor77℄, the fourth is due to Aleliunas et al. [AKL+79℄, and the fat thatNL � AC1 follows from the boolean matrix repeated squaring algorithm [Pap94℄. Theother inlusions follow from the de�nitions of the orresponding lasses [Pap94℄. At thetime of writing of this dissertation it was proven by Reingold [Rei05℄ that atually L = SL.An important onept is that of a omplete problem. The important property ofa problem P omplete for a omplexity lass C under an appropriate redution is that, ifP 2 D, where D is some omplexity lass, then C � D. Thus, in some sense, a ompleteproblem aptures the omplexity of its lass. Informally, if we an prove that P an besolved eÆiently, then all problems in C have an eÆient solution. Thus, heking if oneomplexity lass is more powerful than another is redued to providing a suitable upperbound on a partiular problem. On the other hand, lower bounds an be used to showthat two omplexity lasses are di�erent. Thus, we an think of the entral problems ofomputational omplexity theory as analyzing the relative power of omplexity lasses.As mentioned earlier, restriting a model of omputation redues its power, andthus makes proving lower bounds easier. Hene, separation in low level omplexity lasses3



is usually easier. On the other hand, it has been notied that hanging the omplexitymeasure also makes analogous questions easier. One example of this phenomenon is thatthe NP vs. oNP question seems to be out of reah of urrent tehniques, whereas theanalogous question for spae has been resolved [Sze87, Imm88℄. Another example, againrelated to time vs. spae, is about the power of randomized omputation. In the timeontext no general eÆient derandomization of polynomial time randomized algorithmsis known, although it is believed that suh derandomization exists [IW97℄, whereas forlogarithmi spae randomized algorithms suh derandomization is known [SZ95℄.In this dissertation we study the omputational power of onstant-depth iruitsand spae-bounded omputation. On one hand, we look at new tehniques for provinglower bounds on the size of MAJ Æ MODq Æ AND iruits omputing the MODv funtion(the notation is de�ned below) for relatively prime v and q. This question omes fromnatural extensions of onsiderations related to the inability of AC0 iruits to omputeparity. On the other hand, we onsider upper bounds on the spae omplexity of theundireted st-onnetivity problem. This problem is SL-omplete and questions aboutthe omplexity lasses between L and NL are important and reeive a lot of attention.1.1 Constant-depth iruitsWe denote vetors of salars with bold font, i.e. x is a salar and x = (x1; : : : ; xn) is avetor. A boolean funtion on n variables is a funtion from f0; 1gn to f0; 1g. De�ne thefollowing boolean funtions on n variables: MODq(x) = 0 i� q dividesPi xi, MAJn(x) = 1i�Pi xi > n=2, ANDn(x) = 1 i�Pi xi = n, and ORn(x) = 1 i�Pi xi > 0. For x 2 f0; 1g,let NOT(x) = 1 � x. We all MOD2 the parity funtion. Let SYMn be the set of allsymmetri boolean funtions on n variables. Obviously MAJn;ANDn;ORn 2 SYMn. Weomit n from the subsripts of MAJ, AND, and OR, when its value is of no signi�ane andan be dedued from the ontext.A boolean iruit C is spei�ed by some n 2 N and a direted ayli graph withexatly one vertex with out-degree zero. The verties of C are alled gates and its edges arealled wires. The gates whih have non-zero in-degree are labeled with boolean funtions.4



A gate with in-degree zero is alled an input gate and is labeled with xi, for some i 2 [n℄.The gate with out-degree zero is alled the output gate. C de�nes a boolean funtionon n variables, whih we also denote with C, in the intuitive manner. The size of C isthe number of gates in it. A gate g of C is of depth d, if the length of a longest pathfrom an input gate to g is d. The depth of C is the depth of the output gate. Thein-degree/out-degree of a gate is alled its fan-in/fan-out.The following notation is standard. AC0k denotes the set of boolean funtionsomputable by iruits of polynomial size, depth k, with AND, OR, and NOT gates;AC0 = SkAC0k. ACC0k[q℄ denotes the set of boolean funtions omputable by iruits ofpolynomial size, depth k, with AND, OR, NOT, andMODq gates; ACC0[q℄ = SkACC0k[q℄and ACC0 = SqACC0[q℄. TC0k denotes the set of boolean funtions omputable byiruits of depth k with AND, OR, NOT, and MAJ gates; TC0 = SkTC0k.Let C2 and C2 be two lasses of boolean iruits. We denote with C1 Æ C2 the lassof iruits whih have the outputs of iruits from C2 fed into the inputs of a iruit fromC1. Thus, for example, MAJ ÆMODq Æ AND is the lass of iruits having a MAJ gate atthe output, MODq gates at depth two, and AND gates at depth one.One of the questions that this dissertation investigates is how well MAJ ÆMODq ÆAND iruits ompute the MODv funtion for relatively prime v and q. Despite the inno-ent look of the lass of iruits we are onsidering, this question is quite hard. Provinglower bounds on the size of boolean iruits for spei� funtions is one of the entralproblems in omputational omplexity theory. The general question of proving lowerbounds on the size of boolean iruits is notoriously diÆult, beause, for example, su-perpolynomial lower bounds on the size of boolean iruits omputing a spei� funtionfrom the omplexity lass NP would imply that P 6= NP. However, even muh weaker(e.g. superlinear) lower bounds seem to remain out of reah of the urrent tehniques.Therefore imposing various restritions on the iruits and developing lower bound meth-ods for restrited iruit models has reeived a lot of attention in the last few deades.The hope is to extend suh tehniques and develop new methods whih are appliabletowards stronger and stronger models. 5



1.1.1 Lower bounds for onstant-depth iruitsThe fundamental work of [Ajt83, FSS84, Yao85, H�as86℄ shows that MOD2 62 AC0 andmore spei�ally onstant-depth iruits with AND, OR, and NOT gates need exponentialsize to ompute MOD2. These results also imply that MAJ 62 AC0. A natural step afterthese results was to onsider what happens, if we allow more powerful gates, e.g. MODqgates or MAJ gates, in our iruits. This led to the de�nition of the lasses ACC0 andTC0 given above. A preliminary answer to this question was given by Smolensky [Smo87℄who showed that MODv 62 ACC0[pk℄, when v and p are di�erent primes and k is �xed.The result of Smolensky implies that MOD2 62 AC0. The power of ACC0[q℄ iruitswhen q is not a prime power is muh less understood. For example, although it is highlyunlikely,NP � ACC03[6℄ has not been ruled out yet. A further motivation for onsideringlower bounds in onstant-depth iruits is that they imply separation orales for higherlevel omplexity lasses [FSS84, Yao85℄.Depth-three iruits an be surprisingly powerful. Allender [All89℄ proved thatAC0 is ontained in the lass of MAJ Æ MOD2 Æ ANDlogO(1) n iruits of quasipolyno-mial (2logO(1) n) size. Yao [Yao90℄ proved that ACC0 is ontained in the lass of TC02 ÆANDlogO(1) n iruits of quasipolynomial size. It remains open, whether Allender's resultan be extended to ACC0, i.e. it is not known, whether ACC0 is ontained in the lassof quasipolynomial size MAJ ÆMOD2 Æ ANDlogO(1) n iruits. This question was asked byGreen in [Gre02℄ and is the main motivation for our investigation.The result of H�astad and Goldmann [HG84℄ implies that a ertain funtion inACC0 requires exponential sizeMAJÆMOD2ÆANDO(log n) iruits. The result of Razborovand Wigderson [RW93℄ implies that a ertain funtion in ACC0 requires n
(log n) sizeMAJÆMOD2 ÆANDn iruits. This result was reently extended to iruits with arbitraryAC0 iruits in plae of the AND gates by Hansen and Miltersen [HM04℄. [RW93℄ and[HM04℄ build on the results of [HG84℄. However, the method of [HG84℄ applies to havingarbitrary gates from SYM in the middle layer. Thus, in view of Yao's result [Yao90℄and beause MAJ Æ SYM = TC02, these results annot be diretly extended to obtainingexponential lower bounds on the size of MAJ ÆMOD2 ÆANDlogO(1) n omputing a funtion6



in ACC0.Other ombinations ofMAJ,MOD and AND gates in depth-3 iruits have also beenonsidered (e.g. [BM89, Gro94, KP94, GT00℄). For example, exponential lower boundsfor funtions in ACC0 were obtained in [Gro94, BM89℄ for MAJ Æ AND ÆMOD iruits,in [KP94℄ for MAJ ÆANDO(1) ÆMOD iruits, and in [GT00℄ for MODq ÆANDO(1) ÆMOD2iruits.1.1.2 Correlation and lower boundsDepth-three iruits with MOD gates in the middle layer appear to be harder to analyzeand, in partiular, the power of MAJ Æ MOD Æ AND iruits remains less understood.Obtaining exponential lower bounds on the size of suh iruits under various restritionshas reeived onsiderable attention [Gol95, CGT96, Gre99, AB01, Gre02, Bou05℄. Thestarting point of all these results, inluding [HG84℄ whih onsiders the more generalMAJ Æ SYM ÆAND iruits, is the Disriminator Lemma of [HMP+87℄. We will need thefollowing de�nition of orrelation, whih measures how lose two boolean funtions are.De�nition 1.1.1. Let g; f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g be two boolean funtions. The orrelationC(g; f) between g and f isC(g; f) = 2�n Xx2f0;1gn(�1)g(x)+f(x):Notie that C(g; f) is the probability that g and f are the same on a uniformlyrandom input minus the probability that they are di�erent. If the funtions are the same,then the orrelation is 1, and if they are omplements of eah other, then the orrelationis �1. The orrelation is 0 i� there are the same number of inputs on whih the funtionsdi�er and on whih they are the same. In this ase, if we think of f as approximating g,then f does not perform better than a single unbiased oin toss.Lemma 1.1.1 (Disriminator Lemma, [HMP+87℄). Let g : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g be aboolean funtion omputed by a boolean iruit with a MAJm gate at the output whihtakes the results of the iruits C1; : : : ; Cm as inputs. Assume also that g is balaned, i.e.jg�1(0)j = jg�1(1)j. Then there exists i 2 [m℄ suh that jC(g; Ci)j � 1=m.7



By this lemma, an upper bound on the absolute value of the orrelation between afuntion g and an arbitrary iruit from a given lass C implies a lower bound on the fan-inof the MAJ gate in MAJÆ C iruits omputing g. In partiular, proving that the absolutevalue of the orrelation between MODv and funtions from MODq ÆANDd is exponentiallysmall, implies an exponential lower bound on the size of MAJ Æ MODq Æ ANDd iruitsomputing MODv.Let P (x) be a polynomial of degree d over Zq. Let fP be a boolean funtion suhthat fP (x) = 0 i� P (x) = 0. Notie that fP 2 MODq Æ ANDd. The orrelation between aboolean funtion g and P is de�ned to be the orrelation between g and fP .Smolensky's result [Smo87℄ implies that for di�erent primes v and p, the absolutevalue of the orrelation betweenMODv and polynomials of degree logO(1) n over Zq, for q =pk, is at most n�1=2+o(1). Unfortunately the tehnique of [Smo87℄ does not yield smallerbounds on the absolute value of the orrelation, even for degree 2 or sparse polynomials,and annot be applied, if q is not a prime power. By the results of [Ajt83, FSS84,Yao85, H�as86℄ we know that the absolute value of the orrelation between MOD2 andfuntions from AC0 is exponentially small. Cai, Green and Thierauf [CGT96℄ provedthat the absolute value of the orrelation between MOD2 and symmetri polynomials ofdegree logO(1) n over Zq, for q odd, is exponentially small. This was generalized by Green[Gre99℄ to an exponentially small upper bound on the absolute value of the orrelationbetween MODv and symmetri polynomials of degree logO(1) n over Zq, when v is a primewhih does not divide q.Extending these bounds to non-symmetri polynomials poses a signi�ant hal-lenge. The degree 1 ase was solved by Goldmann [Gol95℄, who proved that the absolutevalue of the orrelation betweenMODv and linear polynomials over Zq, when v has a primefator whih does not divide q, is at most 2�
(n). Alon and Beigel [AB01℄ showed thatthe absolute value of the orrelation between MOD2 and degree 2 polynomials over Zq,for odd q, is at most 2�(log n)" for some onstant " < 1, and for degree O(1) polynomialsthe absolute value of the orrelation is o(1). Note that the bounds of [AB01℄ are weakerthan the n�1=2+o(1) upper bounds implied by Smolensky's results [Smo87℄, but [Smo87℄8



is appliable only when q is a prime power. The �rst improvement over the bounds of[Smo87℄ and [AB01℄ for non-symmetri polynomials of degree more than 1 was ahievedby Green [Gre02℄, who proved that the absolute value of the orrelation between MOD2and degree 2 polynomials over Z3 is at most 2�
(n). The method used in [Gre02℄ reliesvery spei�ally on the degree being 2 and q = 3. Finally, Bourgain [Bou05℄ showed thatfor every " 2 [0; 1) as long as the degree of the polynomial is at most " log n=3q, theorrelation between MODv and the polynomial over Zq is 2�
(n1�"), if q is odd, and q andv are relatively prime. Bourgain's result was generalized by Green, Roy and Straubing[GRS05℄ to arbitrary (not neessarily odd) q.1.1.3 Our results on depth-three iruitsOne of the problems whih this dissertation addresses is proving upper bounds on theabsolute value of the orrelation betweenMOD2 and polynomials over Zq, q odd. We studythis question beause, as we saw in the previous setion, it implies a lower bound onMAJÆMODq ÆAND iruits omputing parity and, more generally, beause obtaining tehniquesfor dealing with modular gates is an important topi in omputational omplexity theory.We suggest a new approah to estimating the orrelation, whih is appliable to arbitraryodd q and improves previous bounds for several lasses of polynomials.We represent the orrelation between parity and a polynomial over Zq by an ex-ponential sum. In addition, we use a linear transformation to evaluate the polynomial ona given input, i.e. �rst we apply a linear transformation to the given input and then thevalue of the polynomial is obtained as a funtion of the resulting vetor. When boundingthe exponential sum, this allows us to use linear algebrai properties over Z2 of a matrixobtained from the polynomial. In partiular, we show a new expression for the exponen-tial sum whih involves a ertain aÆne spae over Z2 orresponding to the polynomial.Our tehnique gives a uni�ed treatment and generalization of bounds whih inlude theresults of Goldmann [Gol95℄ on linear polynomials and Cai, Green, and Thierauf [CGT96℄on symmetri polynomials. Furthermore, we obtain bounds on the exponential sums forlasses of polynomials of large degree and with a large number of terms, whih previoustehniques did not apply to. 9



Previously, exponential sums have been used to represent orrelation by Cai, Greenand Thierauf [CGT96℄ and Green [Gre99℄ for symmetri polynomials, Green [Gre02℄ fordegree 2 polynomials and q = 3, and Bourgain [Bou05℄ and Green, Roy, and Straubing[GRS05℄ for polynomials of degree almost log n=3q. The bene�t of working with expo-nential sums, instead of orrelation diretly, is that we an employ algebrai and analytitools when bounding them. Despite the availability of suh tools, bounding exponentialsums is quite diÆult. Studying similar sums is a major topi in mathematis [LN97℄ andwe hope that employing tehniques already developed for dealing with them will help toresolve the questions of interest to us.We use �v to denote equality modulo v. For two funtions g; f : f0; 1gn ! Z andv; q 2 N+ the exponential sum orresponding to g modulo v and f modulo q on booleaninputs is Ev;q(g; f) = 2�n Xx2f0;1gn !g(x)v !f(x)q ; (1.1)where !v and !q are orrespondingly primitive v-th and q-th root of unity. These ex-ponential sums are losely related to the orrelation. For example, if �(x) = Pi2[n℄ xi,P is a polynomial with integer oeÆients, and fP is the boolean funtion whih is 0 i�P (x) �q 0, then (Lemma 2.2.1)C(MOD2; fP ) = 2q Xt2[q℄E2;q(�; tP ):Thus a bound on jE2;q(�; tP )j for every t 2 [q℄ implies a bound on C(MOD2; fP ). In aertain sense the onverse of this is also true (Lemma 2.2.2). In general, we are interestedin bounding jE2;q(�g; f)j, where g 2 f0; 1gn and �g(x) = Pi2[n℄ gixi, i.e. we want tobound the exponential sums orresponding to parity over any subset of the input bits.First, given a polynomial P with integer oeÆients and using that q is odd wean onstrut another polynomial Q with integer oeÆients of the same degree as P suhthat for every x 2 f0; 1gn, P (x) �q Q(y);where y 2 f�1; 1gn and yi = (�1)xi . Then, from Q we obtain a matrix M 2 f0; 1gm�n10



suh that Q(y) �q jzj; (1.2)where z 2 f0; 1gm and x 2 f0; 1gn are suh that z �2 Mx, xi = 1 i� yi = �1, and jzj isthe number of ones in z. This situation an be reversed and given a matrix we an obtaina polynomial suh that (1.2) holds. For every g 2 f0; 1gn we prove (Lemma 2.4.1) thatE2;q(�g; P ) = 2�m Xy2K(M;g)(!q � �!q)jyj(!q � �!q)m�jyj; (1.3)where K(M;g) is the set of solutions to MTy = g over Z2. Sine K(M;g) is an aÆnespae over Z2, this expression relates bounding the exponential sum to properties ofthis spae, i.e. with linear algebrai properties over Z2 of M . In partiular, using thisexpression we obtain bounds when K(M;g) does not have too many elements, e.g. M isnon-singular over Z2 (Theorem 2.7.1).Generalize the notion of aÆne spae in the following way. For matries M 2f0; 1gm�n, M1; : : : ;Mk, Mi 2 f0; 1gmi�n, and g 2 f0; 1gn de�neI(M) = �z 2 f0; 1gn : 9y 2 f0; 1gm s.t. MTy �2 z	 ;J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) = 8<:(g1; : : : ;gk) 2 I(M1)� � � � � I(Mk) : Xi2[k℄gi �2 g9=; :I(M) is the linear spae over Z2 of vetors in the image of the linear transformation givenby MT . The aÆne spae K(M;g) is essentially J(M1; : : : ;Mm;g) where Mi is the i-throw of M . De�ne the weight of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) to be the smallest number of non-zeroomponents of any of its elements. We obtain bounds on the exponential sum providedthat M1; : : : ;Mk is a partition of the rows of M suh that J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) is small andits weight is large (Theorem 2.7.2). Furthermore, we obtain bounds independently of theweight of J , provided that for every i 2 [k℄ the polynomial Qi orresponding to the matrixMi is not onstant modulo q on f�1; 1g inputs (Theorem 2.7.5). These bounds over thelinear polynomials ase of Goldmann, but also inlude polynomials in whih the degreeis large. Simple examples of polynomials whih these onsideration an handle are whenthe matrix M is blok-diagonal with many bloks M1; : : : ;Mk and either the weight ofevery vetor in I(Mi) is small, or every Qi is not onstant modulo q on f�1; 1g inputs.11



Next, we show an even more general expression (Lemma 2.8.1) for the exponentialsum (1.1) when v = 2 and g = �g, for some g 2 f0; 1gn. Given a funtion f : f0; 1gn ! Zthis expression requires that we have r 2 N+ and A 2 Zm�n, suh that the vetor Axmodulo r determines the value of f(x) modulo q. More preisely, there exists h : Zm! Zsuh that for every x 2 f0; 1gn and y 2 Zm, if y �r Ax, then f(x) �q h(y). Notie thatthe onsiderations above give suh a matrix with r = v = 2, if f is a polynomial. Inpartiular (1.3) follows from this more general expression. On the other hand, we showthat Zabek's Theorem (Theorem 2.8.3 and Lemma 2.8.4) gives an odd r = poly(d) and amatrix with only one row, if f is a symmetri polynomial of degree at most d. This allowsus to derive the result of Cai, Green, and Thierauf on symmetri polynomials (Theorem2.8.5). We extend this result to funtions of not too many generalized symmetri polyno-mials. A generalized symmetri polynomial T is spei�ed by a symmetri polynomial Sand a vetor a 2 Zn suh that T (x) = S(a1x1; � � � ; anxn); T is symmetri, if a = 1. For ageneralized symmetri polynomial of degree at most d a result of Voloh (Theorem 2.8.12)allows us to obtain an odd r = poly(d) and a matrix with d rows. This gives us a boundanalogous to the bound of Cai, Green, and Thierauf, when f(x) = g(T1(x); : : : ; Tk(x)),for any k � nÆ, where Æ depends on q, g is any funtion from Zq to Zq, not neessarilya polynomial, and the Ti's are di�erent generalized symmetri polynomials of degree atmost d (Theorem 2.8.13).Some of the results desribed above appear in [GT06℄.1.2 Spae-bounded omputationThe other problem whih this dissertation addresses is the spae omplexity of undiretedst-onnetivity. Before we present the problem and a history of algorithms for it, we de�nethe relevant omplexity lasses.A deterministi Turing Mahine (DTM) is spei�ed by 1) a onstant number ofin�nite tapes, whih are divided into ells ontaining 0, 1, and some speial symbols, 2)a set of internal states, one of whih is designated as a YES and one as a NO �nal state,3) heads positioned over the tapes, and whih an hange the ontent of the ell they12



are reading at the moment, and move to an adjaent ell, and 4) a program speifyingthe behavior of the DTM. The input to a DTM is given on a read-only tape. Given aninput, a DTM performs some number of steps, aording to its program and the ontentof the tapes, and stops in a �nal state determining its output. The tapes besides the inputtape are alled worktapes. If M is a DTM, we denote with M(x) the boolean funtionomputed by M on input x. A TM is non-deterministi (NTM), if besides the input tapeit has an additional one-way read-only tape, providing the non-deterministi hoies ofM . The output of a NTM depends both on the input and the non-deterministi hoies.If M is a NTM we denote with M(x;y) the boolean funtion omputed by M , where xis the input and y are the non-deterministi hoies of M .In the following, n denotes the size of an input.Let P be a deision problem. P is deided by a DTM M , if for every x, M(x) = 1i� x 2 P . P is aepted by a NTM M , if for every x, if x 2 P , then there exists y, suhthat M(x;y) = 1, and if x 62 P , then for every y, M(x;y) = 0. The time a TM takeson an input is the number of steps it needs to produe an answer, and the spae is thelargest number of ells used on the worktapes.A deision problem P is in TIME(f(n)), if there is a TM M , whih deides Pin time O(f(n)). A deision problem P is in SPACE(f(n)), if there is a TM M , whihdeides P in spae O(f(n)). Similarly we de�ne NTIME(f(n)) and NSPACE(f(n)) forNTM. Let P = STIME(n) and NP = SNTIME(n). Let L = SPACE(log n) andNL = NSPACE(log n).A random aess mahine (RAM) is spei�ed by 1) a onstant number of registers,whih ontain integer numbers, 2) a program omposed of instrutions, whih an performarithmeti and branhing using the ontent of the registers, and 3) a program ounter.A parallel RAM (PRAM) is a RAM whih has several proessors exeuting its program,working in parallel and using the same registers. There are di�erent versions of PRAMbased on how we deide to resolve simultaneous aesses to a register. In EREW PRAM(exlusive read, exlusive write parallel RAM) onurrent aess is forbidden, in CREWPRAM onurrent reads are allowed, and in CRCW PRAM both onurrent reads and13



writes are allowed. We assume that onurrent writes are resolved arbitrarily.The set of problems aepted by a RAM and a DTM in polynomial time is thesame. The PRAM model an provide a signi�ant speedup over a DTM neessary tosolve a problem. Let EREW(t(n); p(n)) be the set of problems deided by an EREWPRAM algorithm in time O(t(n)) and using O(p(n)) proessors. De�ne analogouslyCREW(t(n); p(n)) and CRCW(t(n); p(n)) for CREW and CRCW PRAM. The workof a PRAM algorithm is de�ned as t(n)p(n). Just like a TM is onsidered eÆient, if itworks in polynomial time, a PRAM algorithm is onsidered eÆient, if it works in timelogO(1) n using a polynomial number of proessors. The question of separating eÆientsequential algorithms (represented by polynomial time DTMs) and eÆient parallel algo-rithms (represented by polylogarithmi time PRAMs) is a big open question, similar tothe P vs. NP question in this ontext. A PRAM algorithm is optimal, if its work is equalto the time neessary to solve the problem on a DTM.Spae, parallel time, and iruit depth are losely related. Informally we havethe Parallel Computation Thesis, whih says that parallel time and sequential spae arepolynomially related (see [KR90℄). More preisely we have the following inlusions. LetNC(f(n); g(n)) be the set of all problems solvable by iruits with AND, OR, and NOTgates, bounded fan-in, depth O(f(n)), and size O(g(n)). De�ne similarly AC(f(n); g(n))for unbounded fan-in iruits. Then,[ NC(f; f ) � SPACE(f) � NSPACE(f) �[ AC(f; f );also CRCW(f; g) �[ AC(f; g) [SV84℄;and, if we onsider uniform iruits, AC(f; g) � CRCW(f; g). FinallyNC(f; g) � EREW(f; g) [HKP84℄:Using that AC(f; g) � SNC(f log g; g), the above inlusions imply that[ CRCW(f; n) � SPACE(f log n);14



but leave open the problem of showing that partiular problems from SCRCW(f; n)are in SPACE(o(f log n)), and of better sequential spae-eÆient general simulations ofalgorithms for problems in SEREW(f; n).Of interest to us is also the lass SL, de�ned as the set of problems solvable by asymmetri NTM in O(log n) spae (in a symmetri NTM, for any two on�gurations  andd, if there is a omputation leading from  to d, there is a omputation whih leads fromd to ). This lass is interesting to us beause undireted st-onnetivity is SL-omplete[LP82℄. As we mentioned earlier L � SL � RL � NL:Reently Reingold [Rei05℄ showed that L = SL.1.2.1 Undireted st-onnetivityLet G = (V;E) be a graph, n = jV j, m = jEj, and s and t be two verties of G. Thest-onnetivity (STCONN) problem asks, whether there is a path from s to t. If G isundireted, we get the undireted st-onnetivity (USTCONN) problem. The STCONNproblem is one of the most basi graph problems. Appliations of it range from imageproessing and VLSI design, to solving more omplex graph problems suh as ear de-omposition, trionnetivity, and planarity. Furthermore, STCONN plays an importantrole in omplexity theory beause STCONN is NL-omplete [Sav70℄ and USTCONN isSL-omplete [LP82℄.Linear spae and time sequential algorithms for STCONN have been known fora long time [Tar72℄. The advanes in omputer tehnology posed the problem of de-veloping eÆient parallel algorithms. Unfortunately, the existing sequential algorithmsare implemented through depth- or breadth-�rst searh and implementing those methodseÆiently in parallel is diÆult (see [Rei85, KR90℄). Also the problem of onstrutingspae-eÆient algorithms gained theoretial interest, �rst beause of the signi�ane ofthe STCONN problem to de�ning omplexity lasses, and seond beause of the relationbetween sequential spae and parallel time.15



If we allow one-sided randomness, the result of Aleliunas et al. [AKL+79℄ showsthat USTCONN an be solved in O(logn) spae, i.e. it is in RL. It is widely believedthat RL = L and so obtaining deterministi spae-eÆient algorithms for USTCONNbeame an important step in justifying this important onjeture. Also, it is hoped thattehniques whih show that USTCONN is in L will provide important lues about theproof of this onjeture. The starting point of deterministi spae-eÆient sequentialalgorithms is the O(log2 n) spae algorithm for STCONN of Savith [Sav70℄. For a longtime this was the best result even for USTCONN. The spae bound for undireted graphswas �rst improved by Nisan et al. [NSW92℄ to O(log3=2 n) and then to O(log4=3 n) byArmoni et al. [ATSWZ97℄. Both of these results depend on the spae-eÆient onstrutionof universal traversal sequenes by Nisan [Nis90℄. Very reently and independent of us,the spae omplexity of USTCONN was shown by Reingold [Rei05℄ to be O(logn). Thisresult was obtained using a set of tehniques di�erent than ours.Developing eÆient parallel algorithms for USTCONN has a very rih history.The situation in this ontext is ompliated further by the existene of di�erent models ofparallel omputation. We will trae the history of USTCONN algorithms for the modelsfrom the PRAM family, de�ned above, whih are generally aepted as having importanttheoretial role, although not being very realisti.An early CREW PRAM algorithm for USTCONN running in O(log2 n) time withO(n2= log n) proessors an be found in [HCS79℄. In [SJ81℄ the work performed by thisalgorithm was improved slightly for sparse graphs allowing it to use O(m+ n log n) pro-essors. Further improvement of the work of the �rst algorithm was obtained in [CLC82℄where the number of proessors was redued by a fator of log n.These results for CREW PRAM were followed by a sequene of results onerningCRCW PRAM. All of these algorithms ahieved time O(log n), whih is the best possible,inluding randomized, for the weaker CREW PRAM. The lower bound for CRCW PRAMalgorithms is 
(log n= log log n), hene a small gap remains to be losed. The �rst of thosealgorithms appeared in [SV82℄ and uses O(m+ n) proessors. A simpler algorithm withthe same time and proessor bounds was shown in [AS83℄. A big move towards improving16



the work of CRCW PRAM algorithms for USTCONN was made in [CV86℄ where analgorithm using O((m+ n)�(m;n)= log n) proessors was developed, where � is a ertaininverse of the Akerman funtion and is extremely slow-growing.The above results showed that O(log n) time was ahievable on CRCW PRAM,but the question whether the same time bound holds on the weaker CREW PRAM modelwas still open, beause simulating those algorithms on the weaker model inreases theirrunning time to O(log2 n) [KR90℄. For almost a deade there was no advane in theCREW PRAM algorithms for USTCONN. The breaking of the O(log2 n) barrier in thismodel ame with [JM91℄, whih showed a deterministi algorithm solving USTCONN inO(log3=2 n) time with O(m+ n) proessors.Due to simulation results partiular to those algorithms, the results of [NSW92℄ and[ATSWZ97℄ imply orrespondingly an O(log3=2 n) and an O(log4=3 n) time EREW PRAMalgorithm with polynomial number of proessors. The result of [NSW92℄ onerning thetime bound of EREW PRAM algorithms for USTCONN was superseded by [KNP92℄ and[JM92℄ whih show algorithms running in time O(log3=2 n) with O(m + n) proessors.[JM92℄ atually solves the harder problem of �nding the minimum spanning forest. Analgorithm with better running time was presented in [CL95℄. This algorithm works intime O(log n log log n) and uses O(m + n) proessors. Finally, [CHL01℄ showed that theoptimal O(log n) time an be ahieved on EREW PRAM with an algorithm using linearnumber of proessors and whih atually solves the minimum spanning forest problem.Just like in the sequential-spae ontext, having randomness is an advantage indeveloping eÆient parallel algorithms for USTCONN. In the CRCW PRAM model arandomized algorithm running in optimal time and having optimal expeted work ap-peared in [Gaz86℄. Before the optimal time deterministi EREW PRAM algorithm of[CHL01℄, [KNP92℄ showed an optimal time randomized EREW PRAM algorithm withO((m + n1+")= log n) proessors, for every " > 0, based on a parallelization of the ran-domized algorithm of [AKL+79℄. [KNP92℄ also ontains a randomized EREW PRAM al-gorithm for USTCONN running in O(log n log logn) time with O(m+n) proessors. Theoptimal time result of [KNP92℄ was followed by the randomized algorithms of [Rad94℄ and17



[HZ96℄. [Rad94℄ showed an algorithm whih uses linear number of proessors and [HZ96℄ahieved the optimal O((m+ n)= log n) proessors. The urrent best randomized EREWPRAM algorithm is the optimal time and work algorithm of [PR02℄, whih furthermoresolves the harder minimum spanning forest problem.1.2.2 Our result: an O(logn log logn) spae algorithm for USTCONNWe propose an O(log n log log n) spae algorithm for USTCONN. The starting point ofthis algorithm is the EREW(log n log logn;m+n) algorithm of Chong and Lam [CL95℄.We simulate the Chong{Lam algorithm with a sequential algorithm whih requires linearspae. We de�ne a on�guration as a mathematial struture, whih aptures the stateof the sequential algorithm. We de�ne also a sequene of on�gurations, suh that everyelement of this sequene orresponds to the state of the sequential algorithm at ertainpoints of its exeution. The sequene of on�gurations trivially implies an O(log2 n) spaealgorithm, whih instead of storing all of its urrent state, reomputes parts of it when itneeds them. This tehnique is standard for designing spae-eÆient algorithms. Finally,we modify the O(log2 n) spae algorithm into an algorithm whih uses O(log n log logn)spae. The possibility of using parallel algorithms to de�ne spae-eÆient sequential al-gorithms for USTCONN was suggested by Prof. Vijaya Ramahandran in 2000. Sheonjetured an O(log n log logn) spae algorithm derived from [CL95℄ and an alternatesimple O(log3=2 n) spae algorithm derived from the algorithm of [JM91℄, by using themax-degree hooking sheme of [CL95℄. She observed that the step needing derandomiza-tion in [NSW92℄ is not neessary in a tree-based hook and ontrat approah, beausethe trees automatially give rise to disjoint lusters of verties. The max-degree hook-ing sheme employed by [CL95℄ gives the additional bene�t that small trees have smallneighborhoods. The main hallenge was to implement the levels of reursion, so that theyproess small trees in o(log n) spae.In our algorithm the spae of a level of reursion is between 
(log logn) andO(log n), depending on the level. A key tool for our method are the exploration walkson trees de�ned in [Kou01b℄. Exploration walks on trees are similar to the Euler tour18



tehnique used by [TV85℄ in the parallel ontext. These walks play the role of the edge-listplugging tehnique and pointer jumping employed by the Chong{Lam algorithm, beausethey allow us to traverse trees eÆiently.This result appeared in [Tri05℄.
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Chapter 2Constant-depth iruits
Motivated by the ongoing quest for tehniques for proving lower bounds for iruits whihuse MOD gates, in this hapter we desribe our approah to estimating the orrelationbetween parity and polynomials over Zq, q odd, using exponential sums. Before presentingour main results, in setion 2.3 we illustrate the bene�t, i.e. the availability of algebraitehniques, of working with exponential sums by presenting the results of Green andBourgain. Although from the point of view of applying bounds on exponential sums toiruit lower bounds we want q to be odd, in setion 2.5 we show that evaluating those sumsfor q even has impliations for the weight distribution of binary aÆne odes, whih in ouropinion is one more indiation of the importane of onsidering exponential sums. Finally,we show that representing the evaluation of a funtion using a linear transformation opensup a variety of possibilities for bounding the exponential sums. In partiular, in setion2.4.1 we obtain a new expression for the exponential sum whih involves an aÆne spaeover Z2 orresponding to the polynomial. Bounds on the new expression inlude the resultof Goldmann, among many others shown in setion 2.7. Furthermore in setion 2.8, weare able to generalize the result of Cai, Green, and Thierauf on symmetri polynomialsto funtions of small number of generalized symmetri polynomials.2.1 NotationLet N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g, the set of natural numbers, N+ = N�f0g, the set of positive naturalnumbers, Z = f: : : ;�2;�1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g, the ring of the integers, and Q , R, and C be the20



�eld of rational, real, and omplex numbers, orrespondingly. Let [0; 1) = fa 2 R : 0 �a < 1g. For n 2 N+ , let [n℄ = f1; : : : ; ng.For a ring R, let P(R;n) be the set of polynomials over R on n independentvariables and P(R;n; d) be the set of polynomials of degree at most d. Similarly de�nePsym(R;n) and Psym(R;n; d) for symmetri polynomials.Let I be some �nite index set and ai 2 C for every i 2 I, then letdXi2I ai = 1jIjXi2I ai;be the average value of the ai's.For q 2 N+ , let Zq be the ring of integers modulo q and Z�q be the set of invertibleelements of Zq, i.e. those whih are relatively prime to q. We identify Zq with [q℄, whenwe want to think of it simply as a subset of Z. For x; y 2 Z, x �q y i� q divides x � y.Let 'q = 2�=q;and !q = e2�i=q = os'q + i sin'q:the q-th primitive root of unity and let �!q be the onjugate of !q, i.e. �!q = !�1q . Letq = maxt2[q�1℄ sin t�=q:Notie that q � 1=p2 and, if q � 3 is odd,q = sin(1� 1=q)�=2 < 1;q = maxt2[q℄ j sin t'qj; and maxt2[q�1℄ j os t'qj < q: (2.1)We have that [LN97℄ dXs2[q℄!sxq = (1; x �q 0;0; otherwise: (2.2)For x 2 Z de�ne Æq(x) = (1; x �q 0;�1; otherwise:21



It is immediate from (2.2) that Æq(x) = 2dXs2[q℄!sxq � 1: (2.3)We denote vetors with bold font. If f(y1; : : : ; yk) is a funtion from salars tosalars, then for vetors x1; : : : ;xk, xi = (xi1; : : : ; xin),f(x1; : : : ;xk) = (f(x11; x21; : : : ; xk1); : : : ; f(x1n; : : : ; xkn)):Similarly if R(y1; : : : ; yk) is a relation between salars, then for vetors x1; : : : ;xkR(x1; : : : ;xk) i� R(x1i; : : : ; xki) for every i 2 [n℄:In partiular ax = (ax1 ; : : : ; axn);x � y = (x1y1; : : : ; xnyn);x �q y i� xi �q yi for every i 2 [n℄;x � y i� xi � yi for every i 2 [n℄:For a funtion f : f�1; 1gn ! Z, let �f : Zn! Z be�f(x) = f((�1)x):When vetors are used in multipliation they are assumed to be in a olumn formand xT is the row vetor orresponding to a olumn vetor x. Similarly MT is thetranspose of a matrix M . For two vetors x and y, xTy is the usual inner produt of thetwo vetors, that is xTy = Xi2[n℄xiyi:For a matrix M and a vetor x, Mx is the produt of M and x. We denote with 0m�nand 1m�n the all 0's and the all 1's matrix of dimension m� n (we omit n if it is equalto 1). For M 2 Zm�n and q prime, rkq(M) denotes the rank of M over Zq.22



We will often use the following simple onsequene of (2.2). For x 2 Zn,dXs2[q℄n !sTxq = (1; x �q 0;0; otherwise: (2.4)Let v; q 2 N+ and g; f : Zn ! Z. De�ne the orrelation between g modulo v andf modulo q on binary inputs to beCv;q(g; f) = dXx2f0;1gn Æv(g(x))Æq(f(x)):De�ne the exponential sums Ev;q(g; f) = dXx2f0;1gn !g(x)v !f(x)q ;Dv;q(g; f) = dXx2[v℄n !g(x)v !f(x)q :Abusing notation somewhat, for g 2 Zn we denote with g also the funtion �g(x) = gTx.2.2 Correlation and exponential sumsWe wish to estimate how well MODq ÆAND iruits approximate parity. Let f : f0; 1gn !f0; 1g be the funtion omputed by a MODq Æ AND iruit, and let Pf be the polynomialorresponding to the iruit. Then (�1)f(x) = Æq(Pf (x)) for every x 2 f0; 1gn, and withour notation, the orrelation between parity and f is equal to C2;q(1; Pf ). In general,our methods apply to estimating the orrelation for parity over arbitrary subset of theinput bits. Thus, we are interested in estimating C2;q(g; P ) for a vetor g 2 f0; 1gn anda polynomial P 2 P(Z; n).Following [CGT96, Gre99, Gre02℄, we use exponential sums to represent the or-relation C2;q(1; f) between parity and an integer valued funtion on boolean inputs. Thisrepresentation also applies to parity taken over arbitrary subsets of the input variables.As we will see later, the bene�t in working with exponential sums, instead of orrelationdiretly, is that we an employ analyti and algebrai tehniques in bounding them.
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let q 2 N+ , f : f0; 1gn ! Z, and g 2 f0; 1gn. ThenC2;q(g; f) = �� + 2dXt2[q℄E2;q(g; tf);where � is 0, if g 6= 0, and 1, otherwise.Proof. The equality follows from (2.3), i.e. that Æ2(z) = (�1)z and Æq(z) = 2Pt2[q℄ !tzq �1for z 2 Z, and sine by (2.4)dXx2f0;1gn(�1)gT x = (1; g �2 0;0; otherwise:Notie that, if g 6= 0, by the triangle inequality applied to the expression in Lemma2.2.1, there exists t 2 [q℄ suh that jC2;q(g; f)j � 2jE2;q(g; tf)j. Hene, if g 6= 0 and wean obtain an exponentially small bound on jE2;q(g; tf)j for every t 2 [q℄, then we havean exponentially small bound on jC2;q(g; f)j. Let us see that the onverse of this is alsotrue in the following sense: if jC2;q(g; f + )j is exponentially small for every  2 [q℄, thenjE2;q(g; tf)j is exponentially small as well for every t 2 [q℄. To prove this, we use thatE2;q(g; t(f + )) = !tq E2;q(g; tf) and the following lemma.Lemma 2.2.2. Let q 2 N+ , a1; a1; : : : ; aq 2 C and bj =Pt2[q℄ at!tjq . Then� if " 2 R is suh that jatj � " for every t 2 [q℄, then jbj j � q" for every j 2 [q℄,� if " 2 R is suh that jbj j � " for every j 2 [q℄, then jatj � " for every t 2 [q℄.Proof. The �rst point is immediate by the triangle inequality. To see the seond pointnotie that using (2.2) we get ai =Pt2[q℄ bt�!tiq . Now apply triangle inequality again.2.3 Previous resultsAs we mentioned in the introdution, the history of bounding the orrelation jCv;q(1; P )jfor P 2 P(Z; n; d) is quite rih and we have the results of [Smo87, CGT96, Gre99, Gol95,AB01, Gre02, Bou05, GRS05℄ whih give di�erent bounds under a variety of restritions24



on v, q, and P . In this setion we give the proofs of two results on bounding the orrelationwhen v = 2 using exponential sums. The �rst is the result of Green [Gre02℄ for q = 3 anddegree 2 and the seond is the result of Bourgain [Bou05℄ for q � 3 odd and degree up toalmost logn=(3q). We do not use these results and their proofs are given here just as anillustration of the power of the method of bounding the orrelation through exponentialsums. Reall that for a funtion f : f0; 1gn ! Z, �f : Zn ! Z is suh that �f(x) =f((�1)x).2.3.1 Green's resultLemma 2.3.1 ([Gre02℄). Let a; b;  2 Z, suh that  6�3 0. Let Q(x; y) = ax+ by+ xy.Then E2;3(1; �Q) = 14(!3 � �!3)�!(a�b)23 + �!(a+b)23 � :Proof. Expanding the left hand side of the expression in the lemma and anelling 1/4we obtain !a+b+3 + !�a�b+3 � !a�b�3 � !�a+b�3 :Let e = a+ b and f = a� b. Our goal is to prove that!e+3 + !�e+3 � !f�3 � !�f�3 = !�e2+3 � !�e2�3 + !f2+3 � !f2�3 :Sine for every z 2 Z, by inspetion,!z3 + �!z3 = !z23 + �!z23 ;the left-hand side above ould be rewritten as!e2+3 + !�e2+3 � !f2�3 � !�f2�3 :After anellation our goal beomes!e2+3 � !�f2�3 = �!�e2�3 + !f2+3and after rearrangement !e2+3 + !�e2�3 = !f2+3 + !�f2�325



whih holds sine for every z 2 Z, by (2.2)!z2+3 + !�z2�3 = �1:Theorem 2.3.2 (Green, [Gre02℄). For every Q 2 P(Z; n; 2),jE2;3(1; �Q)j � dn=2e3 :Proof. First, if modulo 3, Q is linear, then the theorem follows from Goldmann's result[Gol95℄ (see also the omment after Theorem 2.7.2).Assume now that modulo 3, Q has a degree 2 term. ThenQ(y1; : : : ; yn�2; z1; z2) = R(y) +A(y)z1 +B(y)z2 + z1z2;where R has degree at most 2, A and B are linear, and  6�3 0. ThendXx2f0;1gn(�1)1T x! �Q(x)3 = dXx2f0;1gn�2(�1)1T x! �R(x)3 E2;3(1; �Sx);where for every x 2 f0; 1gn�2,Sx(z1; z2) = �A(x)z1 + �B(x)z2 + z1z2:Sine  6�3 0, by Lemma 2.3.1 we know thatE2;3(1; �Sx) = 14(!3 � �!3)�!( �A(x)� �B(x))23 + �!( �A(x)+ �B(x))23 � :Notie that, sine A and B are linear on n � 2 variables, (A � B)2 and (A + B)2 are ofdegree at most 2 on n � 2 variables. Thus, there exists T of degree at most 2 on n � 2variables (T is either (A�B)2 or �(A+B)2) suh that if U = R+ T , thenjE2;3(1; �Q)j � j!3 � �!3j2 jE2;3(1; �U )j:Sine  6�3 0, j!3 � �!3j=2 = 3.Sine U is of degree at most 2 on n�2 variables, we managed to extrat 3 out andredue the number of variables by 2 without dereasing the exponential sum and keeping26



the degree at most 2. We an now extrat 3 again, if modulo 3 the new polynomial hasa degree 2 term and so on. Let's say that we did the extration of 3 k times. Sine onevery step we redue the number of variables by 2, k � bn=2. At the end we are leftwith a linear polynomial in n� 2k variables whose exponential sum, as we mentioned atthe beginning is at most n�2k3 . HenejE2;3(1; �Q)j � k3n�2k3 = n�k3 � dn=2e3 :2.3.2 Bourgain's resultTheorem 2.3.3 (Bourgain, [Bou05℄). Let q � 3 be odd and d 2 N+ . Then for everyQ 2 P(Z; n; d), jE2;q(1; �Q)j � d8�qdnq :Notie that from the theorem follows immediately that for every " 2 [0; 1), if Qhas degree at most (" log n)=(3q), thenjE2;q(1; �Q)j � 2�
(n1�");where the onstant in 
 depends only on q.Proof. By indution on d > 0 we will prove that, if Q has degree at most d, thenjE2;q(1; �Q)j �Xi2[d℄ 8�qinq :The theorem follows from this immediately.If d = 1, the statement follows from Goldmann's result [Gol95℄ (see also the om-ment after Theorem 2.7.2), so we an assume that d > 1.We have thatE2;q(1; �Q)q = dXx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn(�1)Pj2[q℄ 1Txj !Pj2[q℄ �Q(xj)q= dXy2f0;1gn dXx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn(�1)Pj2[q℄ 1T (xj+y)!Pj2[q℄ �Q(xj+y)q ;27



where we use that the inner summation is the same for every y 2 f0; 1gn. By triangleinequality and using that q is oddjE2;q(1; �Q)jq � dXx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn ������ dXy2f0;1gn(�1)1T y!Pj2[q℄ �Q(xj+y)q ������ :For a given x1; : : : ;xq 2 f0; 1gn, xj = (xj1; : : : ; xjn), letA = fi 2 [n℄ : 8j 2 [q℄xji = 0g:Then jE2;q(1; �Q)jq � dXx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn dXyi2f0;1g:i 62A ������ dXyi2f0;1g:i2A(�1)Pi2A yi!Pj2[q℄ �Q(xj+y)q ������= dXx1;:::;xn2f0;1gn dXyi2f0;1g:i 62A jE2;q(1jAj; �RA)j;where for given A and yi, i 62 A, RA is a polynomial on jAj variables, indexed by theelements of A, and RA(u) =Pj2[q℄Q((�1)xj � z), wherezi = (ui; i 2 A;(�1)yi ; otherwise:Let us see now that RA has degree at most d� 1. Beause RA is a polynomial onui, i 2 A, a typial term of RA of degree k has a oeÆient of the formXj2[q℄Yi2S(�1)xji+yiYi2T(�1)xji ;for some  2 Z, S � [n℄ � A, T � A, and jSj + jT j = k, where Qi2S[T zi is a term ofQ(z). Sine Q has degree at most d, in a term of RA of degree d, we must have S = ;and jT j = d. Sine for every i 2 A and j 2 [q℄, we have that xji = 0, suh term must be0 modulo q. Therefore RA has degree at most d� 1.For every i 2 [n℄, we have thatPrx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn[8j 2 [q℄xji = 0℄ = 2�q:Therefore dXx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn jAj = n2�q;28



and by Cherno� bound Prx1;:::;xq2f0;1gn[jAj < (1=2)n2�q ℄ � 2�(1=8)n2�q :Hene there exists a polynomial R on at least (1=2)n2�q variables and of degree d � 1suh that jE2;q(1; �Q)j � �2�n2�q�3 + jE2;q(1; �R)j�1=q ;and therefore the indutive hypothesis implies thatjE2;q(1; �Q)j � 0�2�n2�q�3 + Xi2[d�1℄ 8�qin2�q�1q 1A1=q� n2�q�3=qq + Xi2[d�1℄ 8�qin2�q�3=qq �Xi2[d℄ 8�qinq ;using that q � 3, q � 1=p2, and that for a; b � 0, (a+ b)1=q � a1=q + b1=q.2.4 Polynomial evaluation vs. linear transformationsWith this setion we begin the exposition of our approah to bounding exponential sumsusing a linear transformation for the evaluation of the given polynomial. Let q be oddand P 2 P(Z; n). First, let us onstrut Q 2 P(Z; n) with the same degree as P suhthat for x 2 f0; 1gn, P (x) �q �Q(x) = Q((�1)x):Sine q is odd, there exists a unique integer � 2 [q � 1℄ suh that 2� �q 1. For z 2 Z, letl(z) = �(1� z):Notie that for x 2 f0; 1gn x �q l((�1)x): (2.5)De�ne Q(y) = P (l(y)). Sine l onsidered as a univariate polynomial is linear with integeroeÆients, Q is a polynomial with integer oeÆients of the same degree as P . Also, by(2.5), for every x 2 f0; 1gn we have P (x) �q �Q(x). ThusC2;q(g; P ) = C2;q(g; �Q):29



Our next goal is to express the evaluation of �Q using a linear transformation overZ2. Sine Q is multilinear with integer oeÆients, we an write it as PI�[n℄ IyI , whereI 2 Z and yI =Qi2I yi (y; = 1). Let M 2 f0; 1gm�n be the matrix whose rows are theinidene vetors of the subsets I � [n℄, eah repeated (I mod q) times. Notie that thedegree of Q, and therefore the degree of P , is at most d i� M has at most d 1's per row.We have that �Q(x) �q 1T (�1)Mx: (2.6)Conversely given M 2 f0; 1gm�n we an obtain a polynomial Q suh that (2.6) holds {the oeÆient in front of a term of Q depends on how many times the orresponding rowof M is repeated. Thus to some extent we an identify the evaluation of polynomials onf�1; 1g inputs to ertain linear transformations in Z2. The advantage we gain from thelinear transformation point of view is that we an look at linear algebrai properties ofthe orresponding matrix. This point will be seen in the next setion.Given a polynomial Q and matrix M we say that M is a matrix of Q modulo q(or that Q is the polynomial of M modulo q), if (2.6) holds. A polynomial has manymatries, but modulo q a matrix has exatly one polynomial. Call the matrix obtainedfrom Q in the way desribed above the de�ning matrix of Q modulo q, i.e. in the de�ningmatrix of Q the row orresponding to the term yI is repeated (I mod q) times.2.4.1 Main lemmaLet P 2 P(Z; n). As disussed in setion 2.2, for g 6= 0, jC2;q(g; P )j is exponentiallysmall, if jE2;q(g; tP )j is exponentially small for every t 2 [q℄. Thus, we will be onernedwith giving bounds on jE2;q(g; tP )j.De�nition 2.4.1. For M 2 f0; 1gm�n and g 2 f0; 1gn, de�neI(M) = �z 2 f0; 1gn : 9y 2 f0; 1gm s.t. MTy �2 z	 ;K(M;g) = �y 2 f0; 1gm :MTy �2 g	 :As a subset of Zn2, I(M) is the linear spae whih is the image of the lineartransformation spei�ed by MT . K(M;g) is the aÆne spae of Zm2 whih is the set30



of solutions of MTy = g over Z2. In partiular, K(M;0) is the kernel of the lineartransformation spei�ed by MT .The following lemma is our main tehnial tool for obtaining bounds on exponentialsums based on linear algebrai properties of matries of polynomials. We derive this lemmafrom Lemma 2.8.1 at the end of setion 2.8, but inlude a diret proof here.Lemma 2.4.1. Let Q 2 P(Z; n),M 2 f0; 1gm�n a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn.Then for every t 2 [q℄E2;q(g; t �Q) = 2�m Xy2K(M;g)(!tq � !tq)jyj(!tq + !tq)m�jyj= 2�m Xy2K(M;g)(i sin t'q)jyj(os t'q)m�jyj;where jyj is the number of 1's in y.Proof. Notie �rst that for u 2 Zm!t1T (�1)uq = 2�m mYi=1((!tq + �!tq) + (�1)ui(!tq � �!tq))= dXy2f0;1gm(�1)yT u(!tq � �!tq)jyj(!tq + �!tq)m�jyj:Using that, by de�nition, �Q(x) �q 1T (�1)Mx,E2;q(g; t �Q) = dXy2f0;1gm0� dXx2f0;1gn(�1)(g+MT y)T x1A (!tq � �!tq)jyj(!tq + �!tq)m�jyj:Now the �rst equality in the lemma follows from (2.4). The seond follows by the de�nitionof !q. As an immediate onsequene of Lemma 2.4.1 we have that, if K(M;g) = ;, thenE2;q(g; t �Q) = 0 for every t 2 [q℄. Hene if 0 6= g 62 I(M), then C2;q(g; �Q) = 0. Thus weget the following interesting statement.Theorem 2.4.2. Let P;Q 2 P(Z; n) suh that P (x) �q �Q(x), for x 2 f0; 1gn. Let M bea matrix of Q modulo q and 0 6= g 2 f0; 1gn. If g 62 I(M), i.e. the rows of the matrix Mdo not span the vetor g over Z2, then the orrelation C2;q(g; P ) is 031



This theorem extends the fat that if a polynomial P does not depend on all thevariables over whih we take parity, then the orrelation between parity and P is zero.2.5 The weight distribution modulo 4 of binary aÆne odesIn this setion we digress somewhat from our goal on bounding the exponential sums E2;qfor q odd and onsider what happens to those sums when q is even. Of ourse, in thisase we annot hope to prove that in general the exponential sums are small, so our e�ortwill go in a somewhat di�erent diretion. To motivate the disussion, for M 2 f0; 1gm�nand g 2 f0; 1gn de�ne W (x; y;M;g) = Xy2K(M;g)xjyjym�jyj:Sine K(M;g) is the binary aÆne spae whih is the set of solution to MTy = g in Zm2 ,W (x; y;M;g) is the weight enumerator of this spae. By Lemma 2.4.1 we have thatW (i sin'q; os'q;M;g) = E2;q(g; �Q);where Q is the polynomial of M modulo q. LetWq(M;g) =W (i sin'q; os'q;M;g):We have that W2(M;g) = Xy2K(M;g) 0jyj(�1)m�jyj;W4(M;g) = Xy2K(M;g) ijyj0m�jyj;W8(M;g) = 2�m=2 Xy2K(M;g) ijyj:Thus W2(M;g) is (�1)m, if g = 0, and 0, otherwise; W4(M;g) is im, if MT1 �2 g, and0, otherwise. To see what is the signi�ane of W8(M;g), de�neLi = #fy 2 K(M;g) : jyj �4 ig; for i 2 [4℄:32



Li ounts the number of elements of the aÆne spae K(M;g) whih have weight i modulo4. Then W8(M;g) = 2�m=2((L1 � L3) + i(L4 � L2)):The purpose of this setions is to derive relations between Li, i 2 [4℄, whih onstrainthe possible values for W8(M;g). From a ode-theoreti point of view K(M;g) is abinary aÆne ode and Li is the number of odewords of this ode of weight i modulo 4.Investigations on the weight distribution of binary aÆne odes is an important subjetand the onsiderations in this setion onstitute a ontribution in this diretion.For x 2 f0; 1gn, by de�nition, jxj is the number of 1's in x. For x 2 Zn de�nejxj = #fi 2 [n℄ : xi �2 1g:For A 2 f0; 1gm�r , rk2(A) = r, and b 2 f0; 1gm, de�neI(A;b) = f(b +Ax) mod 2 : x 2 f0; 1grg � f0; 1gm:Notie that over Z2, I(A;b) is an aÆne spae. For i 2 [4℄, de�neLi = #fx 2 I(A;b) : jxj �4 ig:The onnetion between our earlier notation, K(M;g), for aÆne spaes and thenew one is the following. Assume that rk2(M) = n. Take r = m� n. Let N 2 f0; 1gn�nbe the �rst n rows of M and D 2 f0; 1gr�n are its last r rows. Assume that rk2(N) = n.Let A = � �NTDTIr � 2 f0; 1gm�r ; b = � �NTg0 � 2 f0; 1gm;where �N 2 f0; 1gn�n is suh that N �N �2 In. Then K(M;g) = I(A;b).We will prove the following relations between Li.(i) L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = 2r,(ii) j(L2 + L4)� (L1 + L3)j 2 f0; 2rg,(iii) there exists an integer 0 � k � minfr;m � rg, suh that jL2 � L4j; jL1 � L3j 2f0; 2b(r+k)=2g. 33



(i) is trivial beause jI(A;b)j = 2r.To see (ii) let d = 1Tb and  = AT1. Then(L2 + L4)� (L1 + L3) = Xy2I(A;b)(�1)1T y = Xx2f0;1gr(�1)1T (b+Ax)= (�1)d Xx2f0;1gr(�1)T x = (�1)d(1� 1)jj(1 + 1)r�jj= (�1)d0jj2r�jj;where 00 = 1. Hene(L2 + L4)� (L1 + L3) = (0; jj 6= 0;(�1)d2r; otherwise:To see (iii) we do the following. First notie that for every z 2 Z, (z2 mod 4) 2f0; 1g, and z2 �4 0 i� z �2 0. Hene for every x 2 Zr, jxj �4 xTx. Thereforejb+Axj �4 xT (ATA)x+ 2(bTA)x+ bTb:Let B = ATA,  = 2bTA, and d = bTb. B is a symmetri matrix and xTBxde�nes a quadrati form Q(x) = Pi�j ijxixj . Sine B is symmetri, for i 6= j we havethat ij = bij + bji = 2bij �2 0:We say that the quadrati form Q is in a anonial form, if there is S � [r℄ suhthat1. if i 2 S, then i+ 1 62 S,2. Q(x) �4 Pi2[r℄ iix2i + 2Pi2S xixi+1, and3. if i 2 S, then ii �2 i+1;i+1 �2 0.Equivalently, B is in a anonial form, if modulo 4 it has a blok-diagonal formwith bloks B1; : : : ; Bt suh that eah blok is either 1 � 1 or 2 � 2, and if Bi is 2 � 2,then (Bi)12 �4 (Bi)21 �4 1 and (Bi)11 �2 (Bi)22 �2 0.Lemma 2.5.1. There is a non-singular over Z2 matrix H 2 Zr�r suh that HTBH is ina anonial form. 34



Proof. Call a non-singular over Z2 matrix H good, if He1 = e1, where e1 is the �rststandard basis vetor. By indution on r we will prove that there exists a good matrixH whih brings Q into a form for whih only the �rst two properties of a anonial formare ful�lled. Call suh form almost anonial.Note that the lemma is about oming up with a good linear transformation of thevariables of Q suh that Q is brought into a anonial form. The property that He1 = e1is equivalent to the property that the linear transformation x Hx does not transformx1. The proof proeeds by �nding a good linear transformation whih brings Q into a newform and afterwards assuming that Q was originally in the new form. This is justi�edbeause the set of good matries is losed under multipliation.For r = 1; 2 the statement is trivial. Assume it holds for r � 1 � 2. We will proveit for r.We have that Q(x) = Pj2[r℄ 1jx1xj +Q1(x2; : : : ; xr). First notie that if 1j �40, for j > 1, then the statement follows by applying the indutive hypothesis to Q1.Otherwise there is j > 1 suh that 1j �4 2. By renaming the variables we an assumethat j = 2. Then the linear transformation x2  Pj>1(1j=2)xj is good and afterwardsQ(x) �4 11x21 + 2x1x2 +Q2(x2; : : : ; xr).Apply the indutive hypothesis to Q2. ThenQ(x) �4 11x21+2x1x2+Q3(x2; : : : ; xr)and Q3 is in an almost anonial form. Notie that sine the linear transformation whihbrought Q2 to its almost anonial form is good, the property that 12 �4 2 and 1j �4 0,for every j > 2, is maintained. Sine Q3 is in an almost anonial form, modulo 4 Q hasthe form 11x21 + 2x1x2 + 22x22 + 23x2x3 + 33x23 +Q4(x3; : : : ; xr).If 23 �4 0, we are done. Otherwise modulo 4 Q4 does not depend on x3 (byproperty 1 of a anonial form). So Q(x) �4 11x21 + 2x1x2 + 22x22 + 2x2x3 + 33x23 +Q4(x4; : : : ; xr) and Q4 is in an almost anonial form. Consider 33. If 33 �2 0, thenx3  x1 + x3 eliminates 2x1x2. If 33 �2 1, then x3  x2 + x3 eliminates 2x2x3. In bothases 11x21+2x1x2+ 22x22+2x2x3+ 33x23 is brought into an almost anonial form andwe are done.Everything that remains to be done is to onvert from an almost anonial form35



to a anonial form. To this end onsider ax2 + 2xy + by2, for a; b 2 Z4. If a 2 f1; 3g,then x  x + y, eliminates 2xy. Similarly if b 2 f1; 3g, then y  x + y eliminates 2xy.In any ase we an bring ax2 + 2xy + by2 into a anonial form. Therefore, if Q is analmost anonial form, we an bring iix2i + 2xixi+1 + i+1;i+1x2i+1, for every i 2 S, intoa anonial form.By Lemma 2.5.1, we an bring B into a anonial form with a non-singular overZ2 matrix H. Let �H 2 f0; 1gr�r be suh that H �H �2 Ir We have thatI(A;b) = f(b +Ax) mod 2 : x 2 f0; 1grg = f(b+ (AH)( �Hx)) mod 2 : x 2 f0; 1grg= f(b + (AH)x) mod 2 : x 2 f0; 1grg = I(AH mod 2;b);where in the equality before the last we use that �Hx mod 2 is a permutation of f0; 1gr .Sine rk2(AH) = rk2(A) = r, we an assume that B is in a anonial form.For x 2 f0; 1gr , we have thatjb+Axj �4 xTBx+ Tx+ d�4 Xi2[r℄ iix2i + 2Xi2S xixi+1 +Xi2[r℄ ixi + d�4 Xi2[r℄ eixi + 2Xi2S xixi+1 + d;where ei = ii + i. Then(L4 � L2) + i(L1 � L3) = Xy2I(A;b) ijyj = Xx2f0;1gr ijb+Axj= idYi2S(1 + iei + iei+1 � iei+ei+1) Yi2[r℄�S(1 + iei):The possible values of 1 + ix + iy � ix+y are26642 + 2 i 2 i 0 22 i �2 �2 i 20 �2 i 2� 2 i 22 2 2 23775where the rows (olumns) of the matrix are indexed by x 2 [4℄ (y 2 [4℄). Similarlythe possible values of 1 + ix are �1 + i 0 1� i 2�36



indexed by x 2 [4℄.For i; j 2 [4℄ letsij = #�k 2 S : ((ek; ek+1) mod 4) 2 f(i; j); (j; i)g	;si = #fk 2 [r℄� S : ek �4 ig:Sine  �2 0 and B is in a anonial form (more spei�ally, B has property 3), we havethat sij = 0, if i or j is odd. Hene(L4 � L2) + i(L1 � L3) = 0s2(�1)s22 id2jSj+s4(1 + i)s1(1� i)s3 :If s2 6= 0, then 0s2 = 0 and (iii) follows trivially. So we will assume that s2 = 0.Sine we are interested only in the absolute value of the real and imaginary parts of theomplex number above, we an onentrate on 2jSj+s4(1 + i)s1(1 � i)s3 (the other termsonly hange the sign and/or swap the real and imaginary parts). We have that(1 + i)x(1� i)y = 2(x+y)=2(os �4 (x� y) + i sin �4 (x� y)):Hene 2jSj+s4(1 + i)s1(1� i)s3 = 2jSj+s4+(s1+s3)=2(os + i sin );where  = �4 (s1 � s3). Sine s2 = 0, s1 + s3 = r � 2jSj � s4, and henejSj+ s4 + (s1 + s3)=2 = (r + s4)=2:Now using that j sin j; j os j 2 f0; 1; 2�1=2g, we obtain thatjL2 � L4j; jL1 � L3j 2 f0; 2(r+s4)=2; 2(r+s4�1)=2g:Therefore, sine L2 � L4 and L1 �L3 are integers, (iii) is valid with k = s4. Sine s4 � ris obvious, we have to hek only that s4 � m � r. For this we will prove the followinglemma.Lemma 2.5.2. Let S1; S2 � Zm2 and both are linearly independent. If for every x 2 S1and y 2 S2, xTy = 0, then jS1j+ jS2j � m 37



Proof. By the assumption of the lemma S2 � span(S1)?. Sine the vetors in S2 arelinearly independent, jS2j � dimspan(S1)? = m� jS1j, where in the equality we use thatthe vetors in S1 are linearly independent. HenejS1j+ jS2j � jS1j+m� jS1j � m:Let S1 = fA�i : i 62 S; bii �2 0g and S2 = fA�i : i 2 [r℄g, where A�i is the i-th olumnof A. Notie that for i; j 2 [r℄, AT�iA�j = bij, and therefore the vetors in S1 and S2 ful�llthe onditions of Lemma 2.5.2, from whih follows that (s4 + s2) + r = jS1j + jS2j � m.Hene s4 + s2 � m� r and in partiular s4 � m� r.Let us see now that s4 an possibly take any value in f0; : : : ; rg. Take M 2f0; 1gr�r of rank r over Z2. Let M 0 2 f0; 1g4r�r be M with every 0 substituted with aolumn of four 0's, and every 1 with a olumn of four 1's. Fix s 2 f0; : : : ; rg and de�neA = � M 00 Ir�s � :Obviously A has rank r over Z2. AlsoB �4 � 0 00 Ir�s � ;and hene s4 = s.2.6 Examples on bounding the exponential sumIn this setion we give some examples on bounding the exponential sums E = jE2;q(1; �Q)jfor q odd and Q 2 P(Z; n). The point on one hand is to show how those sums an bebounded in some simple ases and on the other to rule out some \intuitive onjetures",whih turn out to be false, on bounding the exponential sums. Let M be a matrix of Qmodulo q.Sine our tehniques rely on Lemma 2.4.1, it seems plausible to onjeture thatthe bounds on E depend on linear algebrai properties of M suh as its rank over Z2. IfQ(y) = y1 and n > 1, then E = 0. Notie that the rank over Z2 of the de�ning matrix38



of Q modulo q is 1. Hene one might onjeture that, if the rank of M is small then Eis also small. As Example 1 shows this is not true { there is a rank one matrix suh thatE is large. On the other hand, we will see later (Theorem 2.7.1) that E is small, if M isnon-singular over Z2, and in partiular has full-rank. Therefore, one might suspet thatlarge rank means small E. Example 2 show that this proposition is also false. Thus thedependene of E on the rank of M is unlear. In Theorem 2.7.5 we weaken the onditionof Theorem 2.7.1 that M is non-singular over Z2. Theorem 2.7.5 beomes leaner, if inaddition q is prime and it is interesting whether this ondition on q an be removed. AsExample 3 shows it annot.So far many of our bounds are obtained by more or less using triangle inequalityin Lemma 2.4.1. It is important to see how muh we lose in this and in partiular is itpossible that a bound obtained by applying triangle inequality to Lemma 2.4.1 is small,when E is small. As expeted, Example 4 shows that this is not true and when boundingE we have to use more of its properties. Sine the terms of the expression in Lemma 2.4.1ontain powers of i and, furthermore, sin t'q and os t'q an themselves be negative, onemight suspet that the anellation that happens between di�erent terms is the reasonwhy triangle inequality does not give a bound lose to E. As Example 5 shows, it ispossible to have all terms of the expression in Lemma 2.4.1 to be real and non-negativeand still E to be small.There is one tantalizing onjeture whose validity we have not been able to verify.As an be seen easily, if M has at most d ones in eah of its rows (orresponding to thefat that we are interested in polynomials of degree at most d), then every element ofK(M;1) has weight at least n=d. We are interested in giving a bound on E of the typee, for some  < 1 whih depends on q and some e whih depends on n and d. FromGreen's result (Theorem 2.3.2), see also the disussion following Theorem 2.7.2, we anonjeture that e is something like n=d and so the possibility arises that e is atuallyrelated to the smallest weight of an element of K(M;1). So far we have not been able togive a ounterexample to this. As the results in setions 2.8.1 and 2.8.2 show the exponentmight atually be n=ds, for some s depending on q. Of ourse, if it turns out that the39



best exponent we an get is n=2
(d), then Bourgain's result (Theorem 2.3.3) will be bestpossible.Example 1 Let Q(y) = y1y2 : : : yn � 1. Sine q is odd,�Q(x) �q 0 i� 1Tx �2 0and C2;q(1; �Q) = 1. Let M be the matrix with q rows whih has 1 as its �rst row and 0in the rest. Then M is the de�ning matrix of Q modulo q and has rank 1 over Z2. Also,for t 2 [q℄, E2;q(1; t �Q) = 2�n�!tq Xx2f0;1gn(�1)1T x!t(�1)1T xq = (1� �!2tq )=2and so jE2;q(1; t �Q)j = j sin t'qj.Example 2 Let Q be the polynomial whih has all monomials as terms withoeÆient 1 and M 2 f0; 1g2n�n be the matrix with rows all elements of f0; 1gn. ThenM is the de�ning matrix of Q modulo q, M has rank n over Z2, and we have that�Q(x) = 1T (�1)Mx = (2n; x = 0;0; otherwise:Assume that g 6= 0 and g1 = 1. ThenC2;q(g; �Q) = 2�n(�1� 1) = �2n+1:and E2;q(g; t �Q) = 2�n(!t2nq � 1):For g = 0 we obtain C2;q(0; �Q) = 2�n(2n � 1� 1) = 1� 2�n+1and E2;q(0; t �Q) = 2�n((2n � 1) + !t2nq ) = 1� 2�n(1� !t2nq ):�Q is almost onstant { it is non-zero only for x = 0. If on the other hand wewanted a polynomial Q suh that �Q is onstant modulo q, then it is not hard to see using40



Fourier analysis on the boolean ube over Zq (this is possible beause q is odd), that alloeÆients of non-onstant terms of Q must be 0 modulo q.Example 3 Let Q(y) =Qni=1 yi+3Pni=2 yi� 1 and M be the matrix with 3n+ qrows suh that its �rst row is 1, the next q � 1 are 0, and the rest are In repeated threetimes. M is the de�ning matrix of Q modulo q and it has rank n over Z2. We will seethat C2;15(1; �Q) is lose to 1=5.Sine 5Q(y) �15 5Qni=1 yi � 5, we have thatE2;15(1; 5 �Q) = �!515 dXx2f0;1gn(�1)1T x!51T (�1)x15= �!3 dXx2f0;1gn(�1)1T x!1T (�1)x3 = (1� !3)=2:Similarly E2;15(1; 10 �Q) = (1� �!3)=2Consider t 2 [15℄ � f5; 10; 15g. Then tQ(y) = Q1(y) +Pni=2Qi(y) � t whereQ1(y) = tQni=1 yi � t and Qi(y) = 3tyi, i � 2. Notie that eah Qi, i � 1, is non-trivialmodulo 15 and its de�ning matrix modulo 15 has rank 1 over Z2, and so by Theorem2.7.5, jE2;15(1; t �Q)j � 2�
(n):From Lemma 2.2.1 and (2.2) follows thatC2;15(1; �Q) = 115((1 � !3) + (1� �!3)) + 215 Xt2[15℄�f5;10;15g �!t15E2;15(1; t �Q)= 15 + 215 Xt2[15℄�f5;10;15g �!t15E2;15(1; t �Q):and therefore jC2;15(1; �Q)� 1=5j � 2�
(n):Example 4 Let Q(y) = 3Pi2[n℄ yi andM be the matrix with 3n rows whih is Inrepeated 3 times. M is the de�ning matrix of Q modulo q. From Theorem 2.7.2 followsthat jE2;q(1; t �Q)j � 2�
(n), for any t 2 [q � 1℄. Our goal is to show that for some valuesof q and t S = Xy2K(M;1) j sin t'qjjyjj os t'qj3n�jyj41



is exponentially large in n. By Lemma 2.4.1, S is obtained by applying triangle inequalityto jE2;q(1; t �Q)j, thus jE2;q(1; t �Q)j � S.For every �; � 2 C , we have thatXy2K(M;1)�jyj�3n�jyj = Xx2f0;1gn 3n�jxj�2jxj+n�3n�(2jxj+n)= �n Xx2f0;1gn ��2�jxj �3�2�n�jxj= �n ��2 + 3�2�n = (�(�2 + 3�2))n;where the �rst equality follows from the fat that the parity of three bits is 1 i� eitherexatly one or exatly three of them are 1, and if exatly one of them is 1 we have threehoies for whih bit to set to 1. The other equalities are simple arithmeti.As an be seen from the graph of f(') = j sin'j(sin2 '+ 3 os2 ') for ' 2 (0; 2�),there exists ' 2 (0; 2�) suh that f(') > 1. Hene for suÆiently large q we an always�nd t suh that f(2�t=q)) > 1. Sine S = (f(2�t=q))n, it is exponentially large for suhvalues of q and t.Example 5 Fix n �4 0 and take the �rst n rows of M to be In and the rest of itsrows to be [1(n�4)�4 j In�4℄. Then m = 2n� 4. K(M;1) ontains 122n�4 = 2n�5 elementsof weight n� 4 and 2n�5 elements of weight n. Sine n �4 0, it follows that all elementsof K(M;1) have weight 0 modulo 4. Let Q be the polynomial of M . From Lemma 2.4.1follows that E2;q(1; �Q) = 2n�5(sinn�4 'q osn 'q + sinn 'q osn�4 'q)= 12(2 sin'q os'q)n�4(os4 'q + sin4 'q)= 12(sinn�4 2'q)(2� sin2 2'q) = 2� 22 n�4;where  = sin2'q.2.7 Bounds based on linear algebrai properties of matriesFor q odd, Lemma 2.4.1 allows us to estimate the orrelation between a polynomial P andparity, based on linear algebrai properties over Z2 of a matrix M 2 f0; 1gm�n. Reall42



(setion 2.4) that to obtain M , �rst we obtain a polynomial Q suh that �Q(x) �q P (x),for x 2 f0; 1gn, and then M is taken to be a matrix of Q modulo q. Our methods an beused to estimate the orrelation between polynomials and parity over an arbitrary subsetof the variables: parity is taken over the oordinates that are 1 in the vetor g; takingparity of all the variables orresponds to using g = 1.In this setion q � 3 is an odd integer, Q 2 P(Z; n),M 2 f0; 1gm�n a matrix of Qmodulo q, and g a vetor in f0; 1gn. Reall that, by de�nition,�Q(x) = Q((�1)x) �q 1T (�1)Mx, for x 2 f0; 1gn;and, by (2.1), maxt2[q�1℄fj sin t'qj; j os t'qjg � q < 1:By Lemma 2.4.1, if g 62 I(M), then E2;q(g; t �Q) = 0, t 2 [q℄. Estimating E2;q(g; t �Q)when g 2 I(M) is a hallenging task in general. Of ourse when t �q 0, the exponentialsum is either 1 or 0, depending on whether g = 0. We show that jE2;q(g; t �Q)j, t 2 [q� 1℄,is exponentially small, if M is suitably restrited. While our estimates on jE2;q(g; t �Q)japply to arbitrary g, and give good bounds even for g = 0, from the point of view ofestimating jC2;q(g; �Q)j, by Lemma 2.2.1 those bounds are interesting only for g 6= 0.An important example to keep in mind in the following is when the variables ofQ are partitioned into disjoint sets S1; : : : ; Sk and Q is a sum of polynomials Q1; : : : ; Qksuh that Qi is a polynomial only on the variables in Si. The extreme ase of this is whenSi = fig and Qi(yi) = yi, i.e. Q(y) =Pi2[n℄ yi. In this ase, M is obviously the identitymatrix. With the same Si, but having Qi(yi) = iyi, for some i 2 Z, we obtain thatQ is a linear polynomial and M an be taken to be the identity matrix with eah of itsrows repeated ertain number of times. In the most general ase of this example Si is notneessary of size 1 for eah i 2 [k℄ and then M has a blok-diagonal form.The following simple theorem overs the simplest of the ases desribed in theprevious paragraph, i.e. when M is identity, and even more generally when M is non-singular modulo 2. The idea of the proof is at the bottom of the estimates in this setion.43



Theorem 2.7.1. Let Q 2 P(Z; n), M be a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn. If Mis non-singular over Z2 and t 2 [q � 1℄, thenjE2;q(g; t �Q)j � nq :Proof. By Lemma 2.4.1E2;q(g; t �Q) = Xy2K(M;g)(i sin t'q)jyj(os t'q)n�jyj:Sine M is non-singular over Z2, there is a unique y 2 f0; 1gn suh that MTy �2 g.Hene jE2;q(g; t �Q)j = j sin t'qjjyjj os t'qjn�jyj:In the following we will prove theorems whih over the more general ases of theexample desribed above, and in partiular when Q is a linear polynomial. First, let usde�ne a generalization of the notion of aÆne spae.De�nition 2.7.1. Let Mi 2 f0; 1gmi�n for i 2 [k℄, and g 2 f0; 1gn. De�neJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) = 8<:(g1; : : : ;gk) 2 I(M1)� � � � � I(Mk) : Xi2[k℄gi �2 g9=; :For vetors g1; : : : ;gk, gi 2 f0; 1gmi , let the weight of (g1; : : : ;gk), wt(g1; : : : ;gk),be the number of non-zero vetors. De�ne the weight of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)wt(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) = min�wt(g1; : : : ;gk) : (g1; : : : ;gk) 2 J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)	:To see that the de�nition of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) ontains as a speial ase the de�-nition of the aÆne spae K(M;g), notie that if Mi, i 2 [m℄, is the i-th row of M , thenJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) is essentially K(M;g). Just like jK(M;g)j = 2m�rk2(M), we have thatif M1; : : : ;Mk form a partition of the rows of M , thenjJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)j = 2Pi2[k℄ rk2(Mi)�rk2(M):44



WhenM is the identity matrix with eah of its repeated a ertain number of times,i.e. when Q is a linear polynomial, then in general M is not non-singular modulo 2. If welet M1; : : : ;Mn be the partition of the rows of M suh that eah blok ontains all opiesof the same row and assume that g 2 I(M), then we reover the property that a linearsystems in whih the matrix is non-singular has a unique solution, whih was used in theproof of Theorem 2.7.1, in the sense that J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) has exatly one element. Thefollowing theorem generalizes this idea by bounding the exponential sum, provided thatthe size of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) is small and its weight is large.Theorem 2.7.2. Let Q 2 P(Z; n), M be a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn. IfM1; : : : ;Mk is a partition of M and t 2 [q � 1℄, thenjE2;q(g; t �Q)j � jJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)jwt(M1;:::;Mk;g)q :In addition to having the size of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) to be small, to give a goodbound this theorem needs wt(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) to be large. One partiular ase when thishappens is when g = 1 and for i 2 [k℄, all vetors in I(Mi) have weight at most d. In thisase wt(M1; : : : ;Mk;1) � n=d. This overs the ase when Q is a linear polynomial, i.e.d = 1. Thus, the above theorem ontains Goldmann's result [Gol95℄ on the orrelationbetween parity and linear polynomials as a speial ase. Furthermore, this result impliesan exponentially small upper bound on the absolute value of the orrelation betweenparity and polynomials possibly with arbitrarily large degree that previous tehniques didnot apply to. It is also very interesting that we get exponentially small orrelation withrespet to parity over arbitrary nonempty subsets of the variables.We will need the following lemmas.Lemma 2.7.3. Let Q 2 P(Z; n) and g 2 f0; 1gn.(i) If g 6= 0, then jE2;q(g; �Q)j � q.(ii) jE2;q(0; �Q)j < 1 i� �Q is not onstant modulo q.Proof. (i) Assume w.l.o.g. that the last oordinate of g is nonzero. LetQ(y1; : : : ; yn�1; z) = R(y) + S(y)z:45



Let h 2 f0; 1gn�1 be the vetor g without its last oordinate. ThenE2;q(g; �Q) = 12 dXx2f0;1gn�1(�1)hT x �! �R(x)+ �S(x)q � ! �R(x)� �S(x)q � :Thus, there exists x 2 f0; 1gn�1 suh that for a = �R(x) and b = �S(x),jE2;q(g; �Q)j � j!a+bq � !a�bq j=2 = j sin b'qj:(ii) First, if �Q(x) �q , for every x 2 f0; 1gn, then E2;q(0; �Q) = !q and the lemmafollows. Otherwise, there exist a 6�q b suh that �Q takes these values for some vetors inf0; 1gn. Observe that j!aq +!bqj = j!(a�b)=2q + �!(a�b)=2q j = 2j os �(a� b)=qj < 2. Therefore,in this ase, the laim follows by using triangle inequality applied to the de�nition ofE2;q(0; �Q).Lemma 2.7.4. Let Q 2 P(Z; n), M be a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn. IfM1; : : : ;Mk are a partition of the rows of M , Q1; : : : ; Qk are their polynomials modulo q,and t 2 [q℄, then E2;q(g; t �Q) = X(g1;:::;gk)2J(M1;:::;Mk;g) kYi=1E2;q(gi; t �Qi):Proof. Using Lemma 2.4.1,E2;q(g; t �Q) = 2�m Xy2K(M;g)(!tq � �!tq)jyj(!tq + �!tq)m�jyj= X(g1;:::;gk)2J(M1;:::;Mk;g) kYi=10�2�mi Xy2K(Mi;gi)(!tq � �!tq)jyj(!tq + �!tq)mi�jyj1A= X(g1;:::;gk)2J(M1;:::;Mk;g) kYi=1E2;q(gi; t �Qi):
Proof of Theorem 2.7.2. If g 62 I(M), then E2;q(g; t �Q) = 0. Assume that g 2 I(M). Byde�nition, every element (g1; : : : ;gk) of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) has at least wt(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)non-zero omponents. By Lemma 2.7.3(i), for every i 2 [k℄ suh that gi 6= 0 we have that46



jE2;q(gi; t �Qi)j � q, where Qi is the polynomial of Mi modulo q. Finally, using Lemma2.7.4, jE2;q(g; t �Q)j � X(g1;:::;gk)2J(M1;:::;Mk;g) kYi=1 jE2;q(gi; t �Qi)j� jJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)jwt(M1;:::;Mk;g)q :As we mentioned earlier, Theorem 2.7.2, applies when the size of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)is small and its weight is large. The next theorem gives a bound independent of the weightof J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g), but it requires more properties from the partition of M .Theorem 2.7.5. Let Q 2 P(Z; n), M be a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn.Let M1; : : : ;Mk be a partition of M and Qi be the polynomial of Mi modulo q. Letr = maxi2[k℄ rk2(Mi). Assume that for every i 2 [k℄, �Qi is not onstant modulo q. Thenthere exists � 2 [0; 1) (depending only on q and r) suh that,jE2;q(g; �Q)j � jJ(M1; : : : ;Mk;g)j�k :Furthermore, if for every i 2 [k℄ the oeÆients of Qi modulo q are in Z�q [ f0g,then for every t 2 [q � 1℄ the bound holds for t �Q.First let us prove a lemma that will allow us to assume that the number of variablesof Q is equal to the rank of M over Z2.Lemma 2.7.6. Let Q 2 P(Z; n), M be a matrix of Q modulo q, and g 2 f0; 1gn. Letrk2(M) = r and the �rst r olumns of M are linearly independent over Z2. Let M̂ 2f0; 1gm�r be M with its last n�r olumns removed and R be the polynomial of M̂ moduloq. Similarly, de�ne ĝ 2 f0; 1gr to be g with its last n� r oordinates removed. Then forevery t 2 [q℄, E2;q(g; t �Q) is either 0 or E2;q(ĝ; t �R).Proof. For y 2 f0; 1gr , let �y 2 f0; 1gn be y with n� r 0's added to it. Given x 2 f0; 1gn,let y 2 f0; 1gr be the unique vetor suh that M̂y �2 M �y �2 Mx. There is a unique ywith these properties, beause the �rst r olumns of M are linearly independent over Z247



and rk2(M) = r. Then for z = (x+�y) mod 2 we have thatMz �2 0, that is z 2 K(M;0).Thus, E2;q(g; t �Q) = dXx2f0;1gn(�1)gT x!t1T (�1)Mxq= 2�n Xy2f0;1gr Xz2K(M;0)(�1)gT (�y+z)!t1T (�1)M(�y+z)q= 2r�n0� Xz2K(M;0)(�1)gT z1A dXy2f0;1gr(�1)ĝT y!t1T (�1)M̂yq :SinePz2K(M;0)(�1)gT z is either 0 or 2n�r (see (ii) in setion 2.5), depending on M andg, the lemma follows.Proof of Theorem 2.7.5. De�ne � = maxR jE2;q(0; �R)j;� = maxf�; qg;where the maximum for � is taken over all polynomial R on r variables suh that �R isnot onstant modulo q. Lemma 2.7.3(ii) implies that � < 1.Consider (g1; : : : ;gk) 2 J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) and i 2 [k℄. If gi 6= 0, then aordingto Lemma 2.7.3(i), jE2;q(gi; �Qi)j � q. Assume that gi = 0. Let M̂i and Ri be as inLemma 2.7.6. Then E2;q(0; �Qi) is either 0 or E2;q(0; �Ri). Therefore jE2;q(0; �Qi)j � �, bythe de�nition of �. The proof of the theorem now follows along the lines of the proof ofTheorem 2.7.2.To see the furthermore part notie that for every polynomialR, if �R is not onstantmodulo q and the oeÆients of Rmodulo q are in Z�q[f0g, then t �R is not onstant moduloq, for every t 2 [q � 1℄.Using Lemma 2.2.1 and this theorem we an bound the orrelation between parityand polynomials whih have a matrix with nie partition, as desribed in the theorem.As Example 3 in setion 2.6 shows, if we want to get the bound for every t 2 [q � 1℄,then the additional requirement on the oeÆients of eah Qi is neessary. Although48



� < 1, for q odd, it an get arbitrarily lose to 1, if r grows with n. However, if r is smallenough, ertainly if r is a onstant independent of n, Theorem 2.7.5 gives exponentiallysmall upper bounds. Also, it is not essential for our argument that for every i 2 [k℄,rk2(Mi) � r, �Qi is not onstant modulo q, and the oeÆients of Qi are in Z�q[f0g { it isenough for getting small upper bounds that a large number of i 2 [k℄ have this property.Of ourse, we also need that the size of J(M1; : : : ;Mk;g) is small. In partiular, thistheorem applies to the most general ase of the example desribed before Theorem 2.7.1,provided that there are many sets in the partition of the variables, and eah Qi has theproperties required by the theorem.2.8 More general frameworkIn setion 2.4 we saw how to represent the evaluation of a given polynomial modulo qusing a linear transformation over Z2 and then in setion 2.7 we used properties of thislinear transformation to bound exponential sums. This setion generalizes this approahand shows that this generalization inludes the result of Cai, Green, and Thierauf forsymmetri polynomials.De�nition 2.8.1. For g 2 f0; 1gn, A 2 Nm�n , and b 2 Nm , de�ne�(g; A;b) = Xx2f0;1gn:Ax=b(�1)gT x:For z = (z1; : : : ; zm), de�neT (g; A; z) = Xb2IA �(g; A;b)zb11 � � � zbmm ;where IA = fb 2 Zm : 0 � b � A1g.The de�nition of � inludes as a speial ase the de�nition of the Krawthoukpolynomials [Sze39℄. To see this notie that �(g;11�n; k) = K(n)k (jgj), where K(n)k (l) isthe k-th Krawthouk polynomial, i.e.K(n)k (l) =Pki=0(�1)i�li��n�lk�i� whih is the oeÆientof yk of the polynomial (1� y)l(1 + y)n�l. 49



In De�nition 2.8.1 �(g; A;b) is not neessarily a polynomial in jgj, exept in speialases, but it gives the oeÆient of the monomial zb11 � � � zbmm in T (g; A; z), onsidered asa polynomial in z1; : : : ; zm, whih an be written in the following form.T (g; A; z) = Yj2[n℄:gj=10�1� Yi2[m℄ zaiji 1A Yj2[n℄:gj=00�1 + Yi2[m℄ zaiji 1A : (2.7)This expression an be veri�ed by expanding its right side and then grouping the termsin z1; : : : ; zm of the same form together. Thus, in some sense the funtions �(g; A;b) areanalogues of the Krawthouk polynomials in a more general setting.We have the following general expression for E2;q(g; f).Lemma 2.8.1. Let q 2 N+ , g 2 f0; 1gn, and f : f0; 1gn ! Z. Assume that there existsr 2 N+ , A 2 Zm�n, and h : Zm ! Z suh that for every x 2 f0; 1gn and z 2 Zm, ifz �r Ax, then f(x) �q h(z). ThenE2;q(g; f) = 2�n Xy2[r℄m T (g; A; !yr )Dr;q(y; h):Proof. For z 2 [r℄m, de�ne Rr(g; A; z) = Xb2IA:b�rz�(g; A;b):Let us see that Rr(g; A; z) = dXy2[r℄m �!yT zr T (g; A; !yr ); (2.8)Indeed Rr(g; A; z) = Xb2IA:b�rz�(g; A;b) = Xb2IA0� dXy2[r℄m !yT (b�z)r 1A�(g; A;b)= dXy2[r℄m �!yT zr Xb2IA !yTbr �(g; A;b)= dXy2[r℄m �!yT zr T (g; A; !yr );where in the seond equality we use (2.4). 50



Finally, reall that by de�nition, E2;q(g; f) = Px2f0;1gn(�1)gT x!f(x)q , and notethatXx2f0;1gn(�1)gT x!f(x)q = Xz2[r℄m0� Xx2f0;1gn:Ax�rz(�1)gT x1A!h(z)q = Xz2[r℄mRr(g; A; z)!h(z)q= Xy2[r℄m T (g; A; !yr )0� dXz2[r℄m �!yT zr !h(z)q 1A ;where in the third equality we use (2.8).As we will see below, this lemma an be used to derive Lemma 2.4.1, whih we useto exploit properties of linear transformations over Z2 when estimating exponential sumsand orrelation as desribed in setion 2.7. Furthermore, this lemma an be used to derivethe bound of Cai, Green and Thierauf [CGT96℄ for symmetri polynomials. Interestingly,the lemma yields these two results by working with di�erent parts of the expression whihappears in it. To obtain the results in setion 2.7 we estimate Dr;q, but we set things upso that T has only one possible nonzero value, and we just have to argue about when isT nonzero. See the end of this setion on how Lemma 2.4.1 is derived from Lemma 2.8.1.To obtain the bounds of [CGT96℄, we estimate T , and use only a trivial bound on Dr;q,namely that jDr;qj � 1. The key to derive the bounds of [CGT96℄ from Lemma 2.8.1 isto show that for symmetri funtions there is a matrix A with only one row that has thedesired properties. As we will see in Corollary 2.8.2, whenever we an guarantee thatfor an odd r there exists A with the desired properties whih also has a small number ofrows, we an obtain exponentially small bounds on the exponential sum. The details ofthe argument for symmetri polynomials are in setion 2.8.1.To apply Lemma 2.8.1, one has to argue that suitable A and h exist and thenestimate the orresponding expressions. This still requires a lot of work. However, weimmediately get the following simple orollary.Corollary 2.8.2. If r 2 N+ odd and A 2 Zm�n as in Lemma 2.8.1 exist, thenjE2;q(1; f)j � rmnr :51



Proof. By (2.7), j2�nT (1; A; !yr )j = Qnj=1 ��sin �ryTaj��, where aj is the j-th olumn of A,using j1�!rj = j!=2r (!�=2r �!=2r )j = 2j sin �r j. The statement follows, beause jDr;qj � 1always holds by the triangle inequality.In the ase of symmetri polynomials, it an be shown that taking A to onsistof a single row of all 1's, and letting h(z) to be the value of the polynomial on inputsontaining z 1's, we get the desired properties for an odd r. Applying Corollary 2.8.2 withm = 1 and the appropriate r yields the bounds of [CGT96℄ for symmetri polynomials.Lemma 2.4.1 an be obtained as a orollary of Lemma 2.8.1, by taking r = 2, Ato be a matrix for Q modulo q, and h(z) = 1T (�1)z. Let y 2 f0; 1gm. By (2.7)2�nT (g;M; (�1)y) = (1; y 2 K(M;g);0; otherwise:Finally, D2;q(z; th) = dXz2f0;1gm(�1)zT y!th(z)q = 2�m Xz2f0;1gm(�1)Pi ziyi!tPi(�1)ziq= 2�m(!tq � �!tq)jyj(!tq + �!tq)m�jyj:So far all our expressions have been preise, exept the estimate given in Corollary2.8.2, and we have exat representations of the exponential sum.2.8.1 Bounds for symmetri polynomialsIn this setion we use Lemma 2.8.1 to derive the bounds of [CGT96℄ for symmetri poly-nomials. The proof builds on ideas of [CGT96℄, and as in [CGT96℄, we need the period ofbinomial oeÆients modulo q, whih is given by the following theorem of Zabek [Zab56℄.Theorem 2.8.3 (Zabek, [Zab56℄). Let q; d 2 N+ . Let q = pe11 � � � pess be the primefatorization of q and li = blogpi d, i 2 [s℄. Then the period of h(n) = �nd� mod q isr = qpl11 � � � plss .Lemma 2.8.4. Let q; d 2 N+ and P 2 Psym(Z; n; d). Let q = pe11 � � � pess be the primefatorization of q and li = blogpi d, i 2 [s℄. Then, for every x;y 2 f0; 1gn, if 1Tx �r 1Ty,then P (x) �q P (y), where r = qpl11 � � � plss . 52



Proof. Sine P (x) is symmetri of degree at most d we have that there exist a0; : : : ; ad 2 Zsuh that for every x 2 f0; 1gn, P (x) = dXi=0 ai�jxji �:By Theorem 2.8.3 the period of hi(k) = �ki� mod q is ri = qpblogp1 i1 � � � pblogps is . Thereforeif h(k) = Pdi=0 ai�ki� and r0 is the least ommon multiple of fr0; : : : ; rdg then for everyx; y 2 N, if x �r0 y, then h(x) �q h(y). The lemma follows, beause P (x) = h(1Tx) andr = r0.Theorem 2.8.5 (Cai{Green{Thierauf, [CGT96℄). Let q; d 2 N+ and s be the numberof distint prime divisors of q. For every P 2 Psym(Z; n; d),jE2;q(1; P )j � qds2�
(n=qds)Proof. Let q = pe11 � � � pess be the prime fatorization of q and li = blogpi d, i 2 [s℄. LetA = 11�n and r = qpl11 � � � plss . For z 2 Z, let h(z) = P (xz), where xz is an arbitraryvetor in f0; 1gn with weight z mod r. By Lemma 2.8.4 for every x 2 f0; 1gn and z 2 Z,if z �r Ax, then P (x) �q h(z). Thus, we an use Corollary 2.8.2 with m = 1. Siner � qds and nr = 2�
(n=r), the theorem follows.2.8.2 Generalized symmetri polynomialsIn this setion we generalize the result of Cai, Green, and Thierauf to funtions on not toomany generalized symmetri polynomials. Before we explain this result in more detailswe will take a detour into symmetri polynomials over Zq.For a prime p and n 2 N+ , let ordpn be the exponent of the largest power of pdividing n. It is known that ordpn! = (n � �p(n))=(p � 1), where �p(m) is the sum ofdigits in the p-ary expansion of m. This implies that ordpn! = O(n), where the onstantin O depends on p.For k 2 N+ and x = (x1; : : : ; xn) de�ne the k-th elementary symmetri polynomial�k(x) = X1�i1<:::<ik�nxi1 � � � xik ;53



and the k-th power-sum polynomial �k(x) = Xi2[n℄xki :By the Fundamental Theorem for Symmetri Polynomials [LN97℄ every symmetripolynomial over a ring an be expressed in terms of the elementary symmetri polynomials.Theorem 2.8.6 (Fundamental Theorem for Symmetri Polynomials). Let R bea ring and P 2 Psym(R;n; d). Then there exists a unique Q 2 P(R; d) suh that P (x) =Q(�1(x); : : : ; �d(x)). Furthermore, if Qj2S ydjj is a term of Q(y), for some S � [d℄, thenPj2S jdj � d. In partiular, Q has degree at most d.By the Fundamental Theorem for Symmetri Polynomials, and sine eah �d issymmetri, we have that for every d 2 N+ , there exist Td 2 P(Z; n; d) suh that forx 2 Zn �d(x) = Td(�1(x); : : : ; �d(x)):Sine Td has integer oeÆients, we have that for every q 2 N+ and x 2 Zn�d(x) �q Td(�1(x); : : : ; �d(x)): (2.9)The Newton{Girard formulas [LN97℄ state the onverse of Theorem 2.8.6 over Q , i.e. thatover Q the Fundamental Theorem for Symmetri Polynomials holds with the power-sumpolynomials instead of the elementary symmetri polynomials.Theorem 2.8.7 (Newton{Girard). For every d 2 N+d�d(x) + Xk2[d℄(�1)k�k(x)�d�k(x) = 0:In partiular, there exists Nd 2 P(Q ; d; d) suh that d!Nd 2 P(Z; d; d) and�d(x) = Nd(�1(x); : : : ; �d(x)):Sine Nd has rational oeÆients we annot laim, like in (2.9), that Theorem 2.8.7holds modulo any q 2 N+ . Part of this setion proves that we an preserve the possibility54



of expressing �d in terms of �1; : : : ; �d in the following sense: for q; d 2 N+ there existsr 2 N+ and � : Zq ! Zr suh that for every x;y 2 Zn, if �k(�(x)) �r �k(�(y)) for everyk 2 [d℄, then �d(x) �q �d(y). r will have the following form: if pe11 � � � pess is the primedeomposition of q, then r = qpl11 � � � plss , where the exponent li depends on d and pi.The statement in the previous paragraph an be rephrased like this: on integerinputs, the value of �k(�(x)) modulo r, k 2 [d℄, determines the value of �d(x) modulo q,for r possibly di�erent than q. The statement is di�erent for the other diretion, where,by (2.9), we an take r = q. More informally, to express the elementary symmetripolynomials in terms of the power-sum polynomials we have to \inrease the preision".This expression makes more sense in the ase where q is a prime power pe, then r = pe+l,so the \preision" is inreased from e to e + l. The situation is similar to approximateomputation of a given ontinuous real valued funtion f , where for given ", given thearguments to f with preision Æ depending on ", determines the value of f with preision ".The important question here is what is the additional preision that we need. Following asimple argument based on the \ontinuity" intuition, we will prove (Theorem 2.8.11) thatli = ordpid!, i.e. an additional preision of O(d) is enough. A more ompliated argumentdue to Voloh ([Vol05℄, Theorem 2.8.12) shows that in some ases atually additionalpreision of O(log d) is enough. We have an appliation (Theorem 2.8.13) of those resultsto bounding exponential sums involving generalized symmetri polynomials where it isobvious why do we want as small preision as possible.First, we give an argument whih implies that preision O(d) is enough. Thefollowing lemma shows that if we have a polynomial P with rational oeÆients whih oninteger inputs is integer, e.g. the polynomials Nd in Theorem 2.8.7, then the value of Pmodulo q, is determined by the value of its inputs modulo r, i.e. with inreased preision.The equivalent statement over the reals, i.e. that to ompute P with some preision " onreal inputs it is enough to have the inputs with some preision Æ, follows beause P beinga polynomial is ontinuous. In our ase we need that P is ontinuous over the p-adis(for p prime), beause it is a polynomial with rational oeÆients. Notie that the addedpreision is ordpim where m is the least ommon denominator of the oeÆients of P .55



The proof of Lemma 2.8.9 is a rephrasing of the argument using the ontinuity of P overthe p-adis into a number theory language.In the following we use the Chinese Remainder Theorem.Theorem 2.8.8 (Chinese Remainder Theorem). Let q1; : : : ; qs 2 N+ be relativelyprime. Then for every a1; : : : ; as 2 Z, there exists a unique a 2 [q1q2 � � � qs℄ suh thata �qi ai for every i 2 [s℄.Lemma 2.8.9. Let q 2 N+ and q = pe11 � � � pess be the prime fatorization of q. Let P 2P(Q ; n) be suh that for every x 2 Zn, P (x) 2 Z. Let m 2 Z be suh that mP 2 P(Z; n).Then for every x;y 2 Zn, if x �r y, then P (x) �q P (y), where r = qpordp1m1 � � � pordpsms .Proof. We will need the following simple observation.Observation 2.8.10. Let r 2 N+ . Then for every P 2 P(Z; n) and x;y 2 Zn, if x �r y,then P (x) �r P (y).First assume that q is a prime power q = pe. Let l = ordpm. Then m = plM ,where M and p are relatively prime. Let Q(x) =M 0mP (x), where M 0 is a multipliativeinverse of M modulo pe+l. By Observation 2.8.10 applied to Q(x), if x �pe+l y, thenplP (x) �pe+l Q(x) �pe+l Q(y) �pe+l plP (y)and therefore P (x) �pe P (y):Now let q = pe11 : : : pess . Aording to the above, for every i 2 [s℄, if x �pei+ordpim y,then P (x) �peii P (y):Finally, use Chinese Remainder Theorem to �nish the proof.The next theorem shows that to express �d modulo q in terms of �k, k 2 [d℄, addi-tional preision O(d) is enough. This essentially follows beause Nd ful�lls the onditionsof Lemma 2.8.9, and so additional preision of ordpim is enough, where m is the leastommon denominator of the oeÆients of Nd. Sine by Theorem 2.8.7 m = d!, we havethat an additional preision of ordpid! = O(d) is enough.56



Theorem 2.8.11. Let q; d 2 N+ and P 2 Psym(Z; n; d). Then for every x;y 2 Zn, if�k(x) �r �k(y) for every k 2 [d℄, then P (x) �q P (y), where r = qpordp1d!1 � � � pordpsd!s(� q(p1 � � � ps)d).Proof. Aording to the Newton-Girard formulas (Theorem 2.8.7), for every k 2 N+k!Nk 2 P(Z; k) and for every x 2 Zn, �k(x) = Nk(�1(x); : : : ; �k(x)). Hene, by Lemma2.8.9, for every k 2 N+ , x;y 2 Zn, if �l(x) �rk �l(y) for every l 2 [k℄, then �k(x) �q �k(y),where rk = qpordp1k!1 � � � pordpsk!s .Sine P 2 Psym(Z; n; d), by the Fundamental Theorem for Symmetri Polynomialsthere exists Q 2 P(Z; d) suh that P (x) = Q(�1(x); : : : ; �d(x)). Consider x;y 2 Zn suhthat �k(x) �r �k(y) for every k 2 [d℄. Take k 2 [d℄. Sine rkjr, �l(x) �rk �l(y) forevery l 2 [k℄, and therefore �k(x) �q �k(y). Using Observation 2.8.10 this implies thatP (x) �q P (y).The following theorem is due to Voloh [Vol05℄ and is an improvement over The-orem 2.8.11, beause it says that if q is odd and does not have prime powers in its primedeomposition, then to express �d modulo q in terms of �k, an additional preision ofO(log d) is enough. It is interesting whether an analogous statement holds for any q.For p prime and l 2 N+ , de�ne �pl : Zp! Zpl in the following way. If x = 0, thenlet �pl(x) = 0. Otherwise, x 2 Z�p and then let o be the order of x, i.e. the smallest k suhthat xk = 1. Sine Z�pl is yli of order pl�1(p� 1) it has an elements of order o. Thenlet �pl(x) be this element of Z�pl.Let q 2 N+ and p1 : : : ps be its prime deomposition. Let l1; : : : ; lk 2 N+ andr = pl11 � � � plss . De�ne �r : Zq ! Zr by applying the Chinese Remainder Theorem in thefollowing way. Given x 2 Zq onsider the unique (x1; : : : ; xs) 2 Zpl11 � � � � � Zplss thatorresponds to it. Let yi = �plii (xi) 2 Zplii , i 2 [s℄. Finally, let �r(x) be the unique elementof Zr whih orresponds to (y1; : : : ; ys).We also think of �r as a funtion from Z to Z where given an integer �rst we redueit modulo q, then we apply �r and interpret the resulting element of Zr as an element of[r℄. 57



Theorem 2.8.12 (Voloh, [Vol05℄). Let q; d 2 N+ , q odd, p1 � � � ps be the prime deom-position of q, and P 2 Psym(Z; n; d). Then for every x;y 2 Zn, if �k(�r(x)) �r �k(�r(y))for every k 2 [d℄, then P (x) �q P (y), where r = qpblogp1 d1 � � � pblogps ds (� qds).Let us draw an analogy of the above disussion with Luas's Theorem, and morepreisely with its extension due to Zabek. Sine for k 2 N+ and x 2 f0; 1gn, �k(x) =�1(x), Zabek's Theorem (see Lemma 2.8.4) essentially gives the statement of Theorem2.8.12 for any q, exept that it restrits the inputs to the symmetri polynomial to be inf0; 1g. Thus, if we prove an analogue of Theorem 2.8.12 for any q 2 N+ (not just produtsof primes), then we will have a generalization of Zabek's Theorem.De�nition 2.8.2. Let q; d 2 N+ with pe11 � � � pess the prime fatorization of q. De�ne�i 2 N+ , i 2 [s℄, to be the smallest numbers for whih there exists � : Zq ! Zr suh thatfor every P 2 Psym(Z; n; d) and x;y 2 Zn, if �k(�(x)) �r �k(�(y)) for every k 2 [d℄, thenP (x) �q P (y), where r = qp�11 � � � p�ss .By Theorem 2.8.11, we have that �i = O(d). By Theorem 2.8.12, �i = O(log d), ifq is odd and does not have prime powers in its prime deomposition.The following theorem is an appliation of the above onsiderations to generalizedsymmetri polynomials. A generalized symmetri polynomial T is spei�ed by a symmetripolynomial P and a vetor a suh that T (x) = P (a � x). T itself is not a symmetripolynomial, but it is very lose to being one. Of ourse a symmetri polynomial is aspeial ase, if we take a = 1. The result of Cai, Green, and Thierauf (Theorem 2.8.5)shows that if P is a symmetri polynomial of degree d and q is odd, thenjE2;q(1; P )j ds � 2�
(n=ds):If T (x) = P (a � x) is a generalized symmetri polynomial, then the same result on Tfollows like this. Let a be the most popular modulo q amongst the ai's, i.e. there are atleast n=q i's suh that ai �q a. Use an averaging argument to �x all xi's suh that ai 6�q awithout dereasing jE2;q(1; T )j. The resulting polynomial T 0 has at least n=q variablesand is symmetri. Thus Theorem 2.8.5 applies to generalized symmetri polynomials.58



Theorem 2.8.13 extends this to any funtion of up to k = o(n) generalized symmetripolynomials. Notie that in this ase the argument with �xing to the most popular aidoes not work, unless k = " log n with " 2 [0; 1) depending on q.The signi�ane of requiring as small a preision, i.e. as small an r as possible, whenexpressing �d modulo q in terms of �k modulo r, is the following. Sine the bound impliedby Theorem 2.8.13 is 2O(kd log r)�
(n=r) (using that n = 2�
(n=r)) to get an exponentiallysmall bound we need r = o(n). By Theorem 2.8.11 we an take r = O(qd), whih meansthat we an only allow d = " log n, for " 2 [0; 1) depending on q. Note that in this ase therestrition on the degree is the same as the restrition in Bourgain's result (Theorem 2.3.3)and we annot even get the bound of Theorem 2.8.5 whih is interesting for d = polylog(n)(and even n" for some " 2 [0; 1) depending on q). If on the other hand Theorem 2.8.12holds for any q (not only produts of primes), then r = O(ds) and we extend the result ofTheorem 2.8.5 by allowing a funtion of up to k = nÆ generalized symmetri polynomialsof degree n", where "; Æ 2 [0; 1) depend on q. In any ase sine Theorem 2.8.12 holds forq odd and a produt of distint primes, Theorem 2.8.13 ertainly extends Theorem 2.8.5to this ase.In Theorem 2.8.13, g an be an arbitrary funtion whih depends on its inputs onlymodulo q. A simple example of suh funtion is any polynomial with integer oeÆients(see Observation 2.8.10 in the proof of Lemma 2.8.9). If q is prime, then all funtions inZq are polynomials, but this is not true, if q is omposite (see the next setion for moredetails).Theorem 2.8.13. Let q 2 N+ be odd and q = pe11 � � � pess be the prime fatorization ofq. Let g : Zk ! Z be suh that for every x;y 2 Zk, if x �q y, then g(x) �q g(y). LetP1; : : : ; Pk 2 Psym(Z; n; d), a1; : : : ;ak 2 Zn, and P (x) = g(P1(a1 � x); : : : ; Pk(ak � x)).Then for r = qp�11 � � � p�ss , where the �i's are as in De�nition 2.8.2,jE2;q(1; P )j � rkdnr :Proof. First notie that for x 2 f0; 1gn and b 2 Zn, �l(b �x) =Pi blixi. De�ne Ai 2 Zd�n,i 2 [k℄, so that its l-th row is (�(ai1)l; : : : ; �(ain)l), where � is as in De�nition 2.8.2 and59



ai = (ai1; : : : ; ain). From De�nition 2.8.2, follows that there exist h1; : : : ; hm : Zd ! Zsuh that for every x 2 f0; 1gn and y 2 Zm, if y �r Aix, then Pi(ai � x) �q hi(y). De�neA 2 Z(dk)�n to be the rows of A1, followed by the rows A2, and so on until Ak. Foryij 2 Z, i 2 [k℄ and j 2 [d℄, de�ne h(y) = g(h1(y1); : : : ; hk(yk)), where yi = (yi1; : : : ; yid).Finally notie that the requirements of Corollary 2.8.2, with m = dk, are ful�lled and thebound in the theorem follows.2.8.2.1 Funtions modulo a omposite numberIn this setion we prove the laim made before Theorem 2.8.13 that not every funtionover Zq is a polynomial for q omposite. More preisely, we will prove that there is nopolynomial P 2 P(Z; 1) suh thatP (x) 6�q 0 i� x �q 0: (2.10)Assume, for the sake of ontradition, that suh a polynomial P (x) = Pdi=0 aixi exists.Then a0 = P (0) 6�q 0: (2.11)First, assume that q is not a prime power and let pe11 : : : pess , k � 2, be the primedeomposition of q. Sine pe11 6�q 0, by (2.10) we have that P (pe11 ) �q 0. Hene, beausepe11 jq, P (pe11 ) �pe11 0. Therefore a0 �pe11 0. A similar argument proves that a0 �peii 0 forevery i 2 [s℄. By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, a0 �q 0, whih ontradits (2.11).Now assume that q = pe, for some e � 2. Then for every i � 1 we have that(e� 1)i � e and therefore P (pe�1) = nXi=1 aip(e�1)i + a0 �pe a0By (2.10) and sine pe�1 6�pe 0, P (pe�1) �pe 0, whih again ontradits (2.11).
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Chapter 3Undireted st-onnetivity
In this hapter we ip the oin of our omplexity onsiderations and look at an upperbound on the spae omplexity of undireted st-onnetivity. The approah we take insolving this problem, as suggested by Prof. Ramahandran, is to simulate spae-eÆientlywith a sequential algorithm the parallel algorithm of Chong and Lam. In setion 3.2 wefuse ideas from this algorithm with the exploration walks on trees of Kouk�y to form theabstrat base of our spae-eÆient algorithm. Using this abstrat base, whih ensures theorretness of the algorithm, in setion 3.3 we give a preise desription of the algorithmwhih allows us to reason about its spae omplexity. This desription exhibits learly thebottleneks whih stand in the way of a spae-eÆient algorithm and we show a solutionagainst those bottleneks whih results in an O(log n log log n) spae algorithm. In setion3.3.1 we use ommuniating orales to give an intuition for the transition between theabstrat base and the preise desription of the algorithm.3.1 Overview of the parallel algorithm of Chong and LamThe Chong{Lam (CL) algorithm [CL95℄ uses a hook and ontrat approah. This ap-proah to USTCONN an be summarized by the following simple observation. Considera spanning subgraph H of G, i.e. H has the same vertex set as G and a subset of itsedges. Call eah onneted omponent of H a luster. For every luster, hoose one of itsverties to be its representative. Form a new graph G0 whose verties are the representa-tives of the lusters of H and two verties are onneted in G0 i� two verties from thetwo orresponding lusters of H are onneted in G. We an solve USTCONN on G by61



solving it reursively on G0, beause s and t are onneted in G i� their representativesare onneted in G0. We all the proess of obtaining H from G hooking and the proessof obtaining G0 from H and G ontration.One simple example of the above idea is when H ontains only one edge of G, e.g.the smallest edge of G in some �xed linear ordering of its edges. Then G0 is obtained byollapsing the ends of this edge. This results in an algorithm whih has linear number ofhookings and ontrations.Another example is obtained, if we an guarantee that after hooking every lusterhas at least two verties, beause this way ontration redues the number of verties ofthe graph by a fator of at least two and so we have only O(log n) hookings and on-trations. The advantage of suh algorithm is that it has a potential of being eÆientlyimplementable in parallel as long as the hooking and the ontration operations are eÆ-iently implementable in parallel. For example the following hooking operation has thisproperties. For every vertex u of G put in H the edge fu; vg, where v is the smallestneighbor of u in some �xed linear ordering of the verties of G. Call fu; vg the hookingedge of u. The lusters of H are tree-loops, i.e. onneted graphs whih have at most onesimple yle. Choosing a hooking edge for every vertex ould be trivially performed inparallel O(log n) time with linear number of proessors. The same is true for ontratingtree-loops, although the solution is slightly more ompliated. This results in an O(log2 n)time parallel algorithm for USTCONN.The lusters resulting from the hooking operation of the CL algorithm are trees,i.e. H is a spanning forest of G, whih we all hooking trees. The CL algorithm di�ersfrom the hook and ontrat approah as desribed above, beause during ontration notall lusters are ontrated. In partiular, during the algorithm the verties of the graphgo through three states: ative, inative, and done. Done verties are non-representativeverties whih were part of a ontrated hooking tree; one a vertex beomes done itstays done. Only ative verties partiipate in hooking suh that eah ative vertexhooses one of its edges to be its hooking edge in a manner somewhat similar to the oneexplained in the previous paragraph. After ontration the verties whose hooking trees62



were not ontrated beome inative and their hooking trees are preserved for subsequentontration. During hooking, the ative verties either form new hooking trees or beomepart of existing ones.We postpone the exat details of the hooking operation of the CL algorithm tonext setions. For now let us just say that to determine its hooking edge a vertex looksat the degrees and the states of verties whih are at most two edges away; also, someverties deide not to hoose a hooking edge (this essentially is why the resulting lustersare trees and not tree-loops) and we say that they hooked to themselves. Thus, hookingan be done in parallel time O(log d) with linear number of proessors by performingpointer jumping, where d is an upper bound on the degrees of the ative verties, if theurrent graph is represented by its adjaeny lists. Pointer jumping [J�aJ92℄ is a standardprimitive for traversing linked lists in parallel algorithms. For a given linked list of lengthat most d it involves dlog de jumps of its pointers, where in a jump all pointers of the listare advaned one element forward. Eah jump an be performed in onstant time givend proessors.Let the total degree of a hooking tree be the sum of the degrees in G of its verties.During ontration only hooking trees with total degree at most  are ontrated, where  isa parameter of the ontration operation. The representative of a hooking tree is the onlyvertex in it whih hooked to itself. For every ontrated hooking tree its representativebeomes a new ative vertex and the rest of its verties beome done and are removed fromfurther onsideration. Also all multi-edges between new ative verties are leaned-up.Finally, the verties of every unontrated tree beome inative. The important part ofthe ontration proedure is heking the degree of a hooking tree. In parallel this ouldbe done in O(log ) time, where  is the value of the ontration parameter, by usingpointer jumping and edge-list plugging [TV85℄. Edge-list plugging ombines into one listthe adjaeny lists of the verties of a hooking tree. It proeeds like this. Every edgeof the urrent graph partiipates in two adjaeny lists, i.e. for every edge there are twoentries in two di�erent linked lists desribing the graph. We assign a proessor to everyedge of the graph and for every hooking edge in onstant time the proessor assigned to63



it swaps the pointers for next element of its two entries. It is not hard to see that thisway the adjaeny list of every hooking tree are ombined into one list on whih we anperform pointer jumping.Finally the CL algorithm is given by the following reursive proedure. HereMaxHook and Contrat() denote orrespondingly a hooking operation and a ontratingoperation with parameter .proedure Connet(k)MaxHook;if k > 0 thenContrat(22k);Connet(k � 1);Connet(k � 1);Contrat(22k+1);The orretness of the CL algorithm ensures that a all to Connet(dlog log ne)ontrats every onneted omponent of the graph to a single vertex. All the otherverties are organized in a set of rooted trees suh that the root of the tree of a vertex uis the vertex to whih the onneted omponent of u ontrated. These rooted trees areupdated after every ontration by making the parent in suh a tree of all verties whihbeome done and whih are part of the same hooking tree T to be the representative ofT . The CL algorithm an be simulated trivially with a sequential algorithm usinglinear spae. To this end, we �x an ordering of the edges inident to a vertex and insteadof performing the hooking in parallel for all ative verties, we do it sequentially for eahof them.3.2 Abstrat omponents of the spae-eÆient sequentialalgorithmOur spae-eÆient algorithm is based on the parallel algorithm of Chong and Lam. Fromthis algorithm we extrat a set of abstrat de�nitions, given in this setion, whih allow64



us to prove the orretness of our algorithm. The spae-eÆient algorithm based on theseabstrat omponents and a proof of its spae bound are given in setion 3.3. The proof ofthe orretness is based entirely on the proof of Chong and Lam of the orretness of theiralgorithm with the only modi�ation that we hange their hooking strategy slightly anduse exploration walks on trees instead of pointer-jumping and edge-list plugging. Both ofthese hanges do not inuene the orretness.3.2.1 Graphs and exploration walks on graphsAn undireted multi-graph is a graph with possibly multiple edges between two vertiesand suh that every edge has a label on eah side, where the labels of the edges inidentto a vertex v have distint labels on the side of v. We also have a single self-loop withlabel 0 at every vertex. Formally we haveDe�nition 3.2.1. An undireted multi-graph G is a triple hV; Æ; �i, where V is a set,Æ : V ! N, and � : E ! E is a bijetion suh that �(�(v; i)) = (v; i) and �(v; 0) = (v; 0),where E = f(v; i) : v 2 V and 0 � i � Æ(v)g and we write �(v; i) instead of �((v; i)).V is the set of verties of G, E is the set of edges of G, Æ(v) is the degree of v,and �(e) is the reverse edge of e. For an edge e, all the set fe; �(e)g an undireted edge.Let � : E ! V and � : E ! N be the �rst and the seond omponent of �. Then�(v; i) is the i-th neighbor of v, i is the label of the edge (v; i), and �(v; i) is its bak-label.De�ne the size of G, size(G), to be jV j.In the following a graph means undireted multi-graph.De�nition 3.2.2. A graph G0 = hV 0; Æ0; �0i is a subgraph of a graph G = hV; Æ; �i, ifV 0 � V and for every u; v 2 V 0 the number of edges between u and v in G0 is at most thenumber of edges between u and v in G, i.e.jfi : �0(u; i) = vgj � jfi : �(u; i) = vgj:Note that a subgraph does not have to inherit the edge-labels of its ambient graph.
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De�ne (simple) path, onneted verties, forest and tree in the usual way.An exploration walk is a proedure for visiting the edges of a given graph. Anexploration walk moves along adjaent edges of the graph aording to the followingde�nition.De�nition 3.2.3. Let G be a graph. Let � : E�Z! E be suh that �((v; i); j) hangesby j the label of the edge (v; i). More preisely for i 6= 0,�((v; i); j) = (v; 1 + (i� 1 + j mod Æ(v))):De�ne �G;k;�0G;k : E ! E indutively on k � 0. First �G;0(e) = �0G;0(e) = e. Nowlet �G;k+1(e) = �(�(�G;k(e)); 1);�0G;k+1(e) = �(�(�0G;k(e);�1)):�G;k(e) is alled an exploration walk starting from the edge e. �0G;k is alled thereverse exploration walk. Let ek = (vk; ik) = �G;l(e). vk and ek are orrespondingly thek-th vertex and the k-th edge visited by the exploration walk.Exploration walks were introdued by Kouk�y [Kou01b℄. In general an explorationwalk is indued by an exploration sequene, whih for every step of the walk presribesthe amount by whih to hange the label of the urrent edge. We de�ne exploration walksonly for the exploration sequene whih always hanges by one the label of the urrentedge, i.e. the exploration sequene is all-1's, beause this is the ase of interest to us.Exploration sequenes are a simple extension of traversal sequenes, whih for every steppresribe the next edge label. The most important property of exploration walks, notshared by traversal walks, is that they are reversible [Kou01b℄. In our ase we have that�0G;k(�G;k(e)) = e. The reversibility property of exploration walks allows them to visitsome edges of the graph and then return to the edge from whih they started without\memorizing" all edges visited by the intermediate steps of the walk.Similar to the ase of traversal sequenes, we have exploration sequenes whihare universal for a given lass of graphs in the following sense. Given a graph G from66



the lass and an edge e from the graph, an exploration walk indued by a universalexploration sequene and starting at e visits all verties of the graph. Despite the similaritywith traversal sequenes, Kouk�y showed that there are simple onstrutions of universalexploration sequenes for lasses of graphs for whih the orresponding onstrution ofuniversal traversal sequenes was very ompliated and even non-existent. For example heshowed that the all-1's sequene is universal for simple yles and trees. For simple ylesthe onstrution of universal traversal sequenes is muh more ompliated [BNBK+89,Bri87, Ist88, Kou01a℄ and for trees suh onstrutions are not known. Kouk�y also showeda simple onstrution of universal exploration sequene for graphs with small diameter(e.g. expander graphs) and the only known [HW93℄ onstrution for expander graphs ofuniversal traversal sequenes requires them to be onsistently labeled.The following proposition states formally the observation that the all-1's explo-ration sequene is universal for trees.Proposition 3.2.1 (Kouk�y, [Kou01b℄). Let e = (v; i) 2 E, i 6= 0, and ej = (vj; ij) =�G;j(e), j � 0. If G is a tree with at most one undireted edge between any two vertiesand k = 2(size(G)� 1), then ek = e and every edge of G whih is not a self-loop appearsexatly one in e0; : : : ; ek�1. Furthermore, 2(size(G) � 1) is the smallest k suh that vappears Æ(v) + 1 times in v0; : : : ; vk.3.2.2 Con�gurationsIn this setion we de�ne a on�guration to be a struture whih desribes the state of theCL algorithm. We also de�ne a sequene of on�gurations, where eah next on�gurationis obtained from the previous by a hooking or a ontration operation. The exat orderof the hooking and ontration operations is derived from \linearizing" the reursivede�nition of the CL algorithm. Following [CL95℄ we prove properties of the elements ofthe sequene of on�guration whih on one hand imply the orretness properties of the CLalgorithm, but on the other allow us also to implement the de�nitions as a spae-eÆientalgorithm.
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De�nition 3.2.4. A on�guration is a tuple C = hG;A; I;D;H;Ri, where G is a graphwith V = [n℄, for some n 2 N. A, I, and D form a partition of V , and Æ(v) = 0, forv 2 D. H : V ! N and R : V ! V are suh that H(v) � Æ(v) and if R(v) 6= v, thenv 2 D. The elements of A, I, and D are alled orrespondingly the ative, the inative,and the done verties of G. For u 2 V , (u;H(u)) is the hooking edge of u, and R(u) isthe immediate representative of u.We require that H and R do not have non-trivial yles in the following sense. Letv1; : : : ; vk 2 V , k � 2. Then1) if vi+1 = �(vi;H(vi)), i 2 [k � 1℄, and v1 = �(vk;H(vk)), then H(v1) = 0, and2) if vi+1 = R(vi), i 2 [k � 1℄, and v1 = R(vk), then R(v1) = v1.We also require that there is at most one undireted edge between any two ativeverties, i.e. if u; v 2 A, then jfi : �(v; i) = ugj � 1, and there is no hooking edge from aninative to an ative vertex, i.e. if u 2 I, then �(u;H(u)) 2 I.De�ne the representative of v aording to R to berepR(v) = � v; R(v) = v;repR(R(v)); otherwise:By 2) of De�nition 3.2.4, this de�nition is orret.De�nition 3.2.5. Let C = hG;A; I;D;H;Ri be a on�guration. H de�nes a subforestF = hV; ÆF ; �F i of G, alled the hooking forest of C, with at most one undireted edgebetween any two verties in the following way. Fix v 2 V . Let " be 1, if H(v) 6= 0, and 0,otherwise. Let 0 < i1 < � � � < ik be the labels of the edges of v along whih its neighborshooked to it, i.e.fi1; : : : ; ikg = fi : 9u 2 V suh that �(u;H(u)) = (v; i)g:First de�ne ÆF (v) = k + ". Now de�ne �F (v; j) = �(v; ij), for 1 � j � k, and,if " = 1, �F (v; k + ") = �(v;H(v)). Finally de�ne �F (v; j) = i, where �F (v; j) = u and�F (u; i) = v. 68



Let T be a maximal onneted subtree of the forest F . We all T a hooking tree inC. The root of T , root(T ), is the only vertex v in T suh that H(v) = 0. The degree ofT , deg(T ), is Pv2VT Æ(v). For a vertex v 2 V we denote with Tv the subtree of F whihontains v.The orretness of this de�nition and the fat that F is a forest with at most oneundireted edge between any two verties follow from 1) of De�nition 3.2.4.3.2.3 Operations on on�gurations3.2.3.1 HookingWe de�ne Hook(C) so that, if C desribes the state of the sequential algorithm, thenHook(C) is its state after one hooking step.Being elements of N, the elements of V are ordered. De�ne the linear ordering <don V so that u <d v i� Æ(u) < Æ(v) or Æ(u) = Æ(v) and u < v:The result of the hooking operation Hook(C) = hG;A; I;D;H 0; Ri is the on�gu-ration de�ned in the following way. If v is inative, then H 0(v) = H(v). If v is ative,let v1; : : : ; vÆ(v) be the neighbors of v, i.e. vi = �(v; i). For the rest of the de�nition whenwe have to hoose an index i, we always pik the smallest one with the orrespondingproperty. If v has an inative neighbor vi, let H 0(v) = i. If all neighbors of v are ative,let vi be the largest aording to <d amongst the neighbors of v. If v <d vi, let H 0(v) = i.If all neighbors of v are ative and smaller than v aording to <d, then if v has a neighborvi whih has an inative neighbor, let H 0(v) = i. If all neighbors of v and their neighborsare ative, then if v has a neighbor vi whih has a neighbor larger than v aording to<d, let H 0(v) = i. Finally, if all neighbors of v and their neighbors are ative and smallerthan v aording to <d, de�ne H 0(v) = 0.The hooking strategy desribed above di�ers from the hooking strategy of the CLalgorithm beause it gives preferene to neighbors whih are inative or have an inativeneighbor. For example, in our hooking strategy a vertex hooks to an inative neighbor, ifit has one, regardless of its degree. In the hooking strategy of the CL algorithm, a vertex69



hooks to its largest aording to <d neighbor, regardless of its state. The new hookingstrategy does not hange the orretness of the CL algorithm beause �rst an ative vertexstill delares itself a representative i� all of its neighbors are ative and hooked to it, andseond along a sequene of hooking edges of ative verties the verties inrease aordingto <d the same way as in the CL algorithm. The reason we hose the new strategy is toensure that we do not lookup the degree of an inative vertex. The essential propertiesof the hooking operation are given by the following lemmas. The proofs are the same asin [CL95℄.Lemma 3.2.2 ([CL95℄). Let k � 3 and vi 2 A, i 2 [k℄, are distint and suh thatvi+1 = �(vi;H 0(vi)), i 2 [k � 1℄. Then v1 <d maxdfvk�1; vkg.Proof. By indution on k. For k = 3, the statement holds, beause v1 hooked to v2,either beause v2 >d v1 or beause v2 <d v1, but v2 had an inative neighbor or anative neighbor larger than v1. Sine v2 is hooked to v3, the seond must be the ase. Sov1 <d maxdfv2; v3g. For the indutive step, we have that vk�1 <d maxdfvk; vk+1g andv1 <d maxdfvk�1; vkg, and so v1 <d maxdfvk; vk+1g.Corollary 3.2.3 ([CL95℄). Hook(C) is a on�guration.Proof. Sine Hook only hanges the hooking edges of ative verties, everything we haveto hek is that it does not reate non-trivial yles of ative verties. Assume thatthere is k � 2, and vi 2 A, i 2 [k℄, distint and suh that vi+1 = �(vi;H 0(vi)) andv1 = �(vk;H 0(vk)). The ase k = 2 is impossible beause we must either have v1 <d v2 orv1 >d v2. In the �rst ase v2 hooks to v1, only if v1 hooked to a vertex di�erent than v2.The seond ase is also impossible, hene k � 3. By Lemma 3.2.2 v1 <d maxdfvk�1; vkgand v2 <d maxdfvk; v1g. If vk�1 <d vk, then v1; v2 <d vk, a ontradition with Lemma3.2.2 for vk; v1, and v2. If vk <d vk�1, then v1; vk <d vk�1, a ontradition with Lemma3.2.2 for vk�1; vk, and v1. Thus we must have that H 0(v1) = 0.Lemma 3.2.4 ([CL95℄). Let T be a hooking tree in Hook(C) omposed entirely of ativeverties. Then size(T ) � 2 and deg(T ) < size2(T ).70



Proof. Let r = root(T ). r hooks to itself, i.e. H 0(r) = 0, i� all of its neighbors are ativeand hooked to it. So T must ontain at least two verties { r and its neighbors.Let us see now that for v 2 VT ,Æ(v) � Æ(r): (3.1)If v is a neighbor of r in T , then sine r hooked to itself, we must have that v <d r andhene that Æ(v) � Æ(r). Otherwise, let u be the neighbor of r on the path in T from v tor. Then, by Lemma 3.2.2, v <d maxdfu; rg, and so again Æ(v) � Æ(r).We have that deg(T ) = Xv2VT Æ(v) � size(T )Æ(r) < size2(T );where in the �rst inequality we use (3.1), and the seond follows beause, as explainedearlier, T must ontain all neighbors of r. Æ(r) is exatly the number of distint neighborsof r, sine there are no multiple edges between ative verties.3.2.3.2 ContrationWe de�ne Contrat(C; d) so that, if C desribes the state of the sequential algorithm, thenContrat(C; d) is its state after one ontration step with parameter d. A hooking tree Tin C is d-ontratable, if deg(T ) � d.The result of Contrat(C; d) is the on�guration C0 = hG0; A0; I 0;D0;H 0; R0i de�nedin the following way. First de�neA00 = fv : v 62 D and deg(Tv) � d and root(Tv) = vg;I 0 = fv : v 62 D and deg(Tv) > dg;D00 = fv : v 2 D or deg(Tv) � d and root(Tv) 6= vg:Now de�ne H 0(v) = � H(v); v 2 I 0;0; otherwise;and R0(v) = 8<: R(v); v 2 D;root(Tv); v 2 D00 �D;v; otherwise:71



Let T be a hooking tree in C and s = size(T ). Let v1; : : : ; vs be the enumerationof the verties of T visited by the exploration walk starting from the edge (root(T ); 1) ofT , where we enumerate a vertex only the �rst time it is visited by the exploration walk.Let e1; : : : ; ek be the enumeration of the edges of G inident to the verties of T de�nedin the following way { enumerate all edges inident to v1, then all edges inident to v2,and so on. Obviously k = deg(T ).Let us de�ne now G0. For u 2 A00, de�ne lu 2 N and the following enumerationof edges eu;j, 1 � j � lu. First onsider the enumeration e1; : : : ; ek of the edges of Tufrom the previous paragraph. Remove from this enumeration all edges whih are internalto Tu, i.e. suh that �(ei) 2 VTu . From every subsequene of edges whose other endbelongs to the same d-ontratable hooking tree leave only the �rst edge, i.e. for everyd-ontratable hooking tree T 6= Tu of C, if ei1 ; : : : ; eih are all the edges in the sequenee1; : : : ; ek suh that �(eij ) 2 VT , leave only ei1 . Let lu be the number of remaining edgesin the enumeration and eu;j , 1 � j � lu, be their enumeration. Naturally we all theedges eu;j, the remaining edges of Tu.De�ne A0 = A00 � fv 2 A00 : lv = 0g;D0 = D00 [ fv 2 A00 : lv = 0g;and Æ0(v) = 8<: lv; v 2 A0;Æ(v); v 2 I 0;0; v 2 D0:We are left to de�ne �0(v; i). First assume v 2 A0. Let (u; j) = �(ev;i). IfTu is not d-ontratable, then de�ne �0(v; i) = (u; j). If Tu is d-ontratable, then de�ne�0(v; i) = (w; k), where w = root(Tu) and k is the only index suh that �(ew;k) 2 VTv . Nowassume v 2 I 0. Let (u; j) = �(v; i). If Tu is not d-ontratable, then de�ne �0(v; i) = (u; j).If Tu is d-ontratable, let �0(v; i) = (w; k), where w = root(Tu) and k is the only indexsuh that ew;k = (u; j). 72



Lemma 3.2.5. Let C0 = Contrat(C; d). Then C0 is a on�guration suh that Æ0(v) � d,for v 2 A0, and deg(Tv) > d, for v 2 I 0. Furthermore, in the hooking forest of C0 everyv 2 A0 [D0 is in a hooking tree whih ontains only v.Proof. Follows from the de�nition of Contrat(C; d).3.2.4 Sequene of on�gurationsFor every k 2 N, we de�ne a sequene of on�gurationsCl = hGl; Al; Il;Dl;Hl; Rli; 0 � l � r(k);where r(k) = 5 � 2k � 3:First, de�ne reursively a sequene of pairs, the �rst element of whih is alwayseither Hook or Contrat, and the seond is a natural number, in the following waySk = � (hHook; 0i; hContrat; 1i); k = 0;(hHook; ki; hContrat; ki; Sk�1; Sk�1; hContrat; k + 1i); k > 0:The de�nition of Sk is obtained by \linearizing" the reursive de�nition of Connet(k)from setion 3.1.By indution on k, Sk has r(k) elements P1; : : : ; Pr(k). For 1 � l � r(k), letOpl and Argl be the �rst and the seond omponent of Pl, i.e. Pl = hOpl; Argli, Opl 2fHook;Contratg, and Argl 2 N. Let C0 be some on�guration. Assume that we havealready de�ned C0; : : : ; Cl�1 for 1 � l � r(k). De�neCl = � Hook(Cl�1); Opl = Hook;Contrat(Cl�1;dexp(Argl + 1)); otherwise;where dexp(x) = 22x :De�nition 3.2.6. A on�guration Cl, 0 � l < r(k) is nie, if1. if Opl+1 = Hook, then size(Tv) > dexp(Argl+1+1) and deg(Tv) > dexp(Argl+1+2),for v 2 Il, and 73



2. Æl(v) � dexp(Argl+1 + 2), for v 2 Al.By de�nition, if Opl+1 = Hook, then Cl is nie i� the state desribed by it ful�llsthe preonditions given in [CL95℄ for exeuting Connet(Argl+1). These preonditionsensure the orretness of the algorithm and that it an be exeuted eÆiently in parallel.Considering the orrespondene between the sequene C0; : : : ; Cr(k) and the Connet(k)proedure of the CL algorithm, the following theorem is a onsequene of the results in[CL95℄.Theorem 3.2.6 (Chong{Lam, [CL95℄). If C0 is a nie on�guration, then Cl is nie,for every 1 � l < r(k), jAr(k)j � maxfjA0j=dexp(k); 1g, and size(Tv) > dexp(k + 1), forv 2 Ir(k).Finally, again by [CL95℄, we have the following orollary, whih says that if weinitialize C0 aording to some undireted graph G, then in Cr all omponents of G areontrated.Corollary 3.2.7 (Chong{Lam, [CL95℄). Let G be a graph with at most one undiretededge between any two verties and V = [n℄. Let k = dlog log ne and C0 = hG;A; I;D;H;Ri,where A = fv : Æ(v) 6= 0g, I = ;, D = V �A, H(v) = 0 and R(v) = v, for v 2 V . Thenu and v are onneted in G i� repRr(k)(u) = repRr(k)(v).The proofs of Theorem 3.2.6 and Corollary 3.2.7 are a diret translation into ournotation of equivalent statements from [CL95℄.Lemma 3.2.8 ([CL95℄). Assume that Cl is nie and Pl+1 = hHook; ki.1. If v 2 Il, then v 2 Il+r(k), Æl+r(k)(v) = Æl(v), and Hl+r(k)(v) = Hl(v).2. If v 2 Il+r(k) � Il, then Æl+r(k)(v) � dexp(k + 2).3. Cl+1 is nie. If k > 0, Cl+2 is nie.Proof. 1. The state and degree of a vertex hange only during a ontration operation.The same holds for the hooking edges of inative verties. Let T be the hooking tree of74



v in Cl. Sine Cl is nie, deg(T ) > dexp(k + 2). For l + 1 � i � l + r(k), we have thatArgi � k + 1, so trees of degree more than dexp(k + 2) are never ontrated. Thereforethe status, degree, and hooking edge of v is never hanged.2. Sine v 2 Il+r(k)�Il and beause a done vertex stays done, we have that v 2 Al,and so Æl(v) � dexp(k + 2), beause Cl is nie. Hooking does not hange degrees. Forl + 1 � i � l + r(k), we have that Argi � k + 1, so any ative vertex appearing after aontration must have degree at most dexp(k+2). Let i be the largest l � i � l+r(k)�1,suh that v 2 Ai. Then Æi(v) � dexp(k + 2) and its degree does not hange afterwards.Hene Æl+r(k)(v) � dexp(k + 2).3. We have that Pl+2 = hContrat; ki or Pl+2 = hContrat; 1i, if k = 0. Sinea hooking operation only hanges the hooking edges of ative verties, Cl+1 is nie. Fur-thermore, for a hooking tree T 0 in Cl+1 whih ontains an inative vertex, we have thatsize(T 0) > dexp(k + 1)If k > 0, then Pl+3 = hHook; k � 1i. Let T be a hooking tree in Cl+2 omposedof inative verties. Beause Pl+2 = hContrat; ki, we have that Æl+2(v) � dexp(k + 1),for v 2 Al+2, and deg(T ) > dexp(k + 1). There are two possibilities for T { either itwas a hooking tree in Cl+1 omposed entirely of ative verties or it ontains a hookingtree T 0 of Cl+1 whih ontained an inative vertex. In the �rst ase by Lemma 3.2.4,size(T ) > dexp(k). This is also true in the seond ase beause, as mentioned at the endof the previous paragraph, size(T ) > dexp(k + 1) > dexp(k). Therefore Cl+2 is nie.Lemma 3.2.9 ([CL95℄). Assume that Cl is nie and Pl+1 = hHook; ki.1. If k > 0, then Cl+2+r(k�1) and Cl+2+2r(k�1) are nie.2. If T is hooking tree in Cl+r(k) omposed of inative verties, then size(T ) >dexp(k + 1) and deg(T ) > dexp(k + 2).Proof. Let l0 = l + 2, l1 = l0 + r(k � 1), l2 = l1 + r(k � 1), and l3 = l2 + 1(= l + r(k)).Sine Pl3 = hContrat; k + 1i, for any hooking tree T of Cl3 omposed of inativeverties, we have that deg(T ) > dexp(k + 2): (3.2)75



Let T 0 be a hooking tree in Cl omposed of inative verties. By Lemma 3.2.8.1,there exists a unique hooking tree T in Cl3 suh that T 0 � T . Sine Cl is nie, size(T 0) >dexp(k + 1), and hene size(T ) > dexp(k + 1).Let T be a hooking tree in Cl3 whih does not ontain verties from Il. We useindution on k to show that size(T ) > dexp(k + 1). If k = 0, then by Lemma 3.2.4 and(3.2), size(T ) > dexp(1).Let k > 0. By Lemma 3.2.8.3, Cl0 is nie, thus by the indutive hypothesis (notiethat Pl0+1 = hHook; k � 1i), for any hooking tree T 0 in Cl1 omposed of inative verties,we have that size(T ) > dexp(k) and deg(T ) > dexp(k + 1). Furthermore, sine Pl1 =hContrat; ki, for any v 2 Al1 , Æl1(v) � dexp(k + 1). Thus Cl1 is nie. Similarly Cl2 isnie. This proves the �rst item of the lemma.From Cl nie and Pl0 = hContrat; ki, follows that Il � Il0 . Also by Lemma 3.2.8.1,Il0 � Il1 � Il2 . Finally Il3 � Il2 , beause Opl3 = Contrat.For l0 + 1 � i � l2, we have that Argi � k. Therefore we an use the sameargument as in Lemma 3.2.8.2 to show that for any v 2 Il2 � Il0 ,Æl2(v) � dexp(k + 1): (3.3)Sine Il3 � Il2 , we have that VT � Il2 . If VT \ Il0 = ;, then Æl2(v) � dexp(k + 1),for v 2 VT , and hene deg(T ) � size(T )dexp(k + 1). Thus, from (3.2), follows thatsize(T ) > dexp(k + 1).Assume that VT \ Il0 6= ;. From Lemma 3.2.8.1, follows that VT \ Il0 form ahooking tree T 0 in Cl0 . Let d = deg(T 0)=size(T 0). If d � dexp(k + 1), then deg(T 0) �dexp(k + 1)size(T 0). Also for v 2 VT � VT 0 � Il2 � Il0 , by (3.3), Æl2(v) � dexp(k + 1).Hene deg(T ) = Xv2VT 0 Æl2(v) + Xv2VT�VT 0 Æl2(v) � dexp(k + 1)size(T );and so size(T ) > dexp(k + 1), beause of (3.2).Finally assume that d > dexp(k + 1). Sine VT 0 � VT , we have that VT 0 \ Il = ;.Hene VT 0 � Al and so, by Lemma 3.2.4, size(T 0) > deg(T 0)=size(T 0) = d > dexp(k + 1).76



Therefore, by (3.3)deg(T ) � deg(T 0) + dexp(k + 1)(size(T )� size(T 0))< size2(T 0) + size(T 0)(size(T )� size(T 0)) = size(T 0)size(T ) � size2(T ):Hene in this last ase and using (3.2) again, size(T ) > dexp(k + 1) as well.Lemma 3.2.10 ([CL95℄). Assume that Cl is nie and Pl+1 = hHook; ki. Then for everyv 2 Al+r(k), jfu 2 Al : repl+r(k)(u) = vgj � dexp(k):Proof. We do indution on k. Let k = 0. By Lemma 3.2.8.1, Il+2 � Il, and so Al � Al+2.Consider v 2 Al+2. v must be a root of a hooking tree T in Cl+1 and VT � Al+1, beauseCl is nie and Pl+2 = hContrat; 1i. Hooking does not hange the states of verties andso Al = Al+1. By Lemma 3.2.4, T has at least two verties and therefore v represents atleast two verties from Al.Let the hypothesis be true for k � 1 � 0. Let l0 = l + 2, l1 = l0 + r(k � 1),l2 = l1+ r(k� 1), and l3 = l2+1(= l+ r(k)). As we saw in the proof of Lemma 3.2.9, wehave that Al2 � Al1 � Al0 � Al and Al2 � Al3 . Let v 2 Al3 . We have that v is in eitherAl2 or in Il2 .Assume �rst that v 2 Il2 . Sine v 2 Al3 and Pl3 = hContrat; k + 1i, v is a rootof a hooking tree T of Cl2 omprised of inative verties whih ontrats to v. VT � Al,beause if u 2 VT \ Il, then by Lemma 3.2.8.1 u 2 VT \ Il3 , but we have that VT \ Il3 = ;.By Lemma 3.2.9.1 Cl1 is nie and therefore by Lemma 3.2.9.2, size(T ) > dexp(k). Thus vrepresents at least dexp(k) verties from Al.Assume now that v 2 Al2 . LetUv = fu 2 Al1 : repl2(u) = vg:By the indutive hypothesis jUvj � dexp(k � 1). Let u 2 Uv. Again by the indutivehypothesis jfw 2 Al0 : repl1(w) = ugj � dexp(k � 1). Henejfw 2 Al0 : repl2(w) = vgj � dexp(k � 1)dexp(k � 1) = dexp(k):77



Sine Al0 � Al, the statement follows in this ase as well.We are ready to prove Theorem 3.2.6.Proof of Theorem 3.2.6. The statement that jAr(k)j � maxfjA0j=dexp(k); 1g follows fromLemma 3.2.10 and the fat that the sets of verties represented by di�erent verties fromAr(k) are disjoint. size(Tv) > dexp(k + 1), for v 2 Ir(k), follows from Lemma 3.2.9.2.We have to prove now that Cl is nie, for 1 � l < r(k). We prove by indution ont that, if Cl is nie and Pl+1 = hHook; ti, then Ci is nie for l + 1 � i < l + r(t) and if0 < t < k, then Cl+r(t) is also nie.By Lemma 3.2.8.3, Cl+1 is nie. This takes are of t = 0. Assume that t > 0.By Lemma 3.2.8.3 and Lemma 3.2.9.1, Cl+2, Cl+2+r(t�1), and Cl+2+2r(t�1), are nie. Bythe indutive hypothesis applied twie Ci is nie, for l + 3 � i < l + 2 + r(t � 1) andl + 3 + r(t � 1) � i < l + 2 + 2r(t � 1). Sine Pl+r(t) = hContrat; t + 1i, we have thatÆl+r(t)(v) � dexp(t+2), for v 2 Al+r(t). By Lemma 3.2.9.2, for any hooking tree of Cl+r(t)omposed of inative verties size(T ) > dexp(t + 1) and deg(T ) > dexp(t + 2). If t < k,then Pl+r(t)+1 is either hContrat; t+2i or hHook; ti, and in both ases Cl+r(t) is nie.Finally let us prove Corollary 3.2.7.Proof of Corollary 3.2.7. Let k = dlog logne. By Theorem 3.2.6,jAr(k)j � maxfn=dexp(k); 1g = 1:On the other hand, again by Theorem 3.2.6, every hooking tree in Cr(k) omposed entirelyof inative verties has size more than dexp(k + 2) � n2. Therefore Ir(k) = ;.Suppose that u and v are onneted in G, but r1 = repr(k)(u) 6= repr(k)(v) = r2.As we saw jAr(k)j � 1 and Ir(k) = ;, so w.l.o.g. we an assume that r1 2 Dr(k). Let l bethe largest suh that r1 62 Dl. Æl+1(r1) > 0, beause r1 6= r2, r1 and r2 are onneted in G,and r1 inherits the neighbors of the verties it represents. This ontradits the fat thatr1 beomes done, if it is a root of a hooking tree and its degree is 0 (it an also beome78



done if it is a non-root of a hooking tree whih is ontrated, but then it would not be arepresentative).3.3 The spae-eÆient sequential algorithmHaving built the abstrat base of our algorithm in the previous setion and reasoned aboutits orretness this setion desribes the algorithm itself and proves its spae bound. Sinegiving diretly the Turing Mahine whih solves the problem and reasoning about itsspae omplexity is rather umbersome, we de�ne the algorithms in the following setionsusing de�nitions of reursive funtions in pseudo-ode and then translate the pseudo-odeto a Turing Mahine. The algorithms, as given by the pseudo-ode, are almost a literalrephrasing of the de�nitions given in the previous setions into a preise language in whihanalyzing spae omplexity is possible. The deviations from a literal rephrasing exist onlyto derease the spae requirements of the algorithms. Besides that, the orretness of thealgorithms follows essentially from Corollary 3.2.7. In fat, the algorithm in setion 3.3.3an be thought of as a literal O(log2 n) spae implementation of the sequential algorithmoutlined at the end of setion 3.1.Setion 3.3.1 uses the informal framework of ommuniating orales to desribe thetransition between the abstrat de�nitions of setion 3.2 and the de�nition of the algorithmusing pseudo-ode. In setion 3.3.2 we outline an O(log2 n) spae implementation of thesequential algorithm derived from the de�nitions in setion 3.2, whih instead of storingall of the urrent on�guration, reomputes parts of it when it needs them. Setion 3.3.3desribes the hanges we make to the algorithm from setion 3.3.2 to redue its spaeomplexity to O(log n log log n). In setion 3.3.5 we disuss in detail the pseudo-ode forthe algorithm from setion 3.3.3.3.3.1 Communiating orales: an informal desriptionThe material inluded in this setion onstitutes a transition between the abstrat def-initions of setion 3.2 and the preise desription of the spae-eÆient algorithm in therest of this hapter. The point of view presented here is not neessary to establish formal79



properties of our spae-eÆient algorithm, e.g. its orretness and spae-bound, and israther an informal road-map of the onnetion between the mathematial strutures ofsetion 3.2, in whih the orretness is evident, but the spae bound is not relevant, andthe algorithm, to whih the spae-bound beomes essential.At the bottom of our informal desription is the notion of orale. From a mathe-matial point of view an orale is a funtion from a set whose elements we all questionsto a set whose elements we all answers. To keep the metaphor, we say that we ask anorale a question to whih it provides an answer. From a omputational point of viewan orale has limited power, more preisely it an use only a limited amount of spae.Furthermore, ommuniation with an orale is done through a ommuniation spae, sothat to ask a question from the orale we write it on the ommuniation spae, and onethe orale knows the answer it writes it bak there, overwriting our last question. Thisis somewhat di�erent from the traditional orales of omputational omplexity whih areassumed to have unlimited power. In our ontext, we use the word orale to emphasizethe possibility of interation through questions and answers.One more feature of the orales in our ontext is that they an be organized in aommuniation network suh that to provide an answer an orale an ask questions fromother orales. In this senario, when we talk about the spae of an orale to answer aquery we mean only its internal spae. On the other hand, the total spae of a queryis the sum of the internal and ommuniation spaes of all orales whih were queriedbeause of propagation of queries in the network while the initial query was answered.An example of a ommuniation network is a simple path { i.e. outside queries an onlybe asked from the last orale in the path, the �rst orale knows the input to the problembeing solved, and to answer a query every orale an query the previous in the path.Let us exemplify the above with a simple problem { Cyle Length. In this problemwe have a 2-regular undireted graph on n verties, i.e. a olletion of yles, a vertex vfrom this graph, and a number l. We would like to know whether the yle to whih vbelongs is of length at most l. The input graph to this problem is represented throughan orale whose set of questions and answers are the neighbor pairs (u; i) of a vertex u80



and a edge-label i 2 [2℄, so that if asked what is the i-th neighbor of u, the orale answerswith (w; j), where w is the i-th neighbor of u and u is the j-th neighbor of w. Initiallythe ommuniation spae is (v; 1). We are interested in what is the smallest amountof spae neessary to solve this problem, where we ount only the spae aside from theommuniation spae of the orale, whih is always �(log n).The �rst solution to this problem uses �(log n) spae in the following way. Storev after reading it from the ommuniation spae. Then, while the vertex u in the om-muniation spae is not v (we hek this by omparing u to the value we stored at thebeginning) query the orale, and after it gives an answer, ip the edge-label on the ommu-niation spae. Notie that in this solution we have to store the vertex v at the beginning,beause after a query the orale overwrites the ontent of the ommuniation spae andwe need a way of knowing when is the traversal of the yle of v over.The seond solution to the problem uses spae O(log l + log log n), whih an besubstantially smaller than �(log n). For this solution we avoid storing the starting vertexv in the following way. Keep a ounter i whih an be at most l and ompare v with thevertex vi whih is i steps away from v on the yle. For this, assume that the ontent ofthe ommuniation spae is (v; 1). Store the �rst bit of v and make i queries to the orale,ipping the edge-label after eah query. After this, the vertex on the ommuniationspae is vi and we an ompare its �rst bit with the �rst bit of v, whih we kept stored.After this omparison we an go bak to v by making again i queries to the orale andipping the edge-label after eah query. At this point the ommuniation spae ontainsagain (v; 1) and we an store the seond bit of v and repeat the same, this time omparingseond bits. We an do this �(log n) times omparing vi and v bit by bit. For this wealso need a ounter, whih goes up to �(logn), i.e. takes spae �(log logn), of whih bitwe are omparing at the moment. This way we ompare v to eah of the verties on itsyle in order, without ever storing v.The above problem and its spae-eÆient solution an be extended to graphs whihare a olletion of disjoint trees, i.e. to the Tree Size problem. For this we use Proposition3.2.1 and substitute \ip the edge-label" with \inrease by one the edge-label modulo the81



degree of the urrent vertex" in the algorithm desribed in the previous paragraph. Theorale must also be able to return the degree of a vertex and we must have enough spaeto store suh a degree, if it is at most s. In any ase, using that aording to Proposition3.2.1 to determine whether we have traversed the whole tree of v it is enough to ounthow many times we visit v, we an determine whether the tree of v has size at most s inspae O(log s+ log log n).Let us go bak to undireted st-onnetivity. For this problem we have oraleswhih perform operations on on�gurations as desribed in setion 3.2.3. More spei�ally,we have two types of orales { hooking and ontrating, eah responsible for one type ofoperation. Furthermore, eah orale answers queries regarding a on�guration, i.e. eahorale is able to answer questions about the degree of a vertex, its neighbors, bak-labels,hooking edge, status, and representative, as given by the de�nition of on�guration insetion 3.2.2. To answer a query eah orale an itself ask queries from another oraleregarding the on�guration it is modifying. The orales are arranged in a ommuniationpath as desribed earlier, suh that the l-th orale on this path provides the desriptionof Cl, 0 � l � r(dlog log ne), as given in setion 3.2.4 and Corollary 3.2.7, where r(k) =5 � 2k � 3. As desribed in setion 3.2.4, the type of the l-th orale depends only on l andit ommuniates only with the (l� 1)-th orale (the 0-th orale knows only the input anddesribes C0 as given in Corollary 3.2.7).The fat that eah orale an answer a query using only spae O(log n) is ratherstraightforward { in that muh spae we an store a onstant number of verties and thehooking and ontration operation do not need anything more than that. See the proofof Claim 3.3.1 in the next setion for more details. Also the ommuniation spae of eahorale an be set to be �(log n) sine the queries to eah orale ontain a vertex. Sine wehave �(log n) orales eah having O(log n) internal and ommuniation spae, the totalspae for the last orale to answer a query is O(log2 n). This essentially is the algorithmoutlined in the next setion.To redue the total spae for the last orale to answer a query we use the idea ofthe spae-eÆient solution to Cyle Length and Tree Size desribed above. Namely, the82



orales are de�ned so that they never store a vertex internally. Furthermore, instead ofeah orale having its own ommuniation spae, all orales share this spae. Thus, if weall the vertex present in the ommuniation spae with an orale before it is queried, theurrent vertex, then there is only one urrent vertex for the whole ommuniation networkand every orale answers a query regarding this vertex. This of ourse requires a muhmore areful use of the ommuniation spae. In partiular, the orales are de�ned sothat queries whih do not return a vertex, e.g. a query regarding the degree of the urrentvertex, do not hange the urrent vertex. On the other hand, queries whih return avertex, e.g. a query requesting the i-th neighbor of the urrent vertex, hange the urrentvertex aording to their answer, and to keep the intuitive piture, we say that they movethe urrent vertex.To allow an orale to move the urrent vertex temporarily, do something at the newvertex, e.g. query its degree or lookup its label, and then restore it to its original value, weuse the notion of path desription relative to the urrent vertex. For example, a hookingorale needs to lookup the degree of the i-th neighbor of the urrent vertex. A pathdesription spei�es a short list of queries whih move the urrent vertex. For example, aneighbor index, i.e. edge-label, is a path desription and so is the length of an explorationwalk in a hooking tree. In general, a path desription is a sequene of onstant lengthof neighbor indies and exploration walk lengths. Think of neighbor indies speifyingshort, loal jumps in the graph, and exploration walk lengths speifying long, globaljumps. A path desription identi�es a vertex, but ontrary to the vertex itself, whihtakes �(logn) bits to be stored loally, a path desription might take o(log n) bits. Thusa path desription, lets an orale walk to a vertex whenever it needs to. This exatlyorresponds to the spae-eÆient solution to Cyle Length desribed above, where thevariable i was a path desription to the vertex vi, and we used that desription to moveto vi every time we wanted one of its bits. The important property of path desriptionsis that they are reversible, in the sense that if P is a path desription whih takes v tou, then there is a path desription P 0 whih takes u to v. For example, the bak-labelto an edge-label of a vertex is its reverse, and the reversibility of exploration walks on83



trees follows by the reversibility of exploration walks as notied by Kouk�y. Thus, pathdesriptions do exatly what they are supposed to { allow the orale to move the urrentvertex temporarily.Using only one urrent vertex and employing short path desriptions whenever itis neessary to move the urrent vertex temporarily, the orales an be de�ned so thatthey never store a vertex internally. This opens up the possibility for the orales to bede�ned so that their internal spaes are di�erent. More preisely, the l-th orale an bede�ned so that its internal spae is O(2Argl + log logn), where Argl was de�ned at thebeginning of setion 3.2.4. We will see in setion 3.3.4 thatr(dlog log ne)Xl=1 2Argl = O(log n log logn):At this point, using orales to desribe the spae-eÆient algorithm beomes tooumbersome, and to give the preise details of the above onsiderations we abandonommuniating orales and swith to a more traditional desriptive framework, namelyreursive funtions. The orrespondene between ommuniating orales and reursivefuntions is that a level of reursion, or at least funtions exeuted at a ertain level ofreursion, orrespond to an orale working on a query. The internal spae of an oralebeomes loal variables aessible only from within a funtion, and the ommon ommu-niation spae of the orales beomes global variables shared by all funtions.3.3.2 First attempt: an O(log2 n) spae algorithmLet G be a graph with V = [n℄ and with at most one undireted edge between any twoverties. Let r = 5 � 2dlog log ne � 3. Consider the sequene of on�gurations C0; : : : ; Crfrom Corollary 3.2.7 for k = dlog log ne. The starting point for a spae-eÆient algorithmomes diretly from the de�nition of this sequene. More preisely, we de�ne funtionsAtive(l; v), Inative(l; v), Done(l; v), Degree(l; v), Neighbor(l; v; i), BakLabel(l; v; i),Hook(l; v), and Rep(l; v), where 0 � l � r, v is a vertex, and i is the label of an edgeinident to v, whih return the orresponding omponent of Cl.Call the value of the parameter l, the level of reursion. Thus the levels of reursionof our algorithm orrespond to the elements of the sequene C0; : : : ; Cr. For l = 0 all of84



these funtions just use the input graph G (this is the bottom of the reursion), and theiroutput for level l+1 is determined from outputs for level l aording to the de�nitions insetion 3.2.4. Using these funtions, to solve undireted st-onnetivity we apply Corollary3.2.7. If Opl = Contrat, then Cl is obtained from Cl�1 by ontrating some of its hookingtrees as de�ned in setion 3.2.3. In this ase for a hooking tree T in Cl�1 we must be ableto determine its degree and to enumerate its verties as they are visited by the explorationwalk on T starting from (v; 1), for v 2 VT . For these purposes we de�ne TreeSize(l; v)and TreeWalk(l; v; i). Let T be the hooking tree in Cl�1 ontaining v. If s is the size ofT , TreeSize(l; v) returns 2(s � 1). Notie that, as stated in Proposition 3.2.1, 2(s � 1)is the shortest length of the exploration walk on T whih visits all the verties of T .TreeWalk(l; v; i) returns �T;i(v; 1).Claim 3.3.1. The funtions Ative(l; v), Inative(l; v), Done(l; v), Degree(l; v),Neighbor(l; v; i), BakLabel(l; v; i), Hook(l; v), and Rep(l; v), orretly return the or-responding omponents of Cl. The total spae taken by the exeution of eah of thesefuntions is O(l logn).Proof. The de�nitions of the funtions mentioned in the laim follow the formal desrip-tions in setions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. For example, the hooking operation is desribed insetion 3.2.3 and to de�ne Hook(l; v) we follow this desription, i.e. we de�ne Hook(l; v)so that it onsiders the neighbors of v and their neighbors as presribed by the Hookoperation applied to Cl�1 and returns the hooking edge of v after this operation. In itsde�nition Hook uses various omponents of Cl�1 and those uses are replaed by reursivealls to orresponding funtions at level l � 1, e.g. if Hook requires the label of the i-thneighbor of v, i.e. �l�1(v; i), then we use Neighbor(l�1; v; i). The fat that Hook(l; v) maybe de�ned so that it uses spae O(log n), aside from the spae inurred by the reursivealls, is immediate, beause in that muh spae we an a�ord to store a onstant numberverties in loal variables of Hook. Notie that the de�nition of Hook essentially requirestwo nested loops { the outside over the neighbors of v and the inside over the neighborsof a �xed neighbor u of v. As mentioned earlier, if u is the i-th neighbor of v, then we85



obtain it as a result of a all to Neighbor(l� 1; v; i) and store it in a loal variable. Thenwhen we need the j-th neighbor of u we use Neighbor(l � 1; u; j).The de�nitions of the funtions whose result is obtained after ontration, e.g.Degree(l; v), are perhaps more mysterious due to the involved desription of the ontra-tion operation in setion 3.2.3. The main part of Contrat is visiting the verties of thehooking tree of v. To see that we an do this in O(log n) spae, notie that to performan exploration walk on a tree we just have to store loally the urrent state of the walk,i.e. a vertex and a tree-edge label, and then perform the walk until we visit v suÆientlymany times, as given in Proposition 3.2.1. Again sine we have O(log n) spae there is noproblem in storing the urrent state of the walk. One we have a way of performing anexploration walk on a tree in spae O(logn), the omponents of Cl after ontration areobtained exatly as desribed in setion 3.2.3. For example, to ompute Æl(v), Degree(l; v)visits the verties of the hooking tree T in Cl�1 of v one by one to determine whether vwill be ative after ontration. For this, Degree(l; v) has to hek whether v is the rootof T and whether the degree of T is suÆiently small. If v will be ative, another traversalvisits the verties of T and for eah of them heks how many of their edges remain afterthe ontration observing that there should not be multiple edges between ative vertiesand removing any edges internal to T , as desribed in setion 3.2.3.3.3.3 The O(logn log logn) spae algorithmThe O(log n) spae per level in Claim 3.3.1 omes mainly from having to store vertiesin the loal variables of the funtions, sine eah vertex takes �(log n) spae. To seemore preisely what is going on onsider the following. The de�nition of Hl(v) ontainsa omparison of the i-th neighbor of v in Cl�1 with its j-th neighbor, i.e. the de�nition ofHook(l; v) ontains a omparison Neighbor(l � 1; v; i) = Neighbor(l � 1; v; j). Let us saythat v is passed to Hook through a global variable (see setion 3.3.5 for more details onpassing arguments to funtions). Obviously, this global variable must be stored loallybefore the exeution of suh omparison, beause otherwise its value might be overwrittenduring the two alls to Neighbor. To take are of this bottlenek we de�ne the funtionsso that they never store a vertex in their loal variables.86



The �rst step towards suh de�nitions is to remove the vertex v from the argumentlist of the funtions. Instead of this argument, we maintain one urrent vertex in aglobal variable and all funtions return information about this vertex. A funtion whihotherwise must return a vertex is de�ned so that after its exeution the urrent vertexis its result. In this ase we say that the funtion moves the urrent vertex. It is aresponsibility of the alling funtion to keep enough information loally to restore theoriginal urrent vertex, if it needs to. Denote the urrent vertex with v.To implement this, �rst we hange some of our funtions. Instead of Neighbor(l;v; i), we have Neighbor(l; i), whih moves the urrent vertex to �l(v; i), its i-th neighborin Cl. Let T be the hooking tree of v in Cl�1. Instead of TreeWalk(l; v; i) we haveTreeForward(l; i), whih returns j and moves the urrent vertex to u, where (u; j) =�T;i(v; 1). Similarly we have TreeBak(l; i; j) whih moves the urrent vertex to the endvertex of �0T;i(v; j).The most important part of our idea to avoid storing verties loally is to beable to move the urrent vertex temporarily, perform something at the new urrent ver-tex, and then return to the original urrent vertex. For this, de�ne Move(l; i) to return�l�1(v; i), i.e. BakLabel(l � 1; i), and move the urrent vertex to �l�1(v; i), i.e. a allto Neighbor(l � 1; i). Call Move(l; i) and TreeForward(l; i) forward moves. For a for-ward move M , let Reverse(M; j) be its reverse, i.e. it is orrespondingly Move(l; j) orTreeBak(l; i; j), where j is the result of M . We use the reversibility of exploration walkshere, so that TreeBak reverts TreeForward.We use forward moves to hange the urrent vertex and their reverses to restoreit. Call a sequene of forward moves path desription relative to the urrent vertex. If P isa path desription relative to the urrent vertex and B is some instrution(s), then de�neafter P do B to hange the urrent vertex aording to P, perform B, and then use thereverses of the moves in P to restore the urrent vertex.A simple example of the use of after is the omparison operator =, whih omparestwo verties given their path desriptions relative to the urrent vertex and returns truei� they are the same. Using after we an move to the �rst vertex and store it in a loal87



variable, then go to the seond vertex and ompare the two. This takes �(log n) spae.Instead of this, going bak and forth between the two verties, using the reversibilityof the moves along the edges and the exploration walks on the trees, we perform theomparison bit by bit. Aside from the information stored for the ways bak, this takesonly the �(log logn) spae neessary to store the index of a bit. This way the bottlenekof 
(logn) spae is redued to 
(log log n).For example, the = operator is used in the de�nition of TreeSize in the followingway. Using Proposition 3.2.1, we an make steps from the exploration walk on a hookingtree T in Cl�1 until we go bak to the starting vertex v suÆiently many times. For thiswe an store v, so that we an ompare it with eah new vertex of the walk. This takes�(log n) spae, independent of the degree and the size of T . Instead, we inrementally�nd i with properties as in Proposition 3.2.1, where to hek if the i-th vertex of thewalk is equal to v, we keep the urrent vertex at v and use the = operator, as de�nedabove, to ompare it to the vertex with path desription TreeForward(l; i). Thus, ifsize(T ) � s, then we an �nd its size in spae O(log s + log logn) (the log logn appearsbeause of ounters used during omparison of verties). Alternatively, if size(T ) > s,we an still use only O(log s + log logn) spae to learn this without atually omputingsize(T ), beause it is enough to stop the exploration walk on T as soon as we learn thatsize(T ) > s.The seond part of our idea to redue the spae of the algorithm is to have an upperbound v(l) on the values whih variables an take at level l, i.e. during the exeution ofall funtions at level l the values of their loal variables are at most v(l). We setv(l) = 2 � dexp(Argl + 2);where dexp(x) = 22x and Argl is de�ned at the beginning of setion 3.2.4. Call a numberx valid for level l, if it is at most v(l). A vertex v is valid for level l, if its degree Æl�1(v)is valid for level l.Using the onept of a urrent vertex, we an eliminate the need to store a vertexin a loal variable and thus our loal variables ontain essentially only degrees of verties,labels and bak-labels of edges, and lengths of exploration walks on hooking trees. For88



example, the information stored for reversing a forward move is a bak-label (for Move)or a tree-edge label (for TreeForward). We still have to make sure that every time westore a value in a loal variable it is valid. For this the following observation is helpful.Observation 3.3.2. 1) The labels of the edges inident to vertex v valid for level l arevalid for level l. This is not neessarily true for their bak-labels. 2) All verties whihare ative in Cl�1 are valid for level l. 3) If Opl = Contrat, then if a hooking tree T inCl�1 has degree at most dexp(Argl + 1), then all of its verties are valid for level l.The �rst item of the observation is trivial, the seond follows from Theorem 3.2.6,beause all Cl are nie, and the third follows beause dexp(Argl + 1) < v(l).Our goal has beome to prove the following lemma. Let T be the hooking treein Cl�1 of the urrent vertex v. Let (v; i) be an edge of T and u = �T (v; i). We all amove along (v; i) possible for level l, if u is valid for level l. T is ontratable for level l, ifdeg(T ) � dexp(Argl + 1).Lemma 3.3.3. 1. Ative(l), Inative(l), Done(l), Hook(l), and Degree(l), orretlyreturn the value of the orresponding omponent of Cl for v.2. If T is unontratable for level l or v 2 Dl�1, then Root(l) returns 0, otherwiseit returns the index of the �rst ourrene of root(T ) in the exploration walk on Tstarting from (v; 1).TreeSize(l) returns 2(size(T ) � 1), if T is ontratable for level l, and null oth-erwise.Assume that v is valid for level l. If all moves of �T;i(v; 1) are possible for levell and it ends in (v; j), then TreeForward(l; i) moves the urrent vertex to v andreturns j. If all moves of �0T;i(v; j) are possible for level l and it ends in v, thenTreeBak(l; i; j) moves the urrent vertex to v.3. Let (v; j) = �l(v; i). Neighbor(l; i) moves the urrent vertex to v; BakLabel(l; i)returns j, if j is valid for the level at whih BakLabel(l; i) was alled (see thedisussion on returning values in setion 3.3.5), and null otherwise.All loal variables are valid. 89



The proof of the lemma is done by indution on the level of reursion. For thiswe need the orretness of the funtions whih a given funtion alls. Sometimes we haveto use orretness for the same level of reursion, but this does not result in a irularreasoning beause for any two funtions F and G, there are no hains of funtion alls withinthe same level of reursion both from F to G and from G to F. The rest of this setionshould serve as a rather intuitive desription as to why the lemma holds. More details forspei� funtions are given along with their de�nitions in setion 3.3.5. In partiular, thebase the indution, i.e. l = 0, an be heked for eah funtion by observing that in thisase the funtion returns the value presribed by the de�nition of C0 in Corollary 3.2.7.For example, the �rst lines of Hook and Neighbor do exatly this.The orretness essentially follows from the orretness of the CL algorithm (Corol-lary 3.2.7). It an be easily seen that the introdution of one global urrent vertex andalways returning information about this vertex, maintains the faithfulness of our imple-mentation to the CL algorithm { the urrent vertex is an impliit argument to all funtionsdesribing a on�guration and alling it \urrent" just failitates our intuition about howthe algorithm proeeds.The only real deviation from the de�nitions given in setion 3.2.2 is that we havean upper bound on the numerial values whih an be stored at a level, and so we might beunable to proess the result of a funtion, if it is invalid for the urrent level of reursion.Atually, as an be seen from Lemma 3.3.3, some funtions are spei�ed to return null, iftheir result is invalid for the level requesting it. By Observation 3.3.2, the only informationwe an derive from an invalid or null result is that either the urrent vertex is invalid (ifDegree(l) is invalid), a neighbor of the urrent vertex is invalid (if BakLabel(l; i) is null),or that the urrent vertex is part of an unontratable tree (if TreeSize is null). Thisinformation is enough to de�ne the funtions as in Lemma 3.3.3. First, we never move toa vertex from whih we annot return, i.e. along an edge with an invalid bak-label, sowe never have to store an invalid bak-label loally. Seond, during ontration vertieswhih are either invalid or part of an unontratable tree beome inative and thus, byde�nition, inherit their properties, e.g. degree and hooking edge, from the previous level.90



In a hooking operation (setion 3.2.3), we do not need to lookup the degree of an invalid(and even inative) vertex. In a ontration operation (setion 3.2.3), we an stop theexploration walk on a tree as soon as the walk runs into an invalid vertex, beause thenthe tree is learly unontratable.To ensure that all loal variables are valid for the urrent level of reursion we useObservation 3.3.2 in the following way. First, notie that sine the value returned from afuntion resides in a global variable (see setion 3.3.5 for more details on returning valuesfrom funtions) we an hek whether it is valid by simply inspeting this global variable.Furthermore, some funtions (e.g. TreeSize and BakLabel) return null, if their resultis invalid for the urrent level of reursion. In any ase, we an easily learn when thereturn value of a funtion is invalid without having to store it loally. Aording to 1) ofObservation 3.3.2, if the result of BakLabel is null, then the orresponding neighbor isinvalid and we never move the urrent vertex along suh edges. Also, 2) of Observation3.3.2 ensures that we an always proess loally ative verties. Finally, aording to 3) ofObservation 3.3.2, if the result of TreeSize is null, then the hooking tree of the urrentvertex is unontratable.3.3.4 Main theoremUsing Lemma 3.3.3 we an prove our main theorem onerning undireted st-onnetivityTheorem 3.3.4. Undireted st-onnetivity on a graph with n verties an be solved inspae O(log n log log n).By Corollary 3.2.7, s and t are onneted i� repRr(s) = repRr(t). Thus tosolve USTCONN it is enough to de�ne a funtion whih moves the urrent vertex vto repRr(v).Let m = dlog logne. Reall that r = 5 � 2m � 3 = O(log n). The spae omplexityof the algorithm is dominated by the spae taken by the exeution stak. From Lemma3.3.3 follows that eah loal variable at level l, exept ounters used in the omparison ofverties, is at most v(l). Sine there are onstant number of loal variables per funtionand the length of every hain of funtion alls within the same level of reursion is bounded91



by a onstant, the spae taken by level l is O(log v(l) +m) (the additional O(m) spaeappears beause of the ounters used during omparison of verties). Sine log v(l) =4 � 2Argl + 1, 1 � l � r, and r �m = O(log n log log n), we have to prove thatrXl=1 2Argl = O(log n log logn):Consider the reurrene given byS(k) = � 3; k = 0;2S(k � 1) + 2k+2; k > 0:From the reursive de�nition of Sm given in setion 3.2.4 follows that the left hand sideof the equation whih we want to prove is exatly S(m). Finally, it is not hard to proveby indution on k that S(k) = 2k(4k + 3). Hene S(m) = O(log n log logn).3.3.5 Pseudo-odeThe language of the pseudo-ode is similar to Pasal. The most notable di�erene isthat bloks are marked by indentation. We distinguish two ases of funtion de�nitions {proedures (marked by proedure) and funtions (marked by funtion). Only funtionsreturn a value using the return statement. Proedures do not return a value. Theif : : : then : : : else : : :, while : : : do : : :, and for statements have the obvious semantis.break exits the losest surrounding loop, and ontinue ontinues with the next yle ofthe exeution of the losest surrounding loop. We use �xed width font to denote thenames of funtions and variables from the pseudo-ode, e.g. FooBar and i, and a romanfont for mathematial funtions and variables, e.g. FooBar and i.P1 andP2 has the following semantis. If P1 is false, then P2 is not heked and thevalue of P1 andP2 is false. Otherwise the value of P1 andP2 is the value of P2. P1 orP2has similar semantis, exept that the value of P2 is heked only if P1 is false.3.3.5.1 Exeution of the pseudo-odeThe variable usage and exeution of the pseudo-ode is standard. During its exeution afuntion an use only its own loal variables and the global variables. For the exeution ofthe funtions we use a stak whih ontains the loal variables of the funtions exeuted92



at the moment. The part of the stak devoted to the exeution of a funtion is alled thestak frame of the funtion. The top of this stak ontains the stak frame of the funtionbeing exeuted at the moment. When the urrent funtion alls another funtion, �rst anew stak frame is alloated on the top of the stak and then the new funtion is exeuted.Part of the stak frame of a funtion ontains information about the address (the plaein the program) from whih the funtion was alled. One the urrent funtion is �nishedits stak frame is removed from the top of the stak and the exeution resumes from theaddress from whih the urrent funtion was alled.In addition to funtions whih are exeuted using the stak we have global fun-tions, whih do not use the stak for their exeution. Suh funtions use only globalvariables for their exeution { i.e. their \loal" variables are in fat global variables whihare visible only from the partiular global funtion. Sine in what follows we are onlyonerned with the ontents of the stak, we onentrate on funtions whih use the stak.The exeution of the pseudo-ode proeeds in the following way. Every funtionis exeuted at some level of reursion. During its exeution, a funtion an all otherfuntions either on the same level of reursion or on a lower level of reursion. Thereis a onstant , suh that the length of a hain of funtion alls within the same levelof reursion is at most . The stak frames of funtions exeuted in the same level ofreursion are onseutive on the stak. We all suh a sequene of stak frames, the stakframe for the level. From the fat that any stak frame for a level ontains at most  stakframes for funtions and that eah funtion uses a onstant number of variables followsthat there is a onstant d suh that the stak frame of every level ontains a total of atmost d variables.The loal and global variables ontain only numerial and boolean values, and aspeial value null, di�erent from any other value. For every level of reursion l we havean upper bound v(l), omputed by a global funtion, on the numerial values whih arevalid for this level, i.e. all numerial values at level l, exept ounters used during theomparison of verties, are at most v(l). Boolean values and null are always valid. Theounters used for omparison of verties are at most dlog ne.93



3.3.5.2 Passing arguments and returning valuesWe have two methods of passing arguments to a funtion and returning a value. The �rstis through global variables and the seond is through global arrays whih ontain an entryfor every level of reursion.The method whih uses global variables is straightforward. We have global vari-ables whih are set to the arguments of the funtion before it is alled. We denote theglobal variables for the arguments of a funtion F with arg1F, arg2F, and so on. Duringits exeution a funtion an lookup its arguments from these global variables. It mightdeide to store them as loal variables, but this might not always be possible, beause thearguments might be invalid for the urrent level of reursion.To return a value a funtion sets a global variable. After a return from a all of afuntion, the alling funtion deides whether it wants to store the returned value loally.We have a speial assignment operator, ::=, whih assigns the return value r of a funtionreturning through a global variable to a loal variable in the following way: if r is validfor the urrent level of reursion, the result of the assignment is r, otherwise it is null.The method whih uses arrays is more subtle. Let F be a funtion whih uses thismethod of passing arguments and returning values. This method an be used only, if allalls to F are reursive, i.e. all alls to F are F(l � 1; : : :). We have two global arrays {one, argF, for passing arguments to F and one, retF, for returning a value from it. Thosearrays ontain exatly one entry for every possible level of reursion and eah entry ouldbe marked. Also eah entry holds values whih are valid for the orresponding level ofreursion, so the spae taken by eah suh array is the same as the spae taken by theexeution stak.Let H alls F. If H uses the value returned by F, then before the all to F the entryof retF for the urrent level of reursion is marked, otherwise it is left unmarked. WhenF produes a result, it �nds in retF the �rst marked entry after the entry for the urrentlevel of reursion and tries to store its result there. If the value produed is too large forthe orresponding entry, F writes null. After the all to F returns, H unmarks the entryof retF for the urrent level of reursion. The only time when H does not use the value94



returned by F is when H is atually F and the all to F is a reursive all whose result ispassed bak without modi�ation, e.g. a all like return F(l � 1; : : :) in the de�nition ofF(l; : : :).Similarly, if H provides arguments to F, then before the all to F, H marks the entryof argF for the urrent level of reursion and provides values for it. When F wants toaess its arguments, it �nds the �rst marked entry in argF after the entry for the urrentlevel of reursion and uses the values stored in the entry as its arguments. After the allto F returns, H unmarks the entry of argF for the urrent level of reursion. Again wehave that the only time when H does not provide arguments to F is when H is F and theall to F is a reursive all whose arguments are the same as for the urrent all to F, e.g.a all like F(l � 1; y) in the de�nition of F(l; x) at a plae where it is always true thatx = y. Sine this method is used only if all alls to F are reursive, there is no danger ofoverwriting F's arguments or returned value. For passing arguments this method helpswhen we need to store an argument only at the level whih generates it (where it is valid),but still allow for lower levels of reursion to aess it (where it might be invalid). Forreturning values this method helps when we want to return a value exatly at the levelwhih requested it. This method allows for nested alls from di�erent levels of reursionto the same funtion, whih the ordinary method of passing variables through globalvariables does not always allow.The restrition we have on the spae of a level is the reason why we hose thosemethods of passing arguments and returning value. The method using arrays is moreunusual, and it is used only in two funtions: BakLabel and BakLabelAux. The reasonwhy we introdued it is explained in the notes for those funtions.In the ode, we use F(x1; : : : ; xk) to all a funtion F with arguments x1; : : : ; xk .If a funtion F takes arguments, but is alled without ones, it uses the values urrentlyloated in the global variables (or the arrays) for F.
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3.3.5.3 Translation of the pseudo-ode to a Turing MahineLet us address now the issue of translating the pseudo-ode to a Turing Mahine with abinary alphabet. Most of the details, like doing arithmeti and performing onditionals arerather straightforward, so we skip them and onentrate only on variable usage. Numerialvalues are represented in binary. To represent the null value, we use one additional bitto designate whether the value is null or not. We have a separate tape for eah globalvariable (there are only onstant number of them). The spae taken by eah global variableis O(log n).There is a tape assigned for the stak and the head of this tape is positioned atthe stak frame of the urrent funtion, i.e. at the top of the stak. The stak frame ofa funtion ontains the state to whih the TM mahine must return after the exeutionof the funtion (this takes a onstant number of bits depending only on the TM) and thevalues of the loal variables of the funtion.The spae taken by eah loal variable depends on the level of reursion at whihthe stak frame ours. Sine at a level l the value of every valid loal variable is atmost v(l), the spae s(l) taken by suh variable at level l is O(log v(l)). This spae isknown to the urrent funtion, beause it an be omputed (by a global funtion) fromthe urrent level of reursion. So to use the i-th loal variable the urrent funtion mustmove the head of the stak tape to the plae where the variable is loated. This plaean be omputed by the urrent funtion from i and s(l). As disussed earlier there isa onstant d suh that the stak frame of the l-th level of reursion ontains at most dvariables. Thus the spae taken by the stak frame of level l is O(log v(l)+ log logn). TheO(log logn) appears beause of omparison of verties, as explained in setion 3.3.3.After the exeution of the urrent funtion the state of the TM is restored to thevalue stored on the stak and the head of the stak tape is moved to the stak frame ofthe aller.
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3.3.5.4 PreliminariesTo simplify the exposition of the algorithm, we remove the level of reursion from theargument lists of the funtions. Instead we have one global variable, level, whih ontainsthe urrent level of reursion. level is set to 5 �2dlog log ne�3 initially. Let F be a funtionwhih alls a funtion G on the previous level of reursion. This task is performed byPrev, namely Prev(G(: : :)) passes arguments to G, dereases the urrent level of reursion,alls G, and upon return from G inreases the urrent level of reursion. This is the onlyway that the urrent level of reursion is hanged { all funtions an lookup the value oflevel, but none of them hanges it. We denote the urrent level of reursion with l.The global variable urrvertex ontains the urrent vertex v.In the following, T denotes the hooking tree of the urrent vertex in Cl�1. Ahooking tree in Cl�1 is alled ontratable, if its degree is at most dexp(Argl + 1). Avalue is valid, if it is most v(l). A vertex v is valid if its degree Æl�1(v) is at most v(l).For the de�nition of Opl, Argl, and dexp see the beginning of setion 3.2.4.We use the following observation. It follows from Observation 3.3.2 and the or-retness of the funtions mentioned in it.Observation 3.3.5. 1) If TreeSize 6= null, then all moves of TreeForward(i) are pos-sible, for i � 0. 2) If MoveValid(i) is true, then the result of Move(i) is not null andvalid, otherwise �l�1(v; i) is invalid.By this observation TreeSize and MoveValid serve as \safeguard" heks for for-ward moves. Thus before making a forward move to hange the urrent vertex, if wewant to be able to return, e.g. in an after statement, we always �rst make sure that theforward move returns a valid result. In this ase we say that the forward move is valid.All funtions, exept BakLabel and BakLabelAux, take arguments and returnvalues through global variables.Every funtion is preeded by paragraphs whih give its spei�ation. Also notesare made on the de�nition and orretness of the funtion, and on the validity of its loalvariables. In the notes we use interhangeably the name of a loal variable, given in �xedfont, and its value. 97



3.3.5.5 Important funtionsGlobal funtion ArgOp. Input l. Output 2 � Argl + "l, where "l is 0, if Opl = Hook,and 1, otherwise. Assumes 1 � l � 5 � 2dlog log ne � 3.global funtion ArgOpk := dlog log ne;while trueif k = 0 then return 2 � (l� 1) + (l� 1);else if l � 2 then return 2 � k+ (l� 1);else if l = 5 � 2k � 3 then return 2 � (k+ 1) + 1;else if l � 5 � 2k�1 then l := l � 5 � 2k�1 + 1;else l := l� 2;k := k � 1;Global funtions Valid, ContratDegree, and Contration. Input None.Output Correspondingly 2 � dexp(Argl + 2), dexp(Argl + 1), and whether Opl =Contrat.global funtion Validreturn 2 � dexp(2 + ArgOp(level) div 2);global funtion ContratDegreereturn dexp(1 + ArgOp(level) div 2);global funtion Contrationreturn ArgOp(level) mod 2 = 1;Statement \after M1; M2; : : : ; Mk do B". Input M1; : : : ; Mk { path desription rel-ative to the urrent vertex, B some instrution(s). Output Moves the urrent vertex98



aording to the forward moves in M1; : : : ; Mk, exeutes B, and �nally restores the originalurrent vertex. Assumes All forward moves are valid. Loal variables l1; : : : ; lk.de�ne after M1, M2, ..., Mk do Bl1 := M1; l2 := M2; ...; lk := Mk;B;Reverse(Mk, lk); ...; Reverse(M2, l2); Reverse(M1, l1);Operators <, =, and <d. Input P1 and P2 { path desriptions relative to theurrent vertex. Output Let v1 and v2 be the end vertex of P1 and P2, orrespondingly.The three operators hek orrespondingly, whether v1 < v2, v1 = v2, and v1 <d v2.Assumes All forward moves are valid. <d assumes also that v1 and v2 are valid. Loalvariables i, b1, and b2 for < and =. d1 and d2 for <d. Notes Bit(s; t) returns the s-thmost signi�ant bit of t. b1 and b2 are single bits. i in the de�nition of those operatorsare the only variables whih always take spae �(log log n).de�ne P1 < P2for i := 1 to dlog ne doafter P1 do b1 := Bit(i, urrvertex);after P2 do b2 := Bit(i, urrvertex);if b1 6= b2 then return b1 < b2;return false;de�ne P1 = P2for i := 1 to dlog ne doafter P1 do b1 := Bit(i, urrvertex);after P2 do b2 := Bit(i, urrvertex);if b1 6= b2 then return false;return true;de�ne P1 <d P2after P1 do d1 ::= Prev(Degree); 99



after P2 do d2 ::= Prev(Degree);return (d1 < d2) or (d1 = d2 and P1 < P2);3.3.5.6 Status funtionsFuntions Done, Ative, and Inative. Input None. Output True, orrespondingly,i� v 2 Dl, v 2 Al, and v 2 Il. Assumes None. Loal variables None.funtion Donereturn (level = 0 and Degree = 0) or(level > 0 and not Contration and Prev(Done)) or(level > 0 and Contration and(Prev(Done) or Root 6= 0 or Degree = 0));funtion Ativereturn (level = 0 and Degree 6= 0) or(level > 0 and not Contration and Prev(Ative)) or(level > 0 and Contration andnot Done and TreeSize 6= null);funtion Inativereturn (level > 0 and not Contration and Prev(Inative)) or(level > 0 and Contration andnot Done and TreeSize = null);3.3.5.7 HookingFuntion Hook. Input None. Output Hl(v). Assumes None. Loal variablesd1, d2, i, j, and m. Notes Hook is de�ned as given in setion 3.2.3. In line 9 we use1) of Observation 3.3.2 to dedue that �l�1(v; i) 2 Il�1. At line 5 v 2 Al�1 andhene d1 is valid and non-null. So i and m are also valid. At line 12 we have that�l�1(v; i); �l�1(v; m) 2 Al�1. At line 14 all neighbors of v are in Al�1. Hene d2 andj are valid. 100



funtion Hook1 if level = 0 then return 0;2 if not Contration and Prev(Inative) then return Prev(Hook);3 if Contration and Inative then return Prev(Hook);4 if Prev(Done) or Contration then return 0;5 d1 ::= Prev(Degree);6 m := 0;7 for i := 1 to d1 do8 || if the i-th neighbor is inative then hook to it9 if not MoveValid(i) then return i;10 after Move(i) do fl := Prev(Inative);11 if fl then return i;|| otherwise hek if it is bigger than|| the urrent biggest ative neighbor12 if Move(m) <d Move(i) then m := i;13 if m > 0 then return m;14 for i := 1 to d1 do15 after Move(i) do d2 ::= Prev(Degree);16 for j := 1 to d2 do|| if the j-th neighbor of the i-th neighbor is inative|| hook to i17 after Move(i) do fl := MoveValid(j);18 if not fl then return i;19 after Move(i), Move(j) do fl := Prev(Inative);20 if fl then return i;
101



|| otherwise hook to i, if its j-th neighbor is bigger|| than urrvertex21 if Current <d (Move(i), Move(j)) then m := i;22 return m;Funtion IsHooked. Input i. Output Let (v; j) = �l�1(v; i) and h = Hl�1(v).IsHooked is true i� h = j. Assumes l � 1, 0 � i � Æl�1(v), and v is valid orÆl�1(v) � Æl�1(v). Loal variables i, j, and h. Notes i is valid beause of line 2, jis valid beause of the assignment in line 5, and h is valid beause of the assignment inline 9.funtion IsHooked1 if argIsHooked = 0 then return Prev(Hook) = 0;2 if argIsHooked > Valid then return Prev(IsHooked);3 i := argIsHooked;4 if Prev(Degree) > Valid then return Prev(IsHooked(i));5 j := Prev(BakLabel(i));6 if j = null then7 if Prev(Ative) then return false;8 return Prev(IsHooked(i));9 after Move(i) do h ::= Prev(Hook);10 return h = j;Corretness We prove the orretness of IsHooked by indution on l. Notiethat for l = 1, the heks in lines 2, 4, and 6 all fail beause at level 1 all verties arevalid, and we ompare h and j in line 10.First onsider the ase when v 2 Al�1. In this ase v is valid by 2) of Observation3.3.2. If j is invalid, then v 2 Il�1, and it is not hooked to v (otherwise v 2 Il�1 byDe�nition 3.2.4). We ath this in line 7. If j is valid, then in line 10 we hek whetherit is equal to h. 102



Let now v 2 Il�1 and v 2 Al�1. Sine v is valid, v is valid also, beause thisfollows from v valid, and v valid or Æl�1(v) � Æl�1(v). So i, j and h are valid and wean ompare h and j in line 10.Assume now that v; v 2 Il�1. In this ase the only way IsHooked returns ananswer without alling reursively is in line 10, then j is valid and we have ompared itto h. Notie now that, if IsHooked alls itself reursively then Æl�1(v) � Æl�1(v). Thisis true for the alls in lines 2 and 4, beause then v is invalid. For the all in line 8this is true, beause v is valid and v is invalid. Sine v; v 2 Il�1, we have that l � 2,Æl�2(v) = Æl�1(v), Æl�2(v) = Æl�1(v), (v; j) = �l�2(v; i), and h = Hl�2(v). Thusthe orretness in this ase is ensured by the indutive hypothesis.3.3.5.8 Exploration walkThe funtions in this setion ome from the de�nition of a hooking forest of a on�gurationgiven in setion 3.2.2. Throughout it is assumed that l � 1 and Opl = Contrat. T isthe hooking tree of v in Cl�1.Funtion TreeDegree. Input None. Output If v is valid, TreeDegree returnsÆT (v), otherwise it returns null. Assumes None. Loal variables i, d, and td. NotesIn line 5 we use that v is valid to apply the orretness of IsHooked. d is valid beauseof the assignment in line 1, and i and td are valid beause at line 3 v is valid.funtion TreeDegree|| if urrvertex is invalid return null1 d ::= Prev(Degree);2 if d = null then return null;3 td := 0;|| ount the number of neighbors whih are hooked to urrvertex4 for i := 1 to d do5 if IsHooked(i) then td := td + 1;|| add 1 if urrvertex did not hook to itself103



6 if Prev(Hook) 6= 0 then td := td + 1;7 return tdFuntion TreeMove. Input i. Output Let (v; j) = �T (v; i). If a move along(v; i) is possible, i.e. v is valid, TreeMove returns j and moves the urrent vertex to v,otherwise it does not hange the urrent vertex and returns null. Assumes 0 � i �ÆT (v), v is valid. Loal variables i, j, k, l, d, d1, and r.Notes Lines 2-7 onvert from the label i of a tree-edge e to a label j of an edge inthe graph. In line 5 we use that v is valid to apply IsHooked. Lines 8-10 handle the asewhen v is invalid. Lines 11-26 ompute the tree bak-label r of e and move the urrentvertex to v. Lines 11-13 handle the ase, when v hooked to the urrent vertex. Lines14-26 handle the ase when e is the hooking edge of the urrent vertex. In lines 19-21 weuse that, if the k-th neighbor of v is invalid, then it is not v, beause v is valid.i, j, l, and d are valid, beause v is valid (the assignments in lines 3 and 7 arenon-null). d1 is valid beause of the assignment in line 9. k and r are valid beause atline 14 v is valid.funtion TreeMovei := argTreeMove;1 if i = 0 then return 0;|| onvert from tree-edge label to graph-edge label2 l := i;3 d ::= Prev(Degree);4 for j := 1 to d do5 if IsHooked(j) then l := l - 1;6 if l = 0 then break;7 if j > d then j ::= Prev(Hook);|| if the new vertex is invalid return null104



8 if not MoveValid(j) then return null;9 after Move(j) do d1 ::= Prev(Degree);10 if d1 = null then return null;11 if i < TreeDegree or (i = TreeDegree and Prev(Hook) = 0) then|| e goes to a neighbor whih hooked to urrvertex12 Move(j);13 return TreeDegree;|| e is the hooking edge of urrvertex|| ompute the tree bak-label14 r := 1;15 for k := 1 to d1 do16 after Move(j) do fl := IsHooked(k);17 if not fl then ontinue;|| enumerate all the edges with whih neighbors|| of the new vertex hooked to it18 after Move(j) do fl := MoveValid(k);19 if not fl then20 || the k-th neighbor of the new vertex is invalid21 r := r + 1;22 ontinue;|| hek if this is the edge with whih urrvertex hooked|| to the new vertex23 if (Move(j), Move(k)) = Current then break;24 r := r + 1; 105



|| move to the new vertex25 Move(j);|| return the tree bak-label26 return r;Funtion TreeForwardStep. Input i. Output Let (v; j) = �T;1(v; i). If a movealong (v; i) is possible, i.e. v is valid, then TreeForwardStep returns j and moves theurrent vertex to v, otherwise it returns null and does not hange the urrent vertex.Assumes 0 � i � ÆT (v), v is valid. Loal variables j.funtion TreeForwardStepj := TreeMove(argTreeForwardStep);if j = null then return null;j := j + 1;if j > TreeDegree then j := 1;return j;Funtion TreeForward. Input i. Output If �T;i(v; 1) ends in (v; j), thenTreeForward returns j and moves the urrent vertex to v. Assumes v and i are valid,all moves of �T;i(v; 1) are possible. Loal variables i, j, and k.funtion TreeForwardi := argTreeForward;j := 1;for k := 1 to i doj := TreeForwardStep(j);return j;Funtion TreeBak. Input i. Output If �T;i(v; j) ends in v, then TreeBakmoves the urrent vertex to v. Assumes 0 � j � ÆT (v), v and i are valid, all movesof �0T;i(v; j) are possible. Loal variables i, j, k. Notes TreeBak is de�ned in a waysimilar to TreeForward using a funtion TreeBakStep.106



funtion TreeBakStepj := argTreeBakStep - 1;if j = 0 then j := TreeDegree;return TreeMove(j);proedure TreeBaki := arg1TreeBak; j := arg2TreeBak;for k := 1 to i doj := TreeBakStep(j);Funtion TreeSize. Input None. Output 2(size(T )� 1), if T is ontratable,and null, otherwise. Assumes None. Loal variables i, i1, k1, k2, d, and td.Notes 2(size(T ) � 1) is the length of the exploration walk given in Proposition3.2.1. The method to ompute it is provided by the same proposition, i.e. TreeSizeinrementally �nds (line 6-22) the length of a walk whih visits the urrent vertex exatlythe number of times equal to its tree-degree plus 1 (the hek is done in lines 13 and14). Before inreasing the length of the walk, we �rst makes sure that the next move ispossible (lines 7-12). If it is not, TreeSize returns null. This is orret, beause if Thas an invalid vertex, it is not ontratable (Valid > ContratDegree). Otherwise itheks, if the walk went bak to the starting vertex and returns, if the starting vertexwas visited suÆiently many times. Also when TreeSize visits a vertex for the �rst time(lines 15-17), it adds its degree to the urrent total degree of T and returns null, if thetotal degree beomes larger than ContratDegree (lines 18-21).The ondition of the loop in line 6, makes sure that the urrent length i of theexploration walk is valid. If it is not, line 23 returns null beause T is unontratable.This is orret beause on one hand size(T ) � deg(T ) (at line 6, T has at least one edge)and on the other, by Proposition 3.2.1, exploration walk of length 2(size(T ) � 1) visitsall verties of a tree of size size(T ) and returns to the starting vertex suÆiently manytimes. Sine Valid � 2 ContratDegree, if the length of the exploration walk beomes107



bigger than Valid, then size(T ) > ContratDegree, so deg(T ) > ContratDegree andT is unontratable.i and i1 are valid beause of the ondition of the loop in line 6. k1 is valid beauseof the assumption that all verties visited by the exploration walk of length i � 1 inline 7 are valid. k2 is valid beause of the ondition on the output of TreeForwardStepin line 8. d is valid beause of the ondition on the output of TreeDegree in line 1.td is valid beause at line 20 both td and d1 are at most ContratDegree, and sineValid � 2 ContratDegree, the addition in line 20 produes a valid result.funtion TreeSize1 d := TreeDegree;|| if urrvertex is invalid, then the tree is unontratable2 if d = null then return null;3 if d = 0 then return 0;4 i := 1;5 td := 0;6 while i � Valid do|| hek if we an make one more step from the exploration walk7 k1 := TreeForward(i-1);8 k2 := TreeForwardStep(k1);9 if k2 = null then|| if we annot then the tree is unontratable10 TreeBak(i-1, k1);11 return null;12 TreeBak(i, k2);|| hek if we have visited the starting vertex suffiiently|| many times13 if TreeForward(i) = Current then d := d - 1;108



|| if yes, then return the urrent length of the exploration|| walk14 if d = 0 then return i;|| hek if the end of the urrent exploration walk is visited|| for the first time15 for i1 := 0 to i - 1 do16 if TreeForward(i) = TreeForward(i1) then break;17 if i1 = i then|| if it is, add its degree to the total degree18 after TreeForward(i) do d1 ::= Prev(Degree)|| if the total degree beomes too large then the tree|| is unontratable19 if d1 > ContratDegree then return null;20 td := td + d1;21 if td > ContratDegree then return null;|| inrease the length of the exploration walk by 122 i := i + 1;23 return null;Funtion Root. Input None. Output If T is unontratable or v 2 Dl�1, thenRoot returns 0, otherwise it returns the index of the �rst ourrene of root(T ) in theexploration walk on T starting from (v; 1). Assumes None. Loal variables d and i.Notes Aording to the de�nition of root(T ) given in setion 3.2.2, Root enumer-ates the verties of T using the exploration walk starting from (v; 1) (lines 3-5) and �ndsthe �rst vertex whih hooked to itself (line 4). d is valid beause of the assignment in line1, and i is valid beause at line 3 T is ontratable.funtion Root 109



|| hek if T is ontratable1 d := TreeSize;2 if d = null or Prev(Done) then return 0;|| if it is, find the vertex in it whih hooked to itself3 for i := 0 to d-1 do4 after TreeForward(i) do fl := (Prev(Hook) = 0);5 if fl then return i;3.3.5.9 ContrationThe de�nitions of the funtions in this setion ome from the de�nition of the ontrationoperation given in setion 3.2.3 T is the hooking tree of v in Cl�1.Funtion IsEdge. Input i and j. Output If v is the end vertex of �T;i(v; 1),then IsEdge returns true i� (v; j) is a remaining edge of T (see the de�nition in setion3.2.2). Assumes i is valid, 0 � j � Æl�1(v), v = root(T ) and T is ontratable. Loalvariables i, j, j1, k, k1, d, d1, and d2.Notes The de�nition of IsEdge follows exatly the de�nition of the remainingedges of T given in setion 3.2.2. Let e = (v; j), w = �l�1(e), and T 0 be the hooking treeof w in Cl�1. Lines 2-5 hek, if T 0 is ontratable. Line 7 heks, if e is internal. Let ube the k-th vertex in the exploration walk of T starting from v. Beause of lines 9 and10, at line 12 (u; j1) is an edge before e in the enumeration of the remaining edges of Tgiven in setion 3.2.2. Let u0 = �l�1(u; j1). Lines 14-16 hek whether u0 is in T 0. In line13 we use that, if the hooking tree of u0 in Cl�1 is unontratable, then u0 is not from T 0,beause at this point T 0 is ontratable.i, j, and d are valid beause T is ontratable. d2 and k1 are valid, beause atline 6 T 0 is ontratable. Lines 9 and 10 ensure the validity of d1 and j1.funtion IsEdgei := arg1IsEdge; j := arg2IsEdge;1 d := TreeSize; 110



|| if T' is unontratable, then e remains2 after TreeForward(i) do fl := MoveValid(j);3 if not fl then return true;4 after TreeForward(i), Move(j) do d2 := TreeSize;5 if d2 = null then return true;|| T' is ontratable6 for k := 0 to d-1 do|| e does not remain, if it is an internal edge7 if TreeForward(k) = (TreeForward(i), Move(j)) thenreturn false;8 if k > i then ontinue;9 if k = i then d1 := j - 1;else10 after TreeForward(k) do d1 ::= Prev(Degree);|| e does not remain, if it is not the first edge|| from T to T'11 for j1 := 1 to d1 do12 after TreeForward(k) do fl := MoveValid(j1);13 if not fl then ontinue;14 for k1 := 0 to d2-1 do15 if (Treeforward(i), Move(j), TreeForward(k1)) =(TreeForward(k), Move(j1)) then16 return false;17 return true;Statement \after P for every edge (i; j) do B". Input P a path desription111



relative to the urrent vertex, i and j names of loal variables using this statement, Binstrution(s) whih might depend on the variables i and j. Output Let v be the vertexwith path desription P and T 0 is its hooking tree in Cl�1. This statement exeutes B forall possible values of (i; j) suh that (u; j) is a remaining edge of T 0, where u is the endvertex of �T;i(v; 1). Assumes l � 1, all forward moves in P are valid, T 0 is ontratableand v = root(T 0). Loal variables i1, d1, d2.Notes Lines 3-5 hek, if this is the �rst time the exploration walk on T 0 visitsthe i-th vertex v. If so, lines 7-9 enumerate the remaining edges of T 0 inident to v. Allloal variables, and i and j, are valid beause T 0 is ontratable.de�ne after P for every edge (i, j) do B1 after P do d1 := TreeSize;2 for i := 0 to d1 - 1 do|| visit only one every vertex of T'3 for i1 := 0 to i - 1 do4 if (P, TreeForward(i)) = (P, TreeForward(i1)) then break;5 if i1 < i then ontinue;6 after P, TreeForward(i) do d2 ::= Prev(Degree);7 for j := 1 to d2 do8 after P do fl := IsEdge(i, j);9 if not fl then ontinue;|| if (i, j) is a remaining edge, then exeute B10 B;Funtion Degree. Input None. Output Æl(v). Assumes None. Loal vari-ables i, j, and td. Notes To obtain the degree of the urrent vertex, we just enumerateall remaining edges of T . If T is not ontratable, then, by de�nition, the degree omesfrom a previous level (line 2). Line 2 handles the ase when v 2 Il, and line 3 the asewhen v 2 Dl. All loal variables are valid beause at line 3 T is ontratable.112



GraphDegree returns the degree of the urrent vertex in the input graph G.funtion Degree1 if level = 0 then return GraphDegree;2 if not Contration or TreeSize = null then return Prev(Degree);3 if Prev(Done) or Root 6= 0 then return 0;4 td := 0;5 after Current for every edge (i,j) do td := td + 1;6 return td;Proedure Neighbor. Input i. Output Moves the urrent vertex to �l(v; i).Assumes 0 � i � Æl(v). Loal variables l, j, i, and d.Notes The de�nition of Neighbor follows the de�nitions in setion 3.2.2. Firstwe make sure that T is ontratable (lines 4 and 10). If not, then we all reursively.Otherwise, i is the index of a remaining edge e of T , and we loate e and move along it(lines 14-20). One we move along e, we move the urrent vertex to the representative ofthe new urrent vertex, i.e. the root of the new urrent hooking tree T 0, if it is ontratable(lines 6, 12, and 19).i is valid beause at line 8 argNeighbor is valid, and the other loal variables arevalid beause at line 14 T is ontratable.GraphNeighbor(i) moves the urrent vertex to its i-th neighbor in the input graphG. proedure Neighbor1 if level = 0 then GraphNeighbor(argNeighbor);if not Contration then Prev(Neighbor);2 || handle the self-loop ase3 if argNeighbor = 0 then return;4 if argNeighbor > Valid then 113



|| if T is unontratable, all reursively5 Prev(Neighbor(argNeighbor));|| if T' is ontratable, move to its root6 if TreeSize 6= null then TreeForward(Root);7 return;8 i := argNeighbor;9 d := TreeSize;10 if d = null then|| T is unontratable11 Prev(Neighbor(i));12 if TreeSize 6= null then TreeForward(Root);13 return;|| T is ontratable14 after Current for every edge (l, j) do15 i := i - 1;|| hek if (l, j) is e16 if i > 0 then ontinue;|| move to e and then along e17 TreeForward(l);18 Prev(Neighbor(j));|| move to the root of T'19 if TreeSize 6= null then TreeForward(Root);20 return;Funtion BakLabel. Input i. Output �l(v; i). Uses the array method de-sribed in setion 3.3.5 of taking arguments and returning values. Assumes 0 � i �Æl(v). Loal variables l, j, j1, k, k1, i, d, nd, and r.114



Notes The �rst ase of BakLabel is when T is ontratable. In this ase we �ndthe remaining edge e of T with index i (lines 12-14). Let v = �l�1(e) and T 0 be thehooking tree of v in Cl�1. If T 0 is unontratable, then we all reursively, beause inthis ase the bak-label omes from the previous level of reursion (line 22). Otherwisewe have to �nd the index nd of the �rst remaining edge e0 of T 0 whih goes from T 0 toT (lines 24-32). This is the new bak-label. To �nd the index of e0, �rst we �nd theroot of T 0 (line 20) and then enumerate all remaining edges of T 0 (lines 25-32). For eahremaining edge of T 0 we hek if it goes to T (line 30-32). In lines 27-29, we use that, ifa remaining edge of T 0 goes to an unontratable hooking tree, then it does not go to T ,beause at this point T is ontratable. The ase when T is unontratable is handled byBakLabelAux (lines 5 and 10).i is valid beause of line 4. d is valid beause of the assignment in line 8. l, j,and k1 are valid beause at line 12 T is ontratable. r is valid beause of line 20. j1, k,and nd are valid beause at line 24 T 0 is ontratable.The reursive all in line 22 does not assign the returned value to a loal variable,i.e. this all returns a value at some higher level of reursion, depending on the array forreturning values of BakLabel. This all is the reason why BakLabel returns throughan array instead of a global variable. The onventional thing to do is to store the resultof this all loally, and one the after statement has restored the original urrent vertex,return the stored value. This does not work for us, beause the value returned from thereursive all might be invalid. Instead, using that the only reason why we store thereturned value is to pass it bak, when BakLabel produes a result we let it store theresult at the level at whih it is requested. This works beause BakLabel is always alledon the previous level of reursion.GraphBakLabel(i) returns the bak-label of the i-th edge inident to v in theinput graph G.funtion BakLabel1 if level = 0 then return GraphBakLabel(argBakLabel);2 if not Contration then return Prev(BakLabel);115



3 if argBakLabel = 0 then return 0;|| if urrvertex is invalid all BakLabelAux4 if argBakLabel > Valid then5 BakLabelAux;6 return;7 i := argBakLabel;|| if T is unontratable all BakLabelAux8 d := TreeSize;9 if d = null then10 BakLabelAux;11 return;|| T is ontratable12 after Current for every edge (l, j) do13 i := i - 1;|| find e14 if i > 0 then ontinue;15 after TreeForward(l) do16 fl := MoveValid(j);17 if fl then18 after Move(j) do19 fl := (TreeSize 6= null);20 if fl then r := Root;21 if not fl then|| if T' is unontratable all reursively116



22 after TreeForward(l) do Prev(BakLabel(j));23 return;|| T' is ontratable24 nd := 0;|| find the first edge of T' whih goes to T and return|| its index25 after TreeForward(l), Move(j), TreeForward(r)for every edge (k, j1) do26 nd := nd + 1;27 after TreeForward(l), Move(j),TreeForward(r), TreeForward(k) do28 fl := MoveValid(j1);29 if not fl then ontinue;30 for k1 := 0 to d-1 do31 if (TreeForward(l), Move(j),TreeForward(r), TreeForward(k), Move(j1))= TreeForward(k1) then32 return nd;Funtion BakLabelAux. Input i. Output �l(v). To take argument andreturn value BakLabelAux uses the arrays of BakLabel. Assumes 0 � i � Æl(v), Tis unontratable. Loal variables l, j, k, bl, nbl, r, and d.Notes The de�nition of BakLabelAux follows the de�nitions given in setion3.2.2 when T is unontratable. Let v and T 0 be as in the note for BakLabel. If T 0is unontratable, the bak-label is inherited from the previous level of reursion, so weall BakLabel reursively (lines 3 and 10). Otherwise at line 12, T 0 is ontratable, theurrent vertex is v (beause of line 5), and bl is the bak-label of e (beause of line 1).So we have to �nd the index of (v; bl) in T 0 ((v; bl) is a remaining edge of T 0 beause T117



is unontratable). Line 12 �nds the root of T 0, and lines 13 and 14 �nd the index k ofthe �rst ourrene of v in the exploration walk of T 0 starting from its root. Lines 16-20enumerate the remaining edges of T 0 until we �nd (v; bl).bl is valid by the assumption for the return onvention of BakLabel for line 1. dis valid beause of the assignment in line 6. r, l, j, k, and nbl are valid beause at line12 T 0 is ontratable.Just like for BakLabel, the alls to BakLabel in lines 3 and 10 return values atsome higher level of reursion. The alls to BakLabel in lines 1, 3, and 10 do not havearguments { by onvention this means that the argument to BakLabel omes from ahigher level of reursion.The ase when T is unontratable is the reason why the argument to BakLabelis passed through an array instead of a global variable. More preisely, the problem iswhen the urrent vertex is invalid, then the argument i to BakLabel, whih is the labelof an edge inident to v, might be invalid and storing it loally will be impossible. Inthis ase we still want to be able to use the value of i after alling funtions whih anpotentially hange the value of a global argument to BakLabel. The deision is to letthe value of the argument stay at the level whih produed it, beause it ertainly is validfor this level. For this to work, it is important that the value of the argument stored inthe array is not hanged while proessing the all to BakLabel. Fortunately this doesnot happen, beause BakLabel is always alled on the previous level of reursion.funtion BakLabelAux1 bl := Prev(BakLabel);2 if bl = null then|| if T' is unontratable all reursively3 Prev(BakLabel);4 return;|| move along e5 Prev(Neighbor(argBakLabel));118



6 d := TreeSize;7 if d = null then8 || if T' is unontratable go bak and all reursively9 Prev(Neighbor(bl));10 Prev(BakLabel);11 return;|| T' is ontratable12 r := Root;|| find the index of the first ourrene of v in|| the exploration walk of T' starting from r13 for k := 0 to d - 1 do14 if TreeForward(r), TreeForward(k) = Current then break;|| ompute the new bak-label15 nbl := 0;16 after TreeForward(r) for every edge (l, j) do|| inrease the new bak-label by one|| for every edge that happens before e17 nbl := nbl + 1;18 if l = k and j = bl then|| if we are at (v,bl) move bak and return|| the new bak-label19 Prev(Neighbor(bl));20 return nbl;Funtion Move. Input i. Output Let (v; j) = �l�1(v; i). Move returns j andmoves the urrent vertex to v. Assumes l � 1, 0 � i � Æl�1(v), i and j valid. Loalvariables i and j, whih are valid by the assumption about the argument of Move.119



funtion Movei := argMove;j := Prev(BakLabel(i));Prev(Neighbor(i));return j;Funtion MoveValid. Input i. Output True i� �l�1(v; i) is valid. Assumesl � 1, 0 � i � Æl�1(v), i valid. Loal variables None.funtion MoveValidreturn Prev(BakLabel(argMoveValid)) 6= null;3.3.5.10 Solving undireted st-onnetivityProedure MoveToRep. Input None. Output Moves the urrent vertex to repRl(v).Assumes None. Loal variables None.proedure MoveToRepif level > 0 thenPrev(MoveToRep);if Contration and TreeSize 6= null then TreeForward(Root);Global funtion Conneted. Input s and t. Output True i� s and t areonneted in G.global funtion Connetedlevel := 5 � 2dlog log ne � 3;urrvertex := s; MoveToRep;r := urrvertex;urrvertex := t; MoveToRep;return r = urrvertex;
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